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Abstract 

This thesis examines L. N. Tolstoy's representation of sexuality in late

nineteenth-ce_ntury Russia through his novella, The Kreutzer Sonata (1889). * l draw on 

recent theoretical works of Michel Foucault and Alphonso Lingis to investigate the 

political and economic factors significant to the development of sexuality in capitalist 

cultures such as nineteenth-century Russia. I show that Tolstoy's depiction of the 

political empowerment and economic motivation behind sexuality are the most 

significant factors in shaping human sexuality, which concurs with the recent theoretical 

models. 

I then show how women are subordinated to comply with male sexuality to 

achieve its political and economic ends. From this emerges a masculine view of women 

as subservient lower animals. I incorporate an historical account of human relationships 

with animals and how women became included in that lower order by men, which is 

vividly portrayed in The Kreutzer Sonata and supported by feminist theory. 

After building a representative picture of sexuality and relations between the 

sexes, I demonstrate how Tolstoy articulates the protagonist in his novella to create a 

polemics against the foundations of that society. Tolstoy rehabilitates the status of a 

woman in favour of equality between the sexes, thus subverting all modes of life based 

on perceived masculine superiority. This thesis will conclude, therefore, that Tolstoy's 

The Kreutzer Sonata is an indictment and condemnation of capitalist social organisation 

based on the exploitation of populations through their sexuality in Russia as in the West. 

• This thesis is based on an analysis of the original Russian texts. However, I provide English 
translations of the Russian cited and references to English translations of the texts. 
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Leo Tolstoy's novella, The Kreutzer Sonata (1889),1 caused a sensation m 

Russia with its frank discussion on sexuality, the provocative attack it makes on sexual 

relations, as well as its risque sexual content. It is a powerful and disturbing story about 

late-nineteenth-century family life in which moral expectations are in conflict with 

demands for increased sensual pleasures among the upper classes. Foremost is the 

masculine desire for sexual gratification and the consequences of living by the flesh that 

leads to discord, jealousy and eventually, the murder of a hated wife. From this 

scenario, the text reflects the prevalent cultural_ unease and anxieties surrounding a 

woman's body, her sexuality and the question of women's rights. As a retrospective 

look at a life lived badly, The Kreutzer Sonata focuses on the themes of sexuality, 

sexual morality and the social circumstances under which men and women unite. 

The initial stir created by The Kreutzer Sonata introduced "rrorroBoii: Borrpoc" 

[the sexual question] to Russia's educated classes and had the intelligentsia totally 

absorbed in what quickly became a controversial debate on sexuality. 2 But for a work 

of art that made such an enormous impression on the minds of so many in its day, it is 

1 All references to The Kreutzer Sonata are to the uncensored version of the text that is published 
in the authoritative 90 volumes of JI. H. Toncroii, JlOJmoe Co6pauue Col./1mem1i'i. The official version of 
The Kreutzer Sonata published in 1890 has a number of alterations and multiple omissions made by a 
third party to meet the demands of repressive censorship regulations. In the course of my research, I have 
found the official text, which is generally available in Russian and used for English translations, to 
undermine the novella's artistic value and leave the work carelessly open for significant 
misinterpretations. 

The English translations that accompany the Russian throughout this thesis are taken from 
Aylmer Maude's translation of The Kreutzer Sonata, which is based on the official censored version, but 
includes a large proportion of the altered or omitted passages as endnotes to the main text. Maude's 
translation is generally reliable, but where appropriate, I have made some adjustment to render the 
English as close as possible to the Russian. 

Full bibliographic details of all citations and abbreviated references appear in the Bibliography. 

2 For extensive coverage on the reception of The Kreutzer Sonata and the debate on sexuality 
that surrounds the novella, see M0ller, Postlude to "The Kreutzer Sonata." 
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almost incomprehensible that this masterpiece has received so little attention in an 

entire century following its publication. Even more surprising is the lack of criticism 

that focuses on sexuality-the central theme of the novella. This thesis, then, takes a 

logical step into the midst of a late-nineteenth-century world to relate the representation 

of sexuality in The Kreutzer Sonata to that social milieu. 

The lack of critical inquiry into The Kreutzer Sonata is attributed to the general 

view that Tolstoy's later works, after Anna Karenina, are too dogmatic and of little 

artistic value compared with the earlier novels. Along these lines, the result in 

traditional literary criticism on The Kreutzer Sonata is reflected in the observations of 

David Herman: "AB an illustration, Gustafson, Bayley, Wasiolek, Greenwood, and 

Christian in their roughly 1,500 collective pages on Tolstoi as a whole devote only a 

combined 16 pages to the story. Meanwhile, the best-known Russian surveys of 

Tolstoi's work usually concentrate on his three major novels and omit Kreutzer Sona~a 

altogether.3 While some Tolstoyan critics mention The Kreutzer Sonata, it is usually 

only with a brief outline of the plot, making some references to the reception of the 

novella or Fnking autobiographical features of the text to the artist. However, the last 

decade has witness renewed interest in The Kreutzer Sonata. 

Firstly, that The Kreutzer Sonata takes its title from Beethoven's Kreutzer 

Sonata has led to numerous interpretations of the relationship between the literary and 

musical pieces. There are those who interpret Tolstoy's The Kreutzer Sonata as a 

literary response or representation of Beethoven's sonata. Dorothy Green explores 

parallels in the structure of the two works, while Elizabeth Papazian considers Tolstoy's 

3 Herman, 'Stricken by Infection,' p. 16. 
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novella to represent a literary adaptation of the presto of the musical work. Rachel 

Wilson takes another step by looking at Leo Janacek's Kreutzer Quartet, which is a 

musical adaptation of Tolstoy's The Kreutzer Sonata, investigating how it was 

conceived from Tolstoy's work. Mahoko Eguchi takes a technical look at Beethoven's 

piece to help explain some perceptive interpretations of the role of music in Tolstoy's 

work and the effect music can have on listeners such as the protagonist in The Kreutzer 

Sonata. In a similar vein, David Herman explores the role of music and art in general in 

The Kreutzer Sonata and the psychological impact it has on people, with specific 

reference to sexual relations. While all of these papers are innovative in their approach 

and reflect Tolstoy's fascination with art, which he to some extent explores in the 

novella, The Kreutzer Sonata is not essentially concerned with art as a literary theme. A 

musical interpretation therefore does not lead to a satisfactory or conclusive critical 

representation of The Kreutzer Sonata. 

Looking at the text as a whole, rather than focusing on one theme such as music, 

the approximately seventy pages of The Kreutzer Sonata is almost entirely a monologue 

of a male . protagonist's confession told in a train compartment to the first~person 

narrator who later retells the tale. Logically, then, a great deal of criticism focuses on 

that predominant character. Charles Isenberg, for example, in his book, Telling Silence, 

devotes one chapter to The Kreutzer Sonata and an analysis of its protagonist. Isenberg 

describes the setting in the train compartment as an artistic frame which symbolically 

imprisons the protagonist, forcing him to confront the truth of his ill-lived former life to 

which he confesses. Out of this "truth," Isenberg includes a Freudian psychological 

analysis to conclude that the protagonist was driven to a state of delusional jealousy by 

failing to understand himself and his society. But, as a madman, in his recollections of 
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the past he now sees through that delusion. According to Isenberg, this allows the 

protagonist to acknowledge his own guilt related to the mistreatment and murder of his 

wife, to which he was previously oblivious. Similarly, in 'The.Kreutzer Sonata as a 

Tragedy of Forgiveness,' Robert Bird contests that the protagonist's confession reflects 

a realisation of guilt and a plea for forgiveness. However, Bird suggests that the 

protagonist never fully realises the essence of his guilty self or the extent of his crimes 

against women, which leaves him unable to reconcile the true nature of his former life 

as a typical male. On the other hand, Vladimir Golstein considers the protagonist to 

have no sense of remorse and presents him wholly as an unrepentant murderer who sees 

himself, not his dead wife, as the victim. Golstein argues that the protagonist first sets 

himself up as passive entity and continues to lay blame on external forces that 

apparently bear down and determine his fate completely against his will. In doing so, 

the protagonist is seen to be involved in an elaborate process of scapegoating and blame 

laying on anyone but himself Golstein concludes that the protagonist aims ultimately 

for self-justification of his abuse of women and one's eventual murder, which 

prophetica\ly reflects the obsession of our age of paranoid theories and self-justifying 

murders. 

Henrietta Mondry finds another explanation for the murder of a woman in her 

Fyodorovian reading of The Kreutzer Sonata. Taking a philosophical approach to the 

text based on Nikolai Fyodorov's The Philosophy of the Common Task, Mondry finds 

that the murder is committed for the integral role it plays in achieving the final goal of 

mankind, which is to resurrect past generations of dead fathers and thus fulfil 

Fyodorov' s interpretation of the aim of Christianity. By killing a wife, a man 

symbolically detaches himself from sexuality and the instinct to procreate, which 
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Mondry explains is amongst the factors hindering the resurrections. Now 

metaphysically castrated from his sexual instincts, the protagonist is a symbolic eunuch 

who is ready and worthy for his entry into the Kingdom of God. 

Although the protagonist achieves the highest Christian ideal in his symbolic 

detachment from sexuality outlined by Mondry, there remains the question related to the 

protagonist's sexuality before his escape from it, which is · representative of male 

sexuality in general and dominates a large proportion of his confession. The most 

substantial body of literature dealing with issues of sexuality, indeed the largest single 

work on The Kreutzer Sonata, is Peter UlfM0ller's Postlude to "The Kreutzer Sonata." 

Meller takes an historical look at the composition and reception of Tolstoy's novella 

and provides an extensive and insightful commentary on the contemporaneous debate 

on sexual morality in Russia extending over three hundred pages. This work also 

includes accounts of the representation of sexuality by other artists of the day as well as 

philosophical views and responses related to the debate on sexuality and The Kreutzer 

Sonata, including those of Vladimir Solovyov and Vasiliy Rozanov. Although M0ller's 

book is eX!ensive, by the author's own definition Postlude to "The Kreutzer Sonata" 

aims at creating a "literary-historical" context for The Kreutzer Sonata and not a critical 

analysis or interpretation of the representation of sexuality in Tolstoy's novella itself. 

Barbara Heldt, however, takes a critical look at male sexuality and the 

representation of women in The Kreutzer Sonata. In her short chapter, 'Tolstoy's Path 

toward Feminism' in Terrible Perfection, Heldt first points out that The Kreutzer Sonata 

is often received as an extreme form of Tolstoy's misogyny for his presentation of 

masculine domination through a patriarchal protagonist whose patriarchal attitudes and 

sexuality lead to the physical mistreatment of women and the eventual murder of his 
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wife. However, Heldt argues thad:rolstoy intentionally creates a misogynist protagonist 

and exposes his abuse of women to emphatically condemn, not advocate masculine 

domination and patriarchal culture.~ Heldt contends that: "It would seem that misogyny 

rules throughout. But Tolstoy is attempting a more difficult feat," which is, according 

to Heldt, the representation of a society in which "the description of sexual politics as 

they exist, are the same as those made by feminists today."4 Heldt's perceptive analogy 

concurs with and is integral to this thesis; it will be discussed at greater length in 

Chapter Four. 

This thesis aims, then, to fulfil the need for a more thorough investigation into 

the controversial central theme of sexuality in The Kreutzer Sonata that caused such a 

stir in its day, but remains almost entirely unaddressed in critical inquiry into the 

novella. This will not only add new and interesting dimensions to the literary work and 

its creator, but will also il1uminate a great deal about late-nineteenth-century Russian 

life and the historical cultural, social, political and sexual elements with which it is 

structured. T,he Kreutzer Sonata is thus an important moment in Russian literature, in 

need and ~orthy of the thematic attention I give to its representation of sexuality in late

nineteenth-century Russian society. 

In Chapter One, I will define the typical attributes of m'ale sexuality by example 

of the protagonist of The Kreutzer Sonata who speaks at length about his sexuality from 

childhood through to marriage asserting that he is a representative of ninety-nine per 

cent of males. in his society. Relating the protagonist's constant claims that external 

forces essentially shape male sexuality against the will of the individual to Michel 

4 Heldt, 'Tolstoy's Path toward Feminism,' pp. 45, 47. 
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Foucault's theory of sexuality in The History of Sexuality, I will demonstrate that this 

phenomenon represents what Foucault contests is the intentional socio-political 

intervention and manipulation of the development of sexuality to serve the political 

wants of the state. Foucault explains that in capitalist Western nations of the last few 

centuries, governments sought to rapidly increase their populations by promoting a 

sexuality that focuses on maximising the procreative potential of human beings. This 

essentially relies on targeting males and creating in them a strong and constant desire 

for sex. By then ensuring women are receptive to these male needs, the resulting 

frequent and productive sexual encounters will theoretically lead to a sharp increase in 

birth rates. While Foucault draws on Western nations to formulate his theory, Tolstoy 

demonstrates that capitalist Russia was politically on par with the West and that in 

Russia too there were numerous tactical devices employed to maximise population 

growth through a politically prescribed sexuality. The retrospective account of the life 

of the male protagonist in The Kreutzer Sonata runs completely concurrent with 

Foucault's theory as an example of how, indeed, male sexuality became institutionalised 

and was co:11-ditioned according to Western and the Russian government requirements. 

However, Foucault contends that a social prescription for sexuality goes beyond 

increasing populations also to directly feed the immediate economy. While Foucault 

focuses on a theory for strategies to increase birth rates and does not elaborate on his 

suggestion of an economically useful sexuality, the protagonist in The Kreutzer Sonata 

is witness to overwhelming evidence of Foucault's suggestion; every aspect of sexuality 

in The Kreutzer Sonata is described by the protagonist as having an underlying financial 

dimension and economic motivation. To fully investigate and explain the mechanics of 

this phenomenon, I draw on Foreign Bodies (1997), the recent anthropological work of. 
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Alphonso Lingis. Lingis confirms Foucault's suggestion of an economically useful 

sexuality and Lingis' theoretical proposals help to more fully articulate the protagonist's 

observations of the economic uses of sexuality in his society. Lingis proposes a 

"libidinal economy" that operates within and as part of the greater monetary economy. 

Lingis explains that sexual desire creates a demand for a body, sensuality expresses that 

desire and aids in promoting available bodies, and sexual relations between the sexes 

are the transactional exchange of bodies and services that a body can provide. Lingis 

formulates that the financial dimension in this "libidinal economy" is based on the cash 

and exchange value of bodies and their services. The protagonist in The Kreutzer 

Sonata speaks at length on the dynamics of how both men and women actively 

participate in economic exchanges through their sexual relations that create enormous 

wealth in the greater economy. I will demonstrate that, as Foucault suggests, as Lingis 

articulates theoretically, and by fictional example of The Kreutzer Sonata, the 

economies of the body are as capitalist as the state. 

In Chapters One and Two of this thesis, it will be shown through the example of 

The Kreutz.er Sonata that the politics and economics that Foucault and Lingis describe 

rely essentially on the subordination of women and masculine dominion. In their 

subordinate position, women quickly become viewed as objects of male sexual 

expression resulting from his politically inflamed libido, then a perpetual incubator for 

his politically valued progeny as well as sexual commodities evident from Chapter Two. 

Thus, as feminist writer Elizabeth Grosz explains in Volatile Bodies (1994), a woman to 

a man is conceived wholly as a biological and physical being. For women in those 

days, when Cartesian binary oppositions domi11ated ideology, Grosz explains that 
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biological and physical were synonymous with animal and, therefore, so too was a_ 

woman. 

The animals and the female human beings that were equated to the biological 

and physical by cultural definition were therefore the negative opposition to the positive 

image of a spiritual male. As Grosz deduces, it did not take long for this thought to 

translate into the reality of everyday life, which is vividly portrayed in The Kreutzer 

Sonata. The male protagonist expresses his unquestionable belief in a dominant male 

and his view that women are essentially animals in the male eye. The evidence is 

overwhelming; the protagonist's account of his former life is based on a view that his 

wife is categorically a ")IGIBOTHoe" [ an animal], and he employs the word ;;FCueomHoe 

[animal] and its derivatives approximately thirty-five times in his references to his wife 

and women in general. The Kreutzer Sonata is testimony to how men thus displace 

women out of the human world and into a subordinate order as Grosz conjectures. 

Much of Chapter Three of this thesis is based _on an inter-textual analysis of The 

KreutzerSonata and Tolstoy's short story, 'Kholstomer: The Story of a Horse,' to draw 

out the par~llels between the masculine treatment of women and animals as one and the 

same oppressed subspecies. The link between women and animals is then propped in 

Chapter Three by Joyce Salisbury's The Beast within. Salisbury takes an historical look 

at the relations between animals and human beings. Salisbury makes the connection 

between men's views of animals and how women became included as part of that other 

non-human group in the patriarchal mind. She explains that both animals and women 

were mistreated like inferior beings. I show by drawing on Grosz and Salisbury and by 

the comparative example of The Kreutzer Sonata and 'Kholstomer' how women were 
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subordinated to the status of lower animals and the extent to which males dominated 

them. 

In Chapter On~, I explain that for political reasons a woman is taken into a 

man's home where she is held captive as a procreative animal. She is seen as a 

necessary outlet for male desire and forced into a submissive relationship with men 

ultimately to bear as many offspring as possible in her reproductive years. Then, in 

Chapter Two, a woman is seen as a commodified object that has various economic uses 

to a man. Again, women are abused and exploited by men. In Chapter Three, the 

identity of a woman as an animal in the male mind is revealed and exposes the typically 

misogynist views of women that have dominated many cultures, including Russian, for 

many centuries, only to be enforced with the rise of capitalism, which I will 

demonstrate relies on women's subordination. This is the typical picture of late

nineteenth-century life that Tolstoy has his protagonist paint as a representative of 

ninety-nine per cent of males that results from the politics and process Foucault and 

Lingis describe, which Grosz and Salisbury help to explain. 

However, in Chapter Four, I investigate how, following the death of his wife, the 

protagonist of The Kreutzer Sonata is shocked into a re-evaluation of his former life as a 

typical male. He questions the validity and denounces the basis of a society built on the 

politics Foucault describes, in which women are held in constant sexual relations and 

childbirth and raising. He also questions and rejects the mechanics of a male-dominated 

world that makes economic use of a woman's body, which Lingis describes. The 

protagonist re-evaluates the status of a woman as an animal, which results from the 

social institutions discussed in Chapters One and Two. He no longer finds a woman to 

be an animal, but in a most revelatory discovery for a male, he finds that she is, in fact, 
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a human being. The protagonist then questions masculinity in an attempt to reconcile 

how the invalid political structures, unjust economic exploitation of women and the 

male misconceptions of femininity can constitute the such firmly established 

foundations of society. He finds men responsible for constructing an ill-founded world 

in which the most esteemed position for women is in a subordinate role to men. 

Compared with Robert Bird above, I contest that the protagonist does fully 

identify the nature of masculinity and his life as a typical male. In contrast to Vladimir 

Golstein above, I will show that the protagonist does acknowledge his guilt and feels 

great remorse for his former actions as a male. I will describe how the protagonist 

sheds his former self-righteousness to denounce all that constitutes a male-constructed 

world described in Chapters One to Three, and attempts to rehabilitate the image of a 

woman in a man's eye. The Kreutzer Sonata thus represents "Tolstoy's path toward 

feminism," which Heldt suggests. In The Kreutzer Sonata, Tolstoy then throws into 

question the basis of societies created and dominated by males to serve their political 

aims, which is particularly evident in the late-nineteenth-century Russian world that this 

thesis expl~res. 



Chapter One 

Political Aspects of Sexuality 
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In The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault explains that in rising capitalist 

Western countries of the past few centuries, their populations' sexuality became 

institutionalised and controlled to serve the state. The state exercised its power to 

actively deploy and implement a sexuality that was politically and economically useful. 

State intervention and control of an individual's sexuality aimed to ensure the 

development of a collective sexuality that conforms to that desired standard A century 

ago, Tolstoy depicts a world in which sexuality is indeed the target of state intervention 

and social conditioning. While Foucault bases his theory on historical observations in 

the West, Tolstoy reveals that pre-Revolutionary Russia was both politically and 

sexually on par with its Western neighbours. In The Kreutzer Sonata, the story of the 

protagonist, Pozdnyshev, mirrors Foucaulfs theory with remarkable clarity. 

Pozdnyshev claims that he is the victim of external forces that intervene with the 

development of his sexuality and manipulate him according to an external social 

prescription. In late-nineteenth-century Russia, in a country avidly striving toward 

capitalism as with its Western counterparts, Pozdnyshev's life is a striking example of 

how an incµvidual is conditioned by the external pressure of state power to serve the 

greater needs of his country through a politically constructed sexuality. 

The Kreutzer Sonata begins by entering into a debate on relations between the 

sexes held by late-nineteenth-century upper class Russians on a train bound for an 

unknown destination. The conversation turns to marriage and the meaning of love and 

runs headlong into a heated exchange with Pozdnyshev who is compelled to interject 

and assert his opinion. He is a tense man, prematurely greying. His shifty glances and 

sporadic nervous chortles indicate his unease with the topic at hand. He identifies 

himself as the one who murdered his wife because of a love based on false pretences 
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and the lust for a woman whom he never knew outside their sexual relations. 

Pozdnyshev objects to the possibility of marriage based on true love, which a modern 

woman suggests. He believes that in his upper class circles, ninety-nine per cent of 

marriages are wholly physical and based simply on the hunt for and pleasure derived 

from sexual, not intellectual, intercourse. 

The heart of Pozdnyshev's complaint is that he is a victim of social conditioning 

that shapes him into a man whose sexuality holds him in a perpetual state of sexual 

desire. Pozdnyshev claims that his life is not a monumental exception of a life that is 

lived badly. He ardently asserts that he is a typical representative of a member of a sick 

society and that his marriage is a typical picture of late-~eteenth-century upper class 

:family life. He blames his upbringing for the sexual obsessiveness he develops and the 

subsequent abuse of women to fulfil his desires, which culminates in the murder of his 

wife. Having been acquitted for the murder he committed, he now "puts society on 

trial"1 and exposes and questions the social influences that shaped his sexuality in an 

attempt to make sense of his life. 

1 I borrow this concept from Shoshana Felman's 'Forms of Judicial Blindness,' which makes a 
fascinating comparison of The Kreutzer Sonata and its parallels with the recent 0. J. Simpson trial. 
Quoting an editorial in the Boston Globe, Felman points out: "'many commentators are arguing that 
America, not simply Simpson, was on trial.. .. That's too big a thought,' the article concludes." Indeed, it 
is a "big thought," but not necessarily "too big." Felman applies the same analogy also to late-nineteenth
century Russian society, and "In both cases, the husband points an accusing finger toward the social order 
and the social institutions; the husband's case is argued, in both stories, not so much as a defence against 
murder but as a prosecution (and indictment) of society." This perceptive analogy is critical to 
Pozdnyshev's tale. It is precisely his society and the social structuring which parallels Foucault's theory 
that he sees as responsible for the inevitable death of a woman. Moreover, his acquittal by members of 
that society, as with Simpson, for a brutal murder, which he is clearly guilty of and even confesses to, 
raises interesting questions concerning the ethics of that society. Felman, 'Forms of Judicial Blindness,' 
pp, 742, 759. 
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Like in Foucault's theory on sexuality, Tolstoy implicates social influences as 

the foremost cause of society's fall into sexual immorality. Foucault contends that 

citizens of the state are the subjects of a political programme designed to manipulate 

and control individuals' sexuality to serve the greater collective needs of the rising 

capitalist nation. Pozdnyshev's recollections told to a nameless passenger bear striking 

resemblance to Foucault's theory. Sexuality in the late-nineteenth century is indeed a 

sexuality that is a regulated government issue. Foucault explains: 

Through the political economy of population there was formed a whole grid of observations 
regarding sex. There emerged the analysis of the modes of sexual conduct, their determinations 
and their effects, at the boundary line of the biological and economic domains.2 

Examining Pozdnyshev's life demonstrates in practice the Foucauldian theory of 

the biological and economic domains being a locus of attention and intervention in the 

development of a state sanctioned sexuality. In The Histo,y of Sexuality, Foucault 

suggests that in the seventeenth century sexuality became institutionalised and regulated 

with the aim to maximise the biological urge in human beings to procreate in order to 

serve the socio-economic needs of Western countries. This coincides with the rise of 

capitalism when rapid population increase was a paramount concern. The Western and, 

by example of The Kreutzer Sonata, Russian governments considered a productive 

sexuality integral to the stability and financial success of their capitalist regimes. 

Before this, sexuality of the classical age was more liberal. "It was," as Foucault 

points out, "a time of direct gestures, shameless discourse, and open transgressions .... 

2 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 26. 
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But," because such unregulated sexuality with its "transgressions" that could often 

result in unproductive, wasted sexual energy, 

twilight soon fell upon this bright day, followed by the monotonous nights of the Victorian 
bourgeoisie. Sexuality was carefully confined; it moved into the home .... The legitimate and 
procreative couple laid down the law. The couple imposed itself as a model, enforced the norm, 
safeguarded the truth .... A single locus of sexuality was aclmowledged in social space as well as 
at the heart of every household, but it was a utilitarian and fertile one: the parents' bedroom. 3 

The ideal was promoted as a productive heterosexual family unit: "organization of the 

'conventional' family came to be regarded ... as an indispensable instrument of political 

control and economic regulation.',4 

Pozdnyshev strives for this ideal "conventional" family life for many years. He 

eventually marries a woman suitably of his own class, and has five children in about as 

many years-a sterling effort and a desirable outcome for the capitalist regime. 

However, in retrospect, Pozdnyshev sees nothing desirable in his former life. 

Far from the "B03Bl>IIIIeHHa.sr, 1Il!CTM ceMei-iHrur :>rar3m," [elevated and pure family life] 

that he was assured of, he views his subsequent married life as a "crpaIIIBI,rn: a,n;" 

[terrible hell].5 He asserts that this is the result of being coerced by social pressure into 

a life based only on the fulfilment of his ")IGIBOTHrur rrorpe6HocTI>" [animal need] to 

copulate. 

Pozdnyshev goes further to make the explicit claim that the men of his class are 

not the creators of their own destinies. Despite all external appearances of propriety in 

upper class life, he suggests that males are actually kept like animal breeding stock: 

"MJ)l<qHHI,J Ramero MHpa co,n;ep)I<aTC5I If KOpM5ITC5I, Kar< CnyqHl>Ie )Kepe6ro,1" [The men 

3 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 3. 

4 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 122. 

5 Toncroii, «Kpeih~epona coHaTa», pp. 20, 15; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 129, 121. 
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of our world are kept and fed like breeding stallions].6 It is Pozdnyshev's use of the 

passive word cooep:J1cambcR [to be kept or maintained] that is most telling. Rather than 

living according to his own wishes, Pozdnyshev suggests that he, like all men of his 

class, is but a passive subject "kept" by the state7-powerful words in light of 

Foucault's claims. 

Tolstoy's political overtones of being kept like animals corresponds to 

Foucault's idea that citizens are subject to control by external power imposed on them 

by the state. This is precisely the ideal sought by capitalist governments, which is 

concealed behind a fa9ade of propriety. Behind the scenes in upper class life, social 

institutions sought merely to pair off couples of desirable social standing to mate like 

animals and produce as many upright offspring as possible. Denying marriage based on 

love, Pozdnyshev 'seconds' Foucault's notion; Pozdnyshev professes that behind 

outward claims of idealistic love and marriage, "y Hae JIIO,ll;I:I )KeIDITC.H, He BII,[(.H B 6paKe 

Hl{qero, KpOMe coBoK)'IllleHIUI" [people among us marry not viewing marriage as 

anything except copulation]. 8 

Poz~yshev looks back on his life and is astounded at its baseness. However, as 

Foucault points out, living for copulation and successful, rapid reproduction is the 

expected utilitarian role of citizens that optimises desirable procreation for the benefit of 

6 Toncroii, «Kpeiiu:epoBa cottaTa», p. 303; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 213. 

7 Vladimir Golstein refers to Pozdnyshev's repetitive use of the passive in his speech throughout 
the story. He points out: "through the use of passive constructions Pozdnysev ... presents himself as a 
helpless passive entity." Golstein claims that this is in order to produce "the rhetoric of evasion'' that 
Pozdnyshev uses as "scapegoating" in an attempt to escape blame for his actions. However, I contest that 
the constant passive usage is a key artistic point indicating that Pozdnyshev is indeed "a helpless passive 
entity," but because of the forces that are very much beyond his contra~ to which Foucault attests. 
Golstein, 'The Rhetoric ofEvasion,' p. 435. 

8 ToncrofI, «Kpeiiu:epoBa coHaTa», p. 15; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 121. 
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the state and economy. To avoid the baseness that Pozdnyshev sees in this condition 

from surfacing earlier, and in order to regulate a population thus, Foucault explains that 

sexuality became institutionalised at all levels, employing a complex of tactical devices. 

Society's aim was to encourage sexual promiscuity so that it would lead to a rapid 

increase in the birth rate. In addition, to mask the unseemly reality of sexual 

promiscuity, sexual activity was tactically encouraged, albeit with an air of decency, in 

order that society could retain its upright stature. 

Educators, doctors, scientists, artists, parents, children; everyone became 

inextricably bound in the web of tactical devices that aimed to regulate sexuality. 

Foucault attests that "sex was not something one simply judged; it was a thing one 

administered ... , managed, inserted into systems of utility, regulated for the greater good 

of all, made to function according to an optimum." Foucault continues: 

... sexual conduct of the population was taken both as an object of analysis and as a target of 
intervention; there was a progression from the crudely populationist arguments of the 
mercantilist epoch to the much more subtle and calculated attempts at regulation that tended to 
favor or discourage-according to the objectives and exigencies of the moment-an increasing 
birthrate.9 

The tale told by the protagonist of The Kreutzer Sonata runs concurrent to 

Foucault's theory surprisingly closely. As a passive subject of the state, Pozdnyshev 

depicts a late-nineteenth-century society in which individual freedom exists only in the 

mind; the reality is that the state has ultimate control over its conditioned subjects, 

including their sexuality. As a mere pawn in the greater social milieu, Pozdnyshev' s 

life from childhood, through adolescence and even as a married adult, supports the 

Foucauldian notion that he, like most of his class, is possessed of an implanted sexuality 

9 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 24, 26. 
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that has been moulded and is manipulated to conform with state wants. As Pozdnyshev 

retells the past, he will demonstrate precisely how governments institutionalise sexuality 

and manipulate their populations through biological and psychological means to serve 

social and political ends. 

Pozdnyshev's recollections ,so right back to childhood where the first signs of 

state intervention are evident. At the age of thirteen, Pozdnyshev already displays 

unease with his sexuality. It becomes apparent that his troubles are the result of an 

inner struggle between his natural feelings regarding his adolescent sexuality and the 

conflicting impression that he receives from what is the accepted prescribed sexuality in 

society that surrounds him. 

Pozdnyshev wilt' give way to what he sees as his childhood innocence as the 

power of the social prescription takes control. Foucault too makes clear this point of 

intentional intervention in the development of child sexuality: "The sex of children and 

adolescents has become, since the eighteenth century, an important area of contention 

around which innumerable institutional devices and discursive strategies have been 

deployed." ~o 

According to Foucault,' the aim of the cumulative effect of the devices and 

strategies in place is to foster a population in a perpetual state of desire to unite with the 

opposite sex in order to reproduce. Pozdnyshev recalls that at thirteen years old "y)Ice 

)Kem:n,mrn, He KaKrur-HII6y;:v,, a )KeHID;01Ia, KaK cna,n;Koe HeqTo, )ICeHID;01Ia, BCm<:rur 

)IceHIIJ;I'.IHa, HaroTa )IceHlI(IIBJ,I y)lce Myqana MeIDI" [ already women, not some particular 

woman but women as something to be desired, women, every woman, woman's nudity, 

10 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 30. 
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tonnented me]. 11 Even before any real sexual experience, Pozdnyshev displays this 

tonnenting desire for women. 

A young male in desire for a woman's body is the ideal political disposition for 

Pozdnyshev that will ensure a fertile future as he seeks out and unites with women to 

fulfil that desire. Foucault elaborates: 

The deployment of sexuality established one of its most essential internal operating principles: 
the desire for sex-the desire to have it, to have access to it, to discover it, to liberate it, to 
articulate it in discourse, to formulate it in truth. It constituted 'sex' itself as something 
desirable. 12 

Although Pozdnyshev's desire for women complies with what the state 

considers. desirable, in his P!e-sexual years he suffers tremendous anxieties that suggest 

that the political ideal encouraging promiscuity is counter to Pozdnyshev' s morals. 

Pozdnyshev expresses his concerns as a youth in the following account: 

JI He 3H8JI eme xceHII{InJ, Ho s, Kare H. nee IIeC'IRCTH;E,Ie )(eTH Hawero Kpyra, yxce He 61,m 
HeBHHHbIM MaJil,'IHKOM: yxce BTOpoii t'O)( x 61,m pa3npaw;eH MaJII,'IHIIIKaMH .... Ye;::t;HHeHIDI MOH 
61>IJIH HetJHCTbie. JI M}"IaJICK, KaK M}"I!UOTCK 0,99 HaIIIIDC MaJib'IHKOB. JI y)l(aCaJICH, .a C'I'pa)(aJI, x 
MOJIHJICJI H II8,Z(8JI. JI yxce 6bIJI passpameH B B006pIDKeHHH H B ]];eHCTBHTeJIJ,HOcm, HO 
IIOCJIC)(HHH mar eme He 6:bUI C)(eJiaH MHOIO. JI rrorH6an owm, HO ew;e He HaJiarax PYKH Ha 
.n;pyroe qenoae1:1ecKoe cymecrno. 

I had not yet known any woman, but, like all the unfortunate children of our class, I was no 
longer an innocent boy. I had been depraved two years before that by other boys .... My solitude 
was not pure. I was tormented, as ninety-nine per cent of our boys. I was horrified, I suffered, I 
prayed, and I fell. I was already depraved in imagination and in fact, but I had not yet taken the 
last step. I was perishing, but I had not yet laid hands on another human being.13 

There are two causes of Pozdnyshev,s childhood anxieties that are evident in his 

recollection. First he recognises the 'fall,' which identifies the act of copulation and the 

11 Toncroif, «Kpeiil{epoea coHaTIO>, pp. 17 - 18; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 125. 

12 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 156. 

13 Toncroif, «Kpeiil{epona cottaTa>>, pp. 17 -18; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 125. 
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use of women as a sin when the woman is reduced merely to an object of desire and an 

outlet for male sexual release. Although, as Pozdnyshev says, he has not yet had sexual 

intercourse, he has sinned and suffers in the epigraphic sense, in which sex crimes are 

committed equally in the mind as they are in reality. 14 

Inextricably linked to the imaginary sexual world of an adolescent are the 

solitary physical pleasures that accompany the thoughts. Masturbation is the physical 

manifestation of his thoughts that finalises and confirms them as if in reality. As such, 

and as would be in real life, he sees the objectification of women to be immoral. His 

anguish intensifies. The second cause of anxiety is the culturally imposed guilt that 

Pozdnyshev feels for committing another sin: the act of masturbation itself. In that 

society, as will be explained, masturbation was necessarily taboo. 

Both of Pozdnyshev' s troubles are childhood issues addressed by the state to 

control sexuality right at its roots. In different ways, Pozdnyshev's anxieties associated 

with the immorality of his thoughts of women as sex objects and the guilt of 

masturbation become the tools that are used (against him) to make "sex desirable" as he 

becomes in~reasingly sexually active. 

As is typical, Pozdnyshev's first sexual experience is solitary. Foucault also 

makes explicit the significance placed on masturbation and the importance it plays in 

the role of conditioning child sexuality. In addition, the case of Pozdnyshev' s 

childhood is particularly relevant and makes an excellent example for analysis, as it was 

14 The Kreutzer Sonata has a biblical epigraph from Matthew V: 28: "But I say unto you, that 
every one that looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his 
heart." ToJICTOM, «Kpeiiu;epoBa cottarn», p. 7; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 111. 
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specifically the upper-middle and upper class male children on whom attention was 

focussed for the political reasons outlined by Foucault: 

As for the adolescent wasting his future substance in secret pleasures, the onanistic child who 
was of such concern to doctors and educators from the end of the eighteenth century to the end 
of the nineteenth, this was not the child of the people, the future worker who had to be taught the 
disciplines of the body, but rather the schoolboy, the child surrounded by domestic servants, 
tutors, and governesses, who was in danger of compromising not so much his physical strength 
as his intellectual cap~city, his moral fiber, and the obligation to preserve a healthy line of 
descent for his family and his social class ... ; it was in the 'bourgeois' or 'aristocratic' family that 
the sexuality of children and adolescents was first problematized .... 15 . 

Not only was it seen as a waste of sexual potential and energy, but there were 

also medical concerns for the masturbating child's health. As child sexuality began to 

receive greater attention towards the end of the nineteenth century, a number of 

hypotheses relating to masturbation were formulated. On the one hand, there were 

genuine medical concerns that masturbation was linked to abnormalities in the 

development of sexuality, homosexuality for example, and the concern that by 

adulthood, a child would become sexually exhausted, infertile or impotent. 16 So 

because masturbation threatens the development of a so-called "conventional" sexuality 

in that it does not result in the potential for producing offspring, it was considered an 

undesirable act in the nineteenth century. . 

Masturbation became one of the first concerns of the child that received 

attention and intervention to curb it. As an unproductive activity it was sanctioned a 

"fraud against procreation," as Foucault puts it, and with the threat of being responsible 

for sexual abnormalities, it was labelled a "perversion"17-in either case, something to 

15 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 120 - 121. 

16 Foucault, T'he History of Sexuality, p. 150. 

17 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 117 - 118. 
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be avoided at all costs. This led to "the war against onanism, which in the West lasted 

nearly two centuries."18 Foucault describes at length examples of the physical measures 

put in place at schools aimed to stop children from masturbating. He concludes that 

they were all aimed to ensure "a supervision and education of sex so well thought out 

that the youth's universal sin would never need to be practiced."19 

Beside the placement of physical barriers, there was also a deployment of 

psychological controls imposed on children such as the young Pozdnyshev. For the 

most part, evidence suggests that this involved the intentional proliferation of false 

information to dissuade boys from masturbating. For example, masturbation was 

(mis)construed a sin in the biblical sense according to the story of Onan.20 As well, 

there were more sinister scare tactics employed. Myths were presented as medical fact 

that had children believing they were in real danger of bodily harm: blindness, to take 

the most common example; but even the threat of death was reported in some cases by 

physicians.21 All of these means, both physical and psychological aimed at preventing 

masturbation. 

Ho~ever, the control of masturbation was not simply a matter of prohibition in 

the hope of eradication. It became part of a more complex strategy. Brought up in a 

18 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 104. 

19 Foucault, The Hist01y of Sexuality, p. 29. 

20 Daniel Boyarin points out the common misconception that masturbation is biblically a sin: 
"The Onan story in the Bible itself has, of course, nothing to do with masturbation at all." Daniel 
Boyarin, 'Are There Any Jews in "The History of Sexuality'T p. 337. 

21 Thomas Laqueur cites an historical text of the day: "'We find in the annals of medicine,' 
explains Larousse's Grand dictionnaire in 1875, looking back for its lay audience on a century's 
observations, 'plenty of cases of five, six, and eight year old children dead as a result of masturbation."' 
Thomas Laqueur, 'Credit, Novels, Masturbation,' p. 122. 
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milieu of fear and superstition surrounding child sexuality, it is not surprising that 

Pozdnyshev suffers torments in his mind. Following Foucault's theory, it is, 

paradoxically, Pozdnyshev' s indulgence in masturbation and the guilt he feels that the 

state relies on as a support mechanism that helps construct a "conventional" sexuality. 

Although masturbation was made taboo and a prohibited act, it was also acknowledged 

as an inevitable part of growing up. In the majority of cases, therefore, a child will 

break the prohibition. He will then feel the guilt of crossing that cultural boundary and 

the fear of retribution for his sin or bodily harm. 22 It is this culturally contrived guilt 

and fear that the child is supposed to experience, in that he will feel vulnerable to 

becoming immoral and seek out the "conventional" prescribed sexuality as recompense. 

This is the complex nature of state intervention of which Foucault speaks. 

Rather than simply imposing and enforcing a sexual dogma that would expose the 

state's manipulation of a population, a child was to be seen as the creator of his own 

sexuality. That is, in reality intervention was very real and undoubtedly did exist, but it 

was carefully hidden: "the control of infantile sexuality hoped to reach ... [its objective] 

through a simultaneous propagation of its own power and of the object on which it was 

brought to bear." Foucault continues to explain this most interesting phenomenon: 

Educators and doctors combated children's onanism like an epidemic that needed to be 
eradicated. What this actually entailed ... was using these tenuous pleasures as a prop, 
constituting them as secrets, (that is, forcing them into hiding so as to make possible their 
discovery) .... The child's 'vice' was not so much an enemy as a support; it may have been 
designated as the evil to be eliminated, but the extraordinary effort that went into the task that 
was bound to fail leads one to suspect that what was demanded of it was to persevere, to 
proliferate to the limits of the visible and invisible, rather than to disappear for good .... In 

22 "He" indicates that it is specifically the masturbation of male children that came under 
scrutiny. There is no evidence to suggest that female masturbation was ever an area of contention, nor 
that it even existed as a so-called "fraud against procreation." 
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appearance, we are dealing with a barrier system; but in fact, all around the child, indefinite lines 
of penetration were disposed.23 

Following this argument, the adolescent is left intentionally, as is Pozdnyshev, 

in constant conflict with his biological urges, knowing that in most instances, as 

Pozdnyshev does, he will commit what is deemed a sin. Once he becomes sexually 

active, specifically with a woman, he can put his frustrations behind him, as _sexual 

gratification in acceptable sexual relations nullifies the need to masturbate and feel 

guilty. This process removes a sin and lays the foundations for the procreative male 

that is the ideal sought by capitalist governments. 

Because sex with a woman provides a legitimate and satisfactory outlet for 

sexual desire, the hope is that this would become the preferred activity for _young men. 

Deviating from this socially formulated norm in acts that were unproductive would 

hopefully not occur, as the social stigma attached to any such deviations-that is, any 

non-procreative sexual activity-was sufficiently strong to prevent it. The sexuality of 

a population develops along these lines, where active heterosexual sex becomes the 

mainstay;. achieving and maintaining this status quo relies on manipulation of a child to 

ensure the procreative potential of a population is optimised Thus, Pozdnyshev is 

supposed to feel: "My solitude was not pure." Accordingly, the means by which he 

eventually becomes pure-or as he imagines himself: "aHren" [an angel],24 no less-is 

through increasingly frequent sexual relations with women. 

23 Foucault, The H;story of Sexuality, pp. 41-42. 

24 Toncro:ii, <<Kpe:iiQepoBa coHarn», p. 27; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 138. 
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However, although contact with a woman alleviates the guilt of masturbating, 

Pozdnyshev's first sexual experience outside his imaginary world only confirms the 

reality of another source of guilt that he has yet to overcome. Again, intervention from 

without will deal with this guilt and manipulate him into fulfilling his prescribed role in 

society. 

Pozdnyshev is led into sexual relations under the impression from others that 

this is the answer to his childhood anxieties, concurrent with the argument above. 

Pozdnyshev recalls: ".5I cm,II1Ian:, "'ITO MOH 6op1,6I,1 H crpa,n;aHIDI yTmrraTcJI nocJie 3Toro" 

[I had heard that my struggles and suffering would be over after that]. Expecting 

nothing but good from his first experience, Pozdnyshev recalls that on the contrary: 

... JI, IDlTHa,n::u;aTHJieTHHH Ma.JTh'IlillIKa, OCKBepmm ce6.sr caMoro tt CO)];eRCTBOBa.JI OCKBepHeHiilO 
xce~HJll,I, BOBCe He TIOHHMa.K TOro, 'ITO }I ,n;eJiaJI.... IloMHIO, MHe TOT'IaC )l(e, TaM )Ke, He 
BbIXOM H3 KOMHaTbI, c,n;eJiaJIOCb, rpyCTHO, rpyCTHO, TaK 'ITO XOTeJIOCb rrnaKaTb, ITJiaKaTI, 0 
norn6eJIH CBOen HeBHHHOCTH, 0 HaBeKH nory6neHHOM OTHOIIleHHH K )l(e~HHe . 

.. . I, a fifteen year old boy, defiled myself and took part in defiling a woman, without 
understanding what I was doing .... I remember that at that moment, right there before I left the 
room, I felt sad, so sad that I wanted to cry-cry for the loss of my innocence and my 
relationship with women now sullied for ever.25 

His sexual experience confirms what he suspected in his solitude; Pozdnyshev 

recognises his abuse of women merely as objects of male desire. The fact that the 

possibility of having cordial relations with women is lost greatly troubles Pozdnyshev. 

He imagines himself "He HopMaJII>HI>rli, a HcnopqeHHI>rli HaBcer,n:a -qenoBeK - 6ey,n;iIBK" 

[not nonnal, but a man depraved forever-a lecher].26 

From that first sexual encounter, Pozdnyshev learns to indulge in casual sex at 

brothels as he learns to smoke and drink with the other boys at the gymnasium. Like 

25 ToJICTOH, «I<peii:u;epoBa coHaTa», pp. 18 -19; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 125 -127. 

26 Toncro:ii, <<l<peiiQepoBa coHaTa», p. 19; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 127. · 
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the effects of the addictive poisons of nicotine and alcohol, sex chains Pozdnyshev to a 

sexual habit that perverts him: 

,L(a-c, ecrecrneuuoe, npocroe OTHomeHHe K )l{e~mre 61,mo nory6neuo uaBeKH. lfucroro 
OTHOIIIemm K )l{e~HHe YJK y MeIDI c TeX nop He 6bmo n He MOrJIO 61,m,, R. CTaJI TeM, 'ITO 

Ha3LIBaIOT 6.ny,l{HHKOM. A 61,m, 6ny,&HHKOM ecTI, cliH3H'leCKOe cocromme, no,&o6Hoe 
COCTOHHIDO Mopq)HHHCI'a, IIbHHIID;bI, KypRJll,JI{HKa.... E.ny](HHK MO)l(eT BO3):(ep)KIIBaTbCH, 
6opoTbcH; HO npocroro, .HCHOro, 'IHCTOro OTHOIIIeHHH K )Ke~MHe, 6paTCKOro, y uero )')Ke 
HHKOr,n:a He 6y):(eT. 

Yes, my natura~ simple relationship with women was spoilt forever. From that time on I have 
. not had, and could not have; pure relations with women. I had become what is called a lecher. 
To be a lecher is a physical condition like that of a morphinist, a drunkard, or a smoker .... A 
lecher may restrain himself; may struggle, but he will never have those pure, simple, clear, 
brotherly relations with a woman. 27 

It becomes evident that relations with women other than sexual that Pozdnyshev 

laments over losing are not politically desirable, nor are they encouraged. Although 

morally correct in his adolescent thoughts, it is what he sees as the immoral sexual 

intercourse between the sexes that society encourages. After all, "brotherly" relations 

presumably denotes a non-sexual affair with a woman that may not lead to the bearing 
, 

of offspring. 

In the discussion with the modem woman in the opening of The Kreutzer 

Sonata, Po~dnyshev makes the point clear that such ideal cordial relations with women 

do not exist in his society. The woman proposes to Pozdnyshev the notion of a love 

between men and women based on such "pure" relations: "Pa:rne Bbl He ;:i:onycKaeTe 

mo6BH, OCHOBfilfHOH Ha e.I(HHCTBe J,Ill:eaJIOB, Ha ;:i:yxoBHOM cpo;:i:cTBe?" [Don't you 

acknowledge love based on identity of ideals, on spiritual affinity?] As a middle-aged 

man who was subject to a life of social conditioning and lived according to the state

prescribed sexuality that was imposed on him, Pozdnyshev refutes what he sees as her 

27 ToJICTOH, «Kpei-iQepoBa couaTa>>, p.19; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 127 - 128. 
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total narvete; Pozdnyshev guffaws: ",[(yxoBHoe cpo,n;cTBo! E,n;HHCTBO H,n;earroB!. .. Ho B 

TaKOM crryqae He3a-creM crran. BMecTe?" [Spiritual affinity! Identity of ideals! ... But in 

that case there's no need to sleep together?]28 By distinguishing between love and sex 

as two separate entities, one spiritual, the latter physical, Pozdnyshev defines the criteria 

for sexual intercourse as the result of physical attraction. Any other relations with 

women presumably will not lead to procreation, as men and women would commune on 

a non-sexual level. This is obviously an undesirable condition for people of the 

capitalist state. For this reason, despite the woman's idealism, according to 

Pozdnyshev, spiritually based relationships as a rule do not exist, nor does he see them 

encouraged or promoted in the circles around him. Such relationships do not maximise 

sexual contact between the sexes. 

However, Pozdnyshev acknowledges that he did once sympathise with the 

woman's beliefs and imagined that he based his marriage on those ideals. In contrast, 

because of the force of intervention, he is soon living blindly in a state where sex is 

more desirable than conversation. He realises this only after his marriage. A few days 

into his hoJ+eymoon, Pozdnyshev horror-struck realises: 

KaKruI ra.n,OCTb! Be.n,b rro.n,pasyMeBaerc.ll mo6oBb )zyXOBHruI, a He 'IJBCTBeHHa.ll. Hy, ecml 
mo60Bb )zyXOBHru!, JJYXOBHOe o6m;emie, TO CJIOBaMH, pa.3roaopaMH, 6ece.n,aMH ,Il;O,!l)KHO 6bI 
Bbipa3IITbCH :no )zyXOBHOe o6m;emie. Hwi:ero )KC 3TOI'O He 61,mo. ronopIITb 61,rnano, KOr.n,a MbI 
oCTatteMCH o,n;HH, J)KacHo TPYAHO. KaKrui:-To 3TO 6bUia CmmpoBa pa6oTa .... H oCTaJIHCb MI>I 
.n.pyr rrpOTHB .n.pyra B HarneM .n.eiiCTBliTCJibHOM OTHOIIlCHHH .n.pyr K .n.pyry, T. e . .D,Ba coneprneHHO 
'IY)K.D,bie .n.pyr .n,pyry 3TOHCT<I, )KCJiaIOIIJ;He IlOJIY'lliTb ce6e KaK MO)KHO 60JibllIC y.n,oBOJibCTBHH 
o,n;HH 11epe3 ,n;pyroro. 

What nastiness l Love is supposed to be spiritual not sensual. Well, if the love is spiritual, a 
spiritual communion, then that spiritual communion should find expression in words, in 
conversations, in discourse. There was nothing of the kind. It used to be dreadfully difficult to 
talk when we were left alone. It was like the labour of Sisyphus .... We were left confronting 

28 Toncrott, «Kpefu:(epona coHaTa», p. 14; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 120 - 121. 
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one another in our true relations: that is, as two e~oists quite alien to each other who wished to 
get as much pleasure as possible from each other.2 

The final step in Pozdnyshev's sex education shows how a contradictory social 

morality that encourages lewdness between the sexes replaces his once moral view. 

Although he identifies the immorality of the accepted norm imposed on him, he will 

eventually become conditioned to conform to that status quo. As in the case of 

masturbation, fear and guilt associated with what is actually a normal and natural event 

for children are falsely implanted to serve the state. On the other hand, in this case, it is 

also within the state's power to erase real guilt of a real sin should it threaten to 

undermine the scheme to manipulate a population. Thus, rather than imposing false 

guilt to curb a natural action, the guilt of a true wrong is in this case removed. As 

Foucault emphasises, because the state wishes to perpetuate lust for sex, it must have 

sexual promiscuity perceived as an acceptable, legitimate activity. 

· Pozdnyshev feels in his heart that his lust for a woman's body without concern 

for her emotions is unbecoming conduct and simply a crude abuse of women. 

Concerned that such guilt could threaten to reduce his sexual potential by making 

abstinence from sex more desirable than participation, his guilt in his mind is removed 

and replaced with the comfort that his actions are acceptable and encouraged practices 

in that society. The falsehood that his casual sexual relations are moral and desirable in 

society replaces the reality of his immorality. 

Pozdnyshev recognises in his childhood the conflict between a moral existence 

and that which is promoted to encourage casual sexual relations. He comments on the 

29 ToJicroii, <<Kpei1Qepoaa coHaTa», pp. 27, 32; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 138, 144. 
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lack of morality that surrounds him. Pozdnyshev recalls thinking that lust for a woman 

is wrong: 

IlpaB,l{a, eCTb 9TO B 3anoBe,l{H, HO 3anoBe){H Be)U> HJ)KHbl TOJibKO Ha TO, 1IT06br OTBe'laTI, Ha 
9K3aMeHe 6anomKe, ){a H TO He O'leHb H)')KHbl', ){aJieKO He TaK, KaK 3aIIOBe)U> 06 yrro-rpe6nemnr 
ut B ycJIOBHhIX npe){JIO)KCHIDIX. 

It is true in the Commandments, but then the Commandments are only needed to answer the 
priest at Scripture examination, and even then they are not very necessary, not nearly as 
necessary as the commandment about the use of ut in conditional sentences in Latin. 30 

Pozdnyshev notes that not only is there a lack of religious faith in his society, 

but that there is also a contradictory interpretation of religious teaching. Immorality or 

sin in the biblical sense is misconstrued and espoused as a desirable morality that assists 

in promoting sexual promiscuity as desirable and legitimate. Referring to his disturbing 

visit to the brothel when he lost his virginity proper, Pozdnyshev comments on the view 

held by society of that 'fall': 

•• • H nan IIOTOM)', lfl'O OKpy)Kruom:rui. MeHH cpe){a BHJJ:eJia n TOM, 1ITO 6hIJIO rra,l{eirne, O){HH -
CaMoe 3aKOHHOe H IIOJIC3HOe ){fill 3.l{OpOBbH OTilpaBJiemre, JJ:pyrHe - CaM)'IO eCTeCTBeHIIyIO H He 
TOJibKO npOCTHTCJibttyIO, HO ){a)Ke He HeBHHH)'IO 3a6any JJ:JIH MOJIOJJ;oro -qerroBeKa. JI H He 
IIOHHMaJI, 1ITO 1Y1' eCTb IIa){eHHe, 5I rrpocro Ha'laJI rrpe){aBaThC5I TeM OT'laCTH Y'AOBOJibCTBIDIM, 
OT'laCTH Il0Tpe6HOCTIIM, KOTOpbie CBOHCTBeHHhI, KaK MHe 61,mo BH)'IIIeHO, H3BeCTHOM)' 
B03pacry, Haqarr npeJJ;aBaTI,CH 9TOM)' pa3Bpa.-y .... TaK OT Tex CTapmmc JIIO){eH, MHeHIDI KOTOpbIX 
H JBa)KaJI, }I HM OT KOI'O He CJibIXaJI, 'IT06br 9TO 61,mo JJ:YPHO. HanpOTHB, 51 CJibIXaJI OT JIIO).l;eM, 
KoropbIX 5I yn~an, 'ITO 3ro 61,mo xopomo. · 

... I fell because, in the set around me, what was really a fall was regarded by some as a most 
legitimate function good for ones health, and by others as a very natural and not only excusable 
but even innocent amusement for a young man. I did not understand it was a fall, bµt simply 
indulged in the half-pleasure, half need, which, as was suggested to me, was natural at a certain 
age .... And so I never heard those older persons whose opinions I respected say it was an evil. 
On the contrary, I heard the people I respected say it was good.31 · . 

The power of years of social conditioning begins to bear fruit as Pozdnyshev 

gives way to living according to a prescribed ideal. He, as is typical for young men in 

30 Toncron, «KpeiIQepoBa coHaTa>>, p. 18; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 126. 

31 Toncron, «KpeiiQepoea coHaTa», pp. 18-19; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 126 -127. 
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his upper class circles, begins to indulge in casual relations with women with increasing 

frequency. Thus, immorality becomes the social basis for upper class life in Russia, as 

in the West. Pozdnyshev's semi-conscious recognition of the immorality of his youth is 

shifted to his unconscious by the agreement of his sexuality with that promoted as ideal 

in society. He unwittingly becomes the very spirit of those forces he despises, but that 

overpower him. Contrary to the identification of his 'fall' several years before, 

Pozdnyshev can, with all sincerity, pronounce that: ")Kmr .n;o )Kemur,6oI, KaK BCe 

)l(Iffiyr, T. e. pa3BpaTHO, H, KaK Bee JIIO.I(H Ramero Kpyra, )KHBH pa3BpaTHO, 6r:,IJI YBepeH, 

qTo .H )ICHBY KaK Ha.n;o" [Before my marriage I lived as everyone does, that is, 

dissolutely; and while living dissolutely I was convinced, like everyone in our class, that 

I was living as one has to]. 32 While in retrospect he realises the poverty of his immoral 

situation as a lecher, Pozdnyshev continues: 

JI ne 6i,m co6ml3HHTeJieM, He HMeJI Heecrec-rneHHbIX BK}'COB, He Aenan H3 :3Toro rnaBHOM qeJIH 
)I(H3HH, KfilC :nu AeJiarrH MHOme H3 MOHX cnepCTHHKOB, a OTAaBaJICK pa3Bpary creneHHO, 
npmmqHo, ~ 3AOPOBbK ... H HaHBHO 6bm JBepeH, 'ITO K BIIOJIHe HpaBCTBeHHbIM qenoBeK. 

I was not a seducer, had no unnatural tastes, did not make that the chief purpose of my life as 
many of my associates did, but I practised debauchery in a steady, decent way for health's sake 
and I was naively confident that I was quite a moral man. 33 

As is evident, the most powerful influence on Pozdnyshev's sexuality is the 

agreement of his actions with society. He lives according to the dominant discourse in a 

society that conditions him. Foucault describes this phenomenon as the most powerful 

tool in the intervention of a population's sexuality: 

Toward the beginning of the eighteenth century, there emerged a political, economic, and 
technical incitement to talk about sex.... There was steady proliferation of discourses concerned 

32 TonCTOi,i, «KpeiiqepoBa coHaW>, p. 16; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 123. 

33 Toncroii, «Kpe:iiqepona coHaTa», pp. 16, 299; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 124, 212. 
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with sex ... , [a] multiplication of discourses concerning sex in the field of exercise of power 
itself: an institutional incitement to speak about it.34 

This exercise of power through discourse that shapes Pozdnyshev' s life begins 

in childhood, when a mind is impressionable and easily controiled. As Foucault puts it: 

... since the eighteenth century [pedagogical institution] has multiplied the forms of discourse on 
the subject; it has established various points of implementation for sex; it has coded contents and 
qualified speakers. Speaking about children's sex, inducing educators, physicians, 
administrators, and parents to speak of it, or speaking· to them about it causing children 
themseives to taik about it, and enclosing them in a web of discourses which sometimes address 
them, sometimes speak about them, or impose canonical bits of knowledge on them, or use them 
as a basis for constructing a science that is beyond their grasp-all this together enables us to 
link an intensification of the interventions of power to a multiplication of discourse .... and all 
highly articulated around a cluster of power relations.35 

It is precisely by the discourse on sex in society that Pozdnyshev's sexuality is 

shaped. In the examples above it is clearly evident that Pozdnyshev modifies bis 

behaviour and lives according to what he hears from external sources. The dominant 

discourse in society initiates and develops his actions to correspond with it, rather than 

to his opposing inner feelings and voices that are eventually repressed and silenced by 

the power of that discourse. 

Short of systematic brainwashing that became prominent in the twentieth 

century, the people themselves absorbed discourse in the public domain, rather than 

having a tyrannical leader dictating their actions. The power of this tactic is evident in 

the case of Pozdnyshev. He lives according to the wants of the state, in a perpetual 

desire for sex that leads to frequent sexual contact because he now believes it to be 

moral and hears it encouraged in discourse. The ideal position of Pozdnyshev as a 

34 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 23, 18. 

35 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 29 - 30. 
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procreative male is then secure, for he sees himself as consciously choosing this path 

and can be satisfied in his belief that he is the creator of his own "conventional" destiny. 

Central to a discourse that intends to justify people's actions is the need for a 

factual, or at least credible, basis to support it. Aimed to keep men of Pozdnyshev's 

class in a constant state of desire to procreate was the proliferation of discourse 

focussing on the validation of sex as a natural biological reproductive mechanism. To 

participate in frequent sexual activity was therefore promoted as a natural and necessary 

part of the human condition. Foucault explains that "deployments of power are directly 

connected to the body-to bodies, functions, physiological processes, sensations and 

pleasures. "36 Thus, human sexuality of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries-the 

pre-Freudian sexuality-was reduced merely to the physical body and justified as a 

biological process; that is, human sexuality did not go beyond the procreative 

functionary level common to all animals'. 

Discourse was the medium used to promote frequent sexual activity as necessary 

and desirable according to its status as a purely biological bodily function. This again 

involves th~ manipulation of a child's mind based on his physiology and the functions 

of his body that are controlled to serve the state. As in the case of masturbation, 

dominant discourse was not always one hundred per cent scientific fact; it was in some 

cases scientifically based, but necessarily manipulated and falsely represented. 

The basis for the desirability of sexual promiscuity in males was that every male 

has a biological urge to copulate, an urge that if not fulfilled, would be detrimental to 

his health. Therefore, regular sex was essential to one's well being. Although this 

36 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 151-152. 
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theory no longer stands in modem medicine, and Pozdnyshev later realises the 

invalidity of the fact, it was dominant in the discourse as an established and generally 

accepted medical fact. 

While Pozdnyshev speaks of male physiology only metaphorically, and Tolstoy 

appears averse to pronouncing language that may sound unseemly, Tolstoy allows an 

American, Eliza Burnz who writes to him in response to The Kreutzer Sonata, to speak 

on these matters on his behalf. In his article, 'On the Relations between the Sexes 

(1890),' written to elaborate on sexual matters in The Kreutzer Sonata, Tolstoy includes 

a copy of a letter he received from Burnz that outlines the misrepresentation of 

scientific fact in public discourse that The Kreutzer Sonata also reflects: 

It is customary for fyziologists and writers on the sexual organs and functions to asume that the 
spermatic secretion is analogous to the bile, pancreatic juice, saliva and uther secretions which 
are essential to human life, and which, when once formd, must be uzed and expeld from the 
system. The logical deduction from this theory is, that to ensure the perfect helth of every man 
and boy who has atained the age of fourteen or thereabout, he must expel this secretion at regular 
or irregular periods, either by inter-communication with one of the uther sex or by 
masturbation .... 37 

Pozdnyshev refers to male physiology and the preventative biological mechanism for 

the periodic release of semen metaphorically as a "crracHTeJiom,rii KJiarraH" [safety 

valve]. 38 He also holds the belief, created in the discourse that Burnz testifies to, of the 

necessity to open and close this ''valve" in fear of real physical endangerment. 

Burnz thus makes the cohnection between the power of discourse that shapes a 

child's mind and his actions: 

'As a man thinketh so is he.' This is classic truth. If a boy obtains the impression, from books 
or from companions older than himself, that at the age of fourteen or fifteen the spermatic 

37 Tolstoy, 'On the Relations between the Sexes,' p. 156. (The modified American English was 
advocated and promoted by Burnz and is retained for authenticity.) 

38 ToncTOii, «Kpei1QepoBa coHara», p. 24; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 134. 
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secretion is necesarily formd and acumulated, ... and that in order to keep his helth he must in 
sum way periodically throw off that secretion, his actions wil imediately begin to corespond with 
his beleef. 39 

According to medical advice, and because of the tabooisation of masturbation, doctors 

asserted that there was only one legitimate outlet for sexual release; intercourse with a 

woman was sanctioned as a necessary part of a young man's life. This becomes an 

accepted fact in everyday life and is pronounced as such by Pozdnyshev' s elders. 

Burnz outlines the result of the misconstrued scientific fact to suit political aims: 

"A further deduction is, that there exists a natural necesity for unrestricted inter

communication between the sexes, or since, since society wil not sanction that, the 

establishment of houzes of prostitution. ,,4o As is clearly evident from The Kreutzer 

Sonata, communion between the sexes is promoted as the ideal to maximise male 

reproductive capacity. However, according to the decorum of that society, procreation 

should not take place until within marriage. In the interim, a bachelor must be provided 

with an outlet for his sexual energy. As in America, in Russia, it is this deduction upon 

which Pozdnyshev is brought up. As Burnz affirms above, and Pozdnyshev explains, 

there was the establishment of brothels specifically to cater for young bachelors such as 

Pozdnyshev: 

IIone'IliTeJibHOe npaBIITeJihCTB0 3a6onITC.sI 06 3TOM. OHO CJie,n:irr 3a npaBHJibHOli 
,l{efil'eJihH0CTh!O .l{0M0B TepmIM0CTH H o6ecne'IHBaeT pa3BpaT .l{JI.sI rHMHa3HCT0B. H .l{0KT0pa 3a 
)Ka,JI0BaHhe CJie.l{HT 3a 3THM. TaK H CJie.l{yeT, OHH yrBep)K.l{aIOT, 'ITO pa3BpaT 6bIBaeT Il0Jie3eH 
.l{JIH 3.l{0p0Bh.sI, OHM )Ke M J'lpe)K.l{afOT npaBHJihHhIH, aKJ<YPaTHbl.H pa3BpaT. JI 3Haf0 Marepeil:, 
K0T0pbie 3a6oT.sITC.sI B 3T0M CMbICJie 0 3.l{0p0Bbe CbIHOBeH. H Hayi<a Il0ChIJiaeT HX B .l{0Ma 
TepmIM0CTH. 

A paternal government saw to that. It sees to the correct working of brothels, and makes 
profligacy safe for schoolboys. Doctors too deal with it for a consideration. That is proper. 
They assert that debauchery is good for the health, and they organise proper well-regulated 

H . 
Tolstoy, 'On the Relations between the Sexes,' p. 156. 

40 Tolstoy, 'On the Relations between the Sexes,' p. 156. 
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debauchery. I know some mothers who attend to their sons' health in that sense. And science 
sends them to the brothels. 41 

State intervention was thus implemented to give unmarried men unlimited, safe 

access to women so that they would remain suitably sexually active until marriage. 

Hence the proliferation brothels. Prostitution as well became a state affair that was 

regulated and was subject to intervention according to the greater political plan. 

Aylmer Maude attests to the fact "In Russia, as in other continental countries and 

formerly in England, the maisons de tolerance were under the supervision of the 

government; doctors were employed to examine the women, and, as far as possible, see 

they did not continue their trade. when diseased. ,,42 Not only did the state provide 

regulated and safe access to sex, as a state concern, the financial spin-off from such 

houses cannot be ignored. Encouraging wealthy young men to visit brothels and part 

with their money in the name of health is a probable contributing factor to the 

proliferation of a vast network of brothels. 

Thus Pozdnyshev lives from his teens through to his thirties believing that his 

frequent and anonymous sexual relations with prostitutes is the most legitimate function 

necessary for a young bachelor. It is largely by convincing a population like this that 

the state is able to achieve its desired result with a minimum of resistance. Compared 

with, his former suspicions of the immorality of such a life, Pozdnyshev now does not 

question the synthesised role he plays in a society constructed on misinformation. In 

retrospect, Pozdnyshev sees the immoral nature of his youth. But because of the 

41 ToJic-roii, <<KpeH'l\epoBa coHaTa», p. 18; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 126. 

42 Maude's (trans.) annotation, Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 126. 
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agreement of his actions with society, and the hypocrisy of that society with its 

discourse that encourages male promiscuity, he does not doubt his morality and is able 

to maintain an outward air of righteousness. Pozdnyshev exposes the duality this 

creates in his nature: ",l(a, CBiffiJ,JI JI 6nm )')Kacttmr H Boo6pIDICa.JI ce6e, "<ITO H aIITerr" 

[Yes, I was a dreadful pig but imagined myself to be an angel]. 43 This proves the power 

of the dominant discourse to which Foucault refers. 

What Pozdnyshev experiences reflects clearly the beliefs of French~Swiss 

philosopher, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, to whom Tolstoy was dedicated for much of his 

life.44 Rousseau proposes the notion, shared by Tolstoy, confirmed by Foucault, that a 

child is born pure and innocent, and will inevitably be conditioned by a civilised 

society. Not only is Pozdnyshev corrupted, but he also becomes comfortable with his 

immorality which he eventually perceives as morality according to what he hears in the 

discourse that surrounds him. In a highly civilised world that is committed to a 

programme of controlled population manipulation, external forces will inevitably affect 

individuals. In the case of The Kreutzer Sonata, a boy's innocence and beliefs are 

perverted, as immorality becomes the norm. The influence of Rousseau is clearly 

evident as Tolstoy elaborates on this idea in an article he published on education. 

Man is born perfect-this is the great word uttered by Rousseau, and this word, like a rock, 
remains hard and true. Just born, man is the very image of the harmony of the true, the beautiful 
and the good. But every hour of life, every minute of time expands the spaces, the quantities and 
the time of these relations, which at the time of his birth were in perfect harmony, and every step 

43 ToncTOii, «Kpeihi;epoaa coHaTa», p. 27; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 138. 

44 Rousseau had a huge and lasting impact on Tolstoy's life. In 1901, Tolstoy is reported to have 
commented to Professor Paul Boyer in Paris: "I read all of Rousseau, all twenty volumes .... I more than 
delighted in him-I worshipped him. At the age of 15, I wore a medallion with his portrait around my 
neck in place of my natal cross. Many of his pages are so close to me that it s_eems that I wrote them 
myself." Quoted in Barran, 'Rousseau's Political Vision and Tolstoy's What is Art?' pp. 2 - 3. There is 
much documented on Rousseau's influence on Tolstoy, but of interest here is Barran, ibid. and Orwin, 
'Synthesis and Influence of Rousseau,' Tolstoy's Art and Thought, pp. 36 - 49. 
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and every hour threaten the destruction of this harmony, and every successive step and every 
successive hour threaten new destruction and do not hold out hope for the restoration of 
destroyed harmony ... . Our ideal is behind, and not ahead of us.45 

Foucault does not explicitly refer to the control of people's sexuality as 

necessarily bad, nor as "the destruction of harmony." Nonetheless, the words of an 

eighteenth-century philosopher and a nineteenth-century thinker and his literary 

protagonist in the time frame that Foucault applies his theory is evidence of the 

universal power of social conditioning in the civilised world to which Pozdnyshev is 

exposed and to which Foucault refers. 

With the biological basis for the need of sex, and the houses where the need 

could be fulfilled, Foucault adds that additional steps were taken to further increase 

sexual desire and thus "optimise" the procreative potential. The aim of state 

intervention was not only to ensure a sexually active population, but also to entail 

multiplying the desire for sex by the proliferation of external stimuli. Foucault explains 

other means at work to intensify the desire for sex and increase power over a population 

to more and more "make sex desirable" through 

... the solidification of the sexual mosaic and the construction of devices capable not only of 
isolating it but of stimulating and provoking it, of forming it into focuses of attention, discourse 
and pleasure .... At issue is not a movement bent on pushing rude sex back into some obscure 
and inaccessible region, but on the contrary, a process that spreads it over the surface .of things 
and bodies, arouses it, draws it out and bids it to speak, implants it in reality and enjoins it to tell 
the truth: an entire glittering sexual array, reflected in a myriad of discourses, the obstination of 
powers, and interplay of knowledge and pleasure.46 

It is this "interplay of knowledge" and the stimulation of pleasure associated 

with biological functions that both Pozdnyshev and Foucault see as the fundamental 

45 Cited by Orwin, Tolstoy's Art and Thought, pp. 47 - 48. 

46 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 72. 
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basis for the power to control sexuality. That is, to systematically "produce 

knowledge," "multiply discourse," "induce pleasure" and thus generate "power." 

Besides the production of knowledge and multiplication of discourse already mentioned 

above, Pozdnyshev speaks of examples of how pleasure is "induced" according to 

Foucault. He demonstrates how this contributes significantly to the generation of power 

to make sex more desirable. · 

Pozdnyshev focuses specifically on his highly sophisticated upper class setting. 

He believes all modes of life to be aimed ultimately at the stimulation of sexual desire 

to produce what Foucault later describes as the "glittering sexual array" that "spreads 

over things and bodies" that induces pleasure. As Pozdnyshev becomes comfortable 

with his immoral sexuality, the "desire" for sex increases. Pozdnyshev makes no 

concessions that this is the result of an intentional exercise of power at all levels 

involving the implantation of stimulants in all modes of life surrounding him. He sees 

this process as being designed ultimately to increase the libido of males· and lure them 

into a life of sexual obsessiveness. 

Pozdnyshev explains, for example, how his 1cne- li~style and indJJl-gence in 

excesses of rich foods is responsible for an unnaturally inflamed sexual appetite: "Be.n;L 

.. Hama no36)')K):{arorn:WI H3.lIHIIIIDIK rrurn:a rrpH coBepmeHHoil Q}H3WiecKoil rrpa3,n;Hocn,r 

ecn, He 1:J:TO IDioe, 1caK cHcTeMaTWiec1coe pa3>1rnraHHe rroxom" [You see our stimulating 

superabundance of food, together with complete physical idleness, is nothing but a 

systematic excitement of desire]. 47 In his claim already mentioned: "Mp1CCIHin,1 Hamero 

MHpa co.n;ep>KaTc,r H Kopwrrc,r, KaK c.rryqm;1e >1Cepe6:qI,1" [Men of our world are kept and 

47 Tonc-roi1, «Kpelil\epo»a coHaTa>>, p. 23; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 133. 
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fed like breeding stallions], it is the passive word 1<.op.1vtumbcfl [to be fed] that again 

reflects the theme of passivity. The suggestion is that men, while being "kept," are 

intentionally "fed" rich foods to stimulate their libidos. 

Pozdnyshev makes an explicit point of the conditions of his life that are 

intentionally imposed on him as a subject including the abundance of rich food that is 

responsible for sexual promiscuity in society. Pozdnyshev compares the way in which 

food is rationed to peasants according to their needs with the proportions and nature of 

food consumed by the upper classes. 

[KpecrbKHHH] noc-ryrraer Ha JKeJie3H:yIO .n:opory, H xap'IH y ttero - Kama H 1 q>yHT wrca. Ho 
3aTO OH H Bblrrycxaer 3TO MHCO Ha mecrH~aTH'laCOBOH pa6ore C Tll'IKOH B 30 ny.n:oB. H eM}' 

Ka.K pa3 TaK. Hy a Mbl, noe.n:aro~He no 2 <p)'HTil wica, ,n:wm H Bcmrn:e ropH'IBTeJihHbie HCTBa H 
Harnrnra, - K}'.n:a 3TO H,n:er? Ha qyBCTBeHHbie 3KCecCbl. 

When [ a peasant] goes to railway work, his rations are buckwheat porridge and a pound of meat 
a day. But he works off that pound of meat during his sixteen hours' work wheeling barrows of 
half-ton weight, so it is just enough for him. But we who every day consume two pounds of 
meat, and game, and fish and all sorts of heating foods and drinks-where does that go to? Into 
excesses of sensuality.~ 

Pozdnyshev claims that his mamage, like most in his class, is based on 

artificially inflamed lust, not love, which is aroused because of the food he is fed. That 

is, he marries a woman only as the result of physical attraction, a closed "cnac:e.re.m.m,rli 

KJiarraH" [ safety valve] and quite emphatically, because of an excessive consumption of 

rich foods: "B c~ocm )Ke :na MO.sI mo6oBL 6Lma npoH3Be.l(eHHeM ... H36Linca 

rrornom;aBmeiic.s1 MHOH IIHID,H rrpH npa3AHOH )KH3HH" [In reality that love of mine was 

the result of ... the excess of food consumed by me while living an idle life]. 

Pozdnyshev goes as far to suggest: "Bee Haurn: mo6BH H 6pam, Bee 6om,mero 1Iacn,10 

48 Toncroii, <<Kpe~epoBa coHaTa», p. 23; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 133. 
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o6ycrroBrremr rrn:rn;eii" [Our love affairs and mamages, for the most part, are 

conditioned by our foocIJ. 49 

The link between diet and libido suggested by Pozdnyshev is a view that 

Tolstoy, as well as those in the medical world, held. In his article entitled: 'Unpalatable 

Pleasures: Tolstoy> Food and Sex/ Ronald LeBlanc notes that "Tolstoy was not the first 

person, of course, to link eating meat with sexual arousal. Many of the American health 

reformers in the nineteenth century likewise preached the sexual dangers of 

camivorism." Quoting Tolstoy, LeBlanc continues that eating animal flesh 

'serves only to develop animal feelings, to excite lust, to promote fornication and drunkenness.' 
Tolstoy contends that a carnivorous diet stimulates a carnal appetite: eating animal food arouses 
animal passions. He argues, in fact, that one should abstain from eating not just meat, but any 
tasty food item from which one might conceivably derive gustatory enjoyment. After all, 
gastronomic pleasure, in Tolstoy's chain of reasoning, leads directly and ineluctably to sexual 
pleasure. 50 

Thus, Pozdnyshev directly relates the consumption of rich foods, particularly 

meat, to an increase in sexual appetite. According to theory that is more recent, the 

connection holds fast. Carol Adams in The Sexual Politics of Meat (1990), relates the 

consumption of meat directly to sexuality. In her feminist approach, Adams is more 

specific and links meat consumption to the male and his sexual power and sexual 

dominance over women.51 As Pozdnyshev, Tolstoy and Adams assert that reducing 

meat intake can control the male libido, excesses of meat, and other rich foods, thus 

directly relate to Pozdnyshev' s excesses of sexual desire. 

49 Toncrnii, «KpenuepoBa coHaTa», pp. 24, 303; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 134, 214. 

50 LeBlanc, 'Unpalatable Pleasures,' pp. 20 -21. 

51 See Adams, The Sexual Politics of Meat. 
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What Pozdnyshev implies is that he, like all of his class, is indeed "fed" 

intentionally to the point of sexual arousal so that he then visits a brothel or marries to 

satisfy his carnal cravings for sex, which will produce offspring for the state. Like the 

brothels that incite sensuality, the plush restaurants of urban centres and the luxurious 

dining rooms where the upper classes devour lavish feasts are also places of pleasure. 

Here culinary pleasure "induces" sexual pleasure. It is but a social ritual-yet another 

example that supports the Foucauldian theory of a culturally implanted means to incite a 

sexual end. 

As well as gastronomic incitement to sex, everywhere Pozdnyshev looks in 

society he sees external stimuli that he believes to be purposely implanted to arouse him 

sexually. Pozdnyshev claims that in his society and throughout the West, art is one of 

the most powerful inciters of eroticism. He claims that all contemporary European art is 

essentially pornographic and responsible for widespread immorality among the 

privileged classes that have access to it. 

Appropriately for 111e Kreutzer Sonata, Pozdnyshev takes the example of music 

to demonst.rate his point. Pozdnyshev refers to music as "caMaJI yroWieHHrur rroxo11> 

"lf)'BCTB" [the most refined lust of the senses J that is "c'Iparrrnoe cpe.n:crno B pyicax Koro 

rromu:ro" [a terrible instrument in the hands of any chance user!]52 The "instrumental" 

nature of music makes Pozdnyshev' s analogy most telling. Pozdnyshev claims that art, 

particularly music, has the power that can provoke the senses into an inflamed desire for 

sexual expression. He also acknowledges the hypnotic powers of music that can be 

52 Torrc-roii, «KpeiiQepoaa coHaTil)), pp. 64, 62; Tolstoy, The .Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 190, 187. 
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used as a tool and comments on the regulation of music by governments: "B Kame 

M)'3I,IKa rocy,n:apcTBemme ,n:erro" [In China, music is a state affair]. 53 

Although Pozdnyshev does not make a specific claim to the intentional use of 

pornographic art in Russia as a tool to provoke sexual desire, the implication is that this 

is in fact the case. Unwittingly, in a society, according to Foucault, subject to the 

implementation of all means possible to stimulate desire for sex, Pozdnyshev implicitly 

makes a parallel with Foucault's theory, although he seems to miss the point of his own 

words. If China uses music as part of its programme of state control, it is within reach 

for European governments to use music as part of their control methods too. The vast 

millions of roubles of state funds that support so-called "pornographic" European art in 

Russia is evidence that the governments of those countries consider such art desirable, 

or at least acceptable, otherwise they would not support it financially. 54 Therefore, 

following Foucault's train of thought, it appears suspiciously intentional that the state 

supports pornographic art. That is, governments invest huge sums of money in art that 

titillates "the most refined lust" of the "senses" to induce pleasure and increase the 

desire for ~ex. Music and other arts are another means of keeping a population in a 

perpetual state of desire. 

To make this point more explicit, Pozdnyshev elaborates on the pornographic 

nature of music to emphasise just how powerful a tool he believes it to be in stimulating 

sensuality. Adding weight to the motif of a society beset with inflaming sensuality, 

53 Toncm:ii, «Kpeiru.epoBa coHa-ra>>, p. 61; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 186 - 187. 

54 In What is Art! Tolstoy comments on what he considers the misuse of vast sums of state funds 
to support the arts, which he, like Pozdnyshev, considers a deplorable display of pornography. See 
Tolstoy, What is Art? pp. 73 - 80. 
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Pozdnyshev depicts Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata as an example of the arousing nature 

of music. He goes further even to implicate music as an accomplice to the sex crime of 

adultery he believes his wife to commit. When Pozdnyshev's wife plays the Kreutzer 

Sonata with a guest violinist, Trukhachevski, Pozdnyshev senses something erotic in 

their playing. This serves both as a metaphor for the sexual act, and as a prelude to 

adultery, which Pozdnyshev believes the couple will inevitably commit. 55 

That a musical piece affords the novella its title emphasises the significance of 

music to the story and the importance Pozdnyshev places on the role of music: 

"HarrpHMep, XOTh 6M :ny Kpefu:(epoBy COHa-ry, rrepBoe rrpecTO. Pa3Be MO)ICHO Hrpan B 

rocTIJHOH cpe.n:u ,n;eKom,mpoBamn,IX ,n;aM :no rrpecTo?" [Take that Kreutzer Sonata for 

instance, how can that first presto be played in a drawing-room among ladies in low

necked dresses?] The eroticism of the first presto of the musical piece serves explicitly 

as a metaphor for sexual intercourse-an adulterous affair between his wife nervously 

fingering the piano keys in dialogue with the repetitive up and down strokes of the 

man's bow across his so symbolically femininely shaped violin, as he carefully fingers 

the strings ~m the slender neck of his instrument. Pozdnyshev says: 

... nm.mro, KaK OH npIDiec CKpHJJKY, ornep Jll(ID<, CHlill BbIIIIFIT)'IO eM}' AaMOH IlOKpbIIIIK)', 
AOCTaJI H CTaJI CTpOHTh. IIoMHIO, KaK )KeHa cena C npIITBOpHo-paBHO,!fj'IDHbIM BHAOM, IlOA 
KOTOphIM H BffAeJI, 'lTO OHa CKpbIBaJia 6om,rny10 po6oCTb .... IIoMHIO IlOTOM, KaK OHH B3rJIHHYJIH 
Apyr Ha ~pyra.... Y Hero c~emmoch cepbe3Hoe, crporoe, CIIMTiaTwrnoe .JIHQO, II, 
npHCJl)'IIIHBMCb K CBOHM 3BYKaM, OH oc-ropO)KHbIMH nam,11.aMH ~epeyn no crpyttaM H OTBeTHJI 
poruno. H Hal./anocb ... 

I remember how he brought in his violin, unlocked the case, took off the cover a lady had 
embroided for him, drew out the violin, and began tuning it. I remember how my wife sat down 
at the piano with pretended unconcern, under which I saw that she was trying to conceal great 
timidity .... Then I remember how they glanced at one another .... He took the first chords. His 

55 Tolstoy commented upon hearing Kreutzer Sonata played in his home: "It produced on me the 
impression of an erotic work," cited by Emerson, 'What is Art? and the Anxiety of Music,' p. 442. 
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face grew serious, stern, and sympathetic, and listening to the sounds he produced, he touched 
the strings with careful fingers. The piano answered him. And then it began ... 56 

The sexual metaphor of the musical performance is powerful. 

Pozdnyshev continues to explain that music not only arouses sensuality, but is 

also devised in such a way that it permits intimacy and makes sexual contact possible. 

Commenting on social conventions in general that give "caMrui: 6oJTuIIIM II orracHrui: 

6JIB3ocn. MeJrc,uy MJ)K1Il!HOH II )KeHrn;mmii" [ man and woman the greatest and most 

dangerous proximity], Pozdnyshev singles out music as~the most influential pretext for 

initiating and conducting casual sexual relations: 

Jiro,IUi 3aHHMa!OTC.ll B)i:BOeM CaMI,Th{ 6naropOli:HbIM HCK:yCCTBOM, My3bIKOH; )J.JJJI 3TOro H}')KHa 
H3BecTHrui: 6mnoCTb, II 6JIH30CTb ::iTa He HMeeT HWiero npenocynHTeJibHoro .... A Me)l{Jzy TeM 
Bee 3Ha!OT, <ff() HMeHHO nocpe)i:CTBOM 3THX CaMI,IX 3aIDITmi, B oco6eHHOCTII MY3bIKOH, II 
npOHCXO)i:UT 6oJibIIIM ,U:OIDI npeJII06oneHHHH n HaIUeM o6ll(eCTBe. 

A couple are occupied in the noblest of arts, music; this demands a certain nearness, and there is 
nothing reprehensible in that .... Yet everyone knows that it is by means of those very pursuits, 
especially of music, that the greater part of adulteries in our society occur. 57 

This is clearly the case in Pozdnyshev's eyes when Trukhachevski, plump and well-fed, 

meets Pozdnyshev's wife, also plump and well-fed, and the couple play together.58 

Reiterating the food motif with the duo both being "well-fed," combined with the 

arousing spell of music and the proximity it affords members of the opposite sex, 

56 Toncroii, «Kpeii~epona coHarn», pp. 60 - 61; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 185. My 
italics highlight the indeterminate use HCl'laJlOCb [it began] which conveys an ambiguity as to whether it is 
the music that begins or whether, in fact, this refers to the beginning of the adulterous affair between the 
couple for which the music is a prelude to and metaphor of 

57 TonCTOii, «Kpeii~epoBa coHaTID>, pp. 56 - 57; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 180. 

58 Prior to this incident, Pozdnyshev' s wife learnt how not to bear children. Subsequently she 
gains energy, puts on a little weight, and much of her former beauty is revived. Pozdnyshev describes her 
as "pacKopMJieHHbrH" [fattened]. As for Trukhachevsk:i, he is "cbIThIH II rna,n;KIDi" [fat and well 
nourished]. Notice also Trukhachevski' s symbolic eating habits indicative of a Tolstoyan erotomaniac 
primed by gluttony: "IIOMHIO, KaK OH xpyCTeJI Xp.llll(OM n KOTJieTKe H o6XBaTbIBaJI :lKa)i:HO KpaCHbIM 
ry6aMtt craKaH c BIIHOM" [I remember how he crunched the gdstle of a cutlet and how greedily his red 
lips clung to the glass of wine]. TOJICTOH, «Kpe~epona COHaTa», pp. 47, 64; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer 
Sonata, pp. 166, 190. 
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Pozdnyshev sees the result as the excitement of carnal lust eliciting copulatio~ whether 

that be in legitimate relations or otherwise. Pozdnyshev confirms this notion and his 

perception of the inevitability of the couple's affair in his recollections of 

Truk:hachevski when he first met his wife. Emphasising the carnal nature of sexual 

relations devoid of emotion or spirituality that Pozdnyshev already attests to, he recalls: 

"C rrepno:ii MIDI)'TM, KaIC OH ncrpenrncH rrra3aMH c )ICeHo:rr, 5I BH):(err, qTo 3Bepr,, 

cn.n;5IIIl,I1H B HHX o6oHX, IIOMHMO ncex ycrron:mi rrorrmKe:mrn H cneTa, crrpocm1: 

«MmKHo?» H oTBeum: «o, ,D;a, oqeHI>»" [From the first moment his eyes met my wife's 

I saw that the beast in each of them, regardless of all conditions of their position in 

society, asked 'May I?' and answered, 'Oh, yes, certainly']. 59 

Following the duo's recital of the Kreutzer Sonata there are some other pieces of 

music, which Pozdnyshev describes: "cI>Irpamr rcaKyIO-TO crpacTH}'IO ne:u::urrzy ... rcarcyro

TO .n;o rroxa6HOCTH "I)'BCTBeHeyIO mecy" [they played some dreadful little pieces that 

were impassioned to the point of obscenity];60 all this, as Pozdnyshev says, in the 

presence ofladies with low-cut dresses. Pozdnyshev looks at these women and makes a 

specific po~nt of women's attire as a final example of intentional sexual stimulation 

from external sources. In the vehemence with which Pozdnyshev deplores the way 

women dress, he does not even stop short of actually incriminating women's fashion of 

the day as deliberately designed to seduce men into acts of immorality, lewdness and 

sexual criminality: 

KaK TOJihKO MYJK'IBHa rro.n:omen K )Ke~ntte, TaK n rro.n:rran rro.n: ee .n:ypMaH n omanen. H 
npe)KJJ:e MHe Bcer,n:a 6bIBaJIO HeJIOBKO, )!{}'TKO, Kor.n:a j{ BH,n:aJI pa3pIDI<eHityro ,n:aMy B 6aJihHOM 

IIJiaThe, HO Terrepb MHe npRMO CTpaIIlHO, j{ rrp.sMO BIDKY He'!TO orracttoe ,n:JI.8 mo.n:eif H 

59 Torrcmi:I, «KpewqepoBa c0Han1», p. 54; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 177. 

60 Toncrou, «Kpeifu;epoBa coHaTil>>, p. 64; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p 190. 
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npOTIIBY38KOHHOe, H xoqercH KJ)HKHYfb IlOJIHQeHCKOI'O, 3BaTb 3aa:1my rrpOTHB orraCHOCTH, 
noTpe6oBaTh Toro,' ~o6hr y6prurn:, yc-rpaHHJIH onacHbiff rrpe~MeT .... oPiero asapurnx 1-fll)a 
3anpem;etta, a )l(CHII(HHbI B npoCTmyroqHbIX, BbI3bIBfilOID;HX IJYBCTBeHHOCTb HapMax He 
3anpem;em,1? OHH orracttee B Tbrcxqy pas! 

As soon as a man approaches a woman he succumbs to her stupefying influence and becomes 
intoxicated and crazy. Formerly I used to feel uncomfortable and uneasy when I saw a lady 
dressed up for a ball, but now I am simply frightened and plainly see her as something dangerous 
and illicit. I want to call a policeman and ask for protection from the peril, and demand that the 
dangerous object be removed and put away .... Why is gambling forbidden while women in 
costumes which evoke sensuality are not forbidden? They are a thousand times more 
dangerous! 61 

It is thus, by the power merely of the fit of a dress that accentuates a woman's 

figure, combined with the closed "safety valve" and excesses of food already 

mentioned, that is the basis for Pozdnyshev' s marriage: ",I(a, Ta.K BOT MeIDI 3TII ,IOI<epcH 

H JIOKOHI,I H HaI.IIJiernrn 110:0.Ma.JIH ... ' a 6yw, MO5I )l(eHa o.n;eTa B HecKJia,IJ;fillli KaIIOT H 

cn,zur oHa ,JJ;OMa, ... 51 far He Bmo6imc.sI, H HWiero 61,r 3Toro He 6Mrro" [Well, so these 

jerseys and curls and bustles caught me!... Had my wife been sitting at home in a 

shapeless dressing-gown ... I should not have fallen in love and none of this would have 

happened]. 62 

At this point Pozdnyshev' s tale begins to sound more and more like that of a 

paranoiac Jl-eurotic greatly troubled by his sexuality,63 rather than an objective view of 

reality. Nonetheless, all of his examples above clearly have profound significance in 

light of Foucault's theory. Pozdnyshev is the epitome of what the state desires: a 

passive entity non-resistant through docility to the manipulation and control of his 

sexuality-a sexuality that has him in constant lust for women in order that he will 

61 Toncroii, «Kpe:ih-1epoaa coHaTro>, p.26; Tolstoy, The .Kreutzer Sonata, p. 137. 

62 TonCToii, <<Kpeii11epoaa cottam>, pp. 23 - 24; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 133 - 134. 

63 For a psychological evaluation of Pozdnyshev's disposition, see Isenberg, 'Tolstoy's Fallen 
Man,' pp. 96 - 99. 
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indulge in procreative sex and participate actively in promoting rapid population growth 

for the greater good of the country. 

The culmination of intervention in Pozdnyshev' s upbringing has produced a 

model citizen. Incognito by day as an upstanding "rrpe,n;ao,r,;HTeJieM" [ marshal of the 

gentry], by night this man is ")l)KacHaH cBmrr,JI" [a dreadful pig]:64 

KaKHe 6bDIH nepBbie npH3HaKH Moeii: JII06BH? A Te, 'ITO 11 rrpe~aBanCH )KIIBOTHbIM 
Fl3JIHIIIeCTBaM, He TOJThKO He CTbI]VICI, IIX:, HO IIOlfeMJ-TO ropW{CI, B03MO)KH0CTFI 3THX 

q_)F13HlfeCKF!X H3JIF!IIIeCTB ••.. 

What were the first symptoms of my love? Ah, that I gave way to animal excesses, not only 
without shame, but being proud of the possibility of these physical excesses ... . 65 

Not surprisingly, within the first month of marriage his wife is pregnant and there are 

five children soon after. His politically constructed sexuality ensures that his is a 

desirably fruitful marriage. 

Sex according to Foucault and by power of Pozdnyshev's example is not simply 

a matter of an instinctual biological mechanism that randomly and blindly, but 

successfully, maintains a species. For rising capitalist Western nations of which 

Foucault speaks, and clearly from the observations of this thesis, in Russia too, human 

sexuality and the desire for sex is the rational basis of life and the foundation of social 

function. Pozdnyshev makes very clear this distinction between the natural order in the 

64 TonCTOii, «Kpeih\epoBa coHaTa», pp. 16, 27; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 123, 138. 

65 TonCTOii, «KpenQepoBa coHaTa», p. 34; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 147. 

It is no wonder that Pozdnyshev revels in his excesses. Alphonso Lingis defines the cultural 
significance of male sexual excesses: "The release of a surplus tension was for Freud the diagram of 
orgasm, the greatest pleasure our kind can know, and also the model of every pleasure. The release of the 
superabundant semen produced in the male body, spermatozoa in incalculable numbers ... is the material 
substance of this pleasure; Bataille built on this superfluity his erotics and ethics of excess, of expenditure 
at a loss, of gratuitous discharge. For us, the excesses of semen in the male give him the inward sense of 
maleness, male power and male passion, as a gratuitous excess to be discharged in transgression and in 
glory." Lingis, Foreign Bodies, p. 150. See also Bataille, Death and Sensuality. 
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animal kingdom, and that of the civilised human animal that has fallen out of harmony 

with its place in nature: 

:>KHBOTHI,Ie KaK 6yATO 3HaIOT, 'ITO IIOTOMCTBO npo,l.(OJDI<aer HX po}.(, H ,l.(ep)KaTCH li3BeCTHOro 
3aKOHa B 3TOM OTHOlllemm. TOill>KO qeJioBeK 3TOro 3HaTb He 3Haer H He xoqer_ H osa6oqeH 
TOJibKO TeM, qrofo,1 HMeTb KaK MO)KHO 6om,me YAOBOJibCTBHH. H 3TO KTO )Ke? l(aph rrpupO,l.(bl, 
qeJIOBeK. Be,l.(b Bbl 3aMeTbTe, )KHBOTHbie CXO,l.(HTCH TOJihKO TOr,l.(a, KOr,l.(a MOryT rrpOli3BO,l.(HTh 
IlOTOMCTBO, a noraHbIH Qapb rrpttpo,l.(bl - BCer,l.(a, TOJibKO 6bI npHHTHO. H MaJIO roro, BO3BO,l.(HT 
3TO o6eshHHhe 3aHHTHe B rrepn 003,l.(aHIDI, B mo60Bh. 

The animals seem to know that their progeny continue their race, and they keep to a certain law 
in this matter. Man alone neither knows it nor wishes to know it, but is concerned only to get all 
the pleasure he can. And who is doing that? The tsar of nature-man! Animals only come 
together when they are capable of producing progeny, but the filthy tsar of nature is at it any 
time if only it pleases him! And as if that were not sufficient, he exalts this apish occupation 
into the most precious pearl of creation, into love. 66 

Foucault confirms Pozdnyshev's words and contends: 

We must make no mistake here: with the great series of binary oppositions (body/sou~ 
flesh/spirit, instinct/reason, drives/consciousness) that seemed to refer sex to a pure mechanics 
devoid of reason, the West has managed not only, or not so much, to annex sex to a field of 
rationality, ... but to bring us almost entirely-our bodies, our minds, our individuality, our 
history-under the sway of a logic of concupiscence and desire. Whenever it is a question of 
knowing who we are, it is this logic that henceforth serves as our master key. 67 

This logic of desire that serves as the key to understanding Pozdnyshev' s life is 

unfortunately hidden from him. Relating his story to Foucault's theory of sexuality 

does, however, shed light on whc1;t Pozdnyshev is semi-consciously aware of, but is 

unable to fully articulate in his tale. The logic of desire, when desire is elevated and 

inflamed to the point of excess that is evident throughout Pozdnyshev' s tale, i~ indeed 

out of synchronicity with the natural order. But it is not simply the lapse into 

immorality that Pozdnyshev sees. 

The Kreutzer Sonata seen through Foucauldian eyes is an example of an 

intentional inflammation of sexual desire to.make sex desirable so that a rising capitalist 

66 Toncroii, «Kpei:IQeposa coHaTa>>, p. 36; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 150. 

67 FoucaJ.Jlt, The History of Sexuality, p. 78. 
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nation maximises its population resources. The harnessing and manipulation of nature 

to enhance the human animal's reproductive ability represents the Foucauldian "power" 

to control a population. The complex mechanics of social conditioning of which 

Foucault speaks were indeed firmly established by the late-nineteenth century, 

particularly in the case of sexuality. The representation of sexuality in The Kreutzer 

Sonata unveils examples that bear unfaltering testimony to the essence of Foucault's 

theory of the history of sexuality. As Tolstoy tells, and Foucault confirms: "spread out 

from one pole to the other of this technology of sex was a whole series of different 

tactics that combined in varying proportions the objective of disciplining the body and 

that of regulating populations. ,,6s 

68 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 146. 
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The way in which Pozdnyshev fathers progeny to the Motherland is an acute 

case of the Foucauldian controlled optimisation of procreation to benefit the state. 

Through the manipulation and control of the body and mind, sexual activity increases 

and bedroom antics that lead to rapid population growth are encouraged. However, 

Foucault contends that the body is capable of more than simply reproducing itself ad 

infinitum. As already mentioned, at the boundary of the biological role of sexuality 

aimed at population growth is an economic role of sexuality that operates concurrently 

in capitalist production. 1 In The Kreutzer Sonata, sexuality and the body comprise a 

commercial body that contributes directly fo economic stability and growth. Foucault 

confirms that sexuality and the human body are involved in an immediate economic 

process that directly stimulates economic development. 

In The Kreutzer Sonata, Tolstoy constructs a world and engineers a protagonist 

who, a century ago, was living and espousing with absolute clarity and certainty that 

which Foucault later articulates in The History of Sexuality. Again, The Kreutzer 

Sonata provides a striking example of Foucault's claims; Pozdnyshev depicts a late

nineteenth-century society in which human sexuality exists as a malleable economic 

tool forged to serve and enrich the state financially. Foucault confirms that 

"[capitalism] would not have been possible without the controlled insertion of bodies 

into the machinery of production and the adjustment of the phenomena of population to 

economic processes. "2 

1 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 26. 

2 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 141. 
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In The History of Sexuality, there is no mistaking Foucault's claim that human 

sexuality is directly involved in the state economy of the nineteenth century when it is 

so clearly reflected by The Kreutzer Sonata. As well as the means by which birth-rates 

are increased to eventually give a nation the human-power it needs to be economically 

successful, Foucault explains that "there also appeared those systematic campaigns 

which, going beyond the traditional means-moral and religious exhortations, fiscal 

measures-tried to transform the sexual conduct of couples into a concerted economic 

and political behaviour."3 Therefore, the distal benefits of the procreative couple's 

reproduction, as their offspring mature and make their own contribution to the state, is 

coupled in the present by the immediate economic contribution of bachelors and 

maidens, husbands and wives. 

Foucault does not elaborate to any great extent with a theoretical basis for his 

claims to an economically useful sexuality. He focuses more on the politics of sexuality 

described in the previous chapter. However, Alphonso Lingis in Foreign Bodies (1997) 

confirms Foucault's suggestion and articulates a theoretical model of a sexual economy 

of bodies that contributes directly to the greater economy, feeding and supporting 

capitalist construction. Building on Pozdnyshev' s observations of relations between the 

sexes with a theoretical basis provided by Lingis, this chapter investigates the dynamics 

of a well-established and thriving sexual economy of a late-nineteenth-century Russian 

society. The Kreutzer Sonata paints a vivid picture of mating rites that have a decidedly 

economic, rather than romantic, spiritual or emotional basis. 

3 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 26. 
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John Kopper, in 'Tolstoy and the Narrative of Sex,' points out Tolstoy's 

perception of the economic nature of sexual relations of the late-nineteenth century: 

"What especially intrigued Tolstoy the writer about sex was that it was .... a form of 

commerce, a transaction that involved the potentially promiscuous possession and 

rejection of an ever-replaceable object of desire .... Furthermore, sex is not only woven 

into the economic fabric but has its own financial dimension. ,,4 For Pozdnyshev, sexual 

relations, both casual and marital, have an unmistakable economic presence and 

undeniable economic motivation. Naturally, as men clearly dominate sexual relations in 

that society, women become the objects of men's economic, as well as sexual desire. 

As Barbara Heldt points out: "Pozdnyshev understands that women are commodities in 

a competitive market. Socioeconomic imagery dominates the narrative. "5 

In the previous chapter, I suggested.that the proliferation of brothels throughout 

Russia and the West served to accommodate and foster male sexual desire as well as 

contribute to the economy. It is here that women are most readily seen as commodities 

who serve economic ends. Indeed, prostitution had a dual role to fulfil both sexual and 

economic desire. As Pozdnyshev claims, like most of the young men of his class, the 

sexual encounters of his youth and early adulthood are frequent and strictly 

professional. His sexual relations with women are therefore commercial. He employs 

the services of a woman when the "need" arises, essentially "possessing and rejecting" 

her as necessary. The whorehouses are but warehouses that hold an "ever-replaceable" 

stock of "objects of desire." Within, a body is taken and cash changes hands. It is 

4 John Kopper, 'Tolstoy and the Narrative of Sex,' p. 172. 

5 Heldt, 'Tolstoy's Path toward Feminism,' p. 46. 
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strictly business; sex thus clearly does have its "own financial dimension," which 

Kopper suggests. 

The extent to which Pozdnyshev conducts his sex life on this business-like basis 

is evident in his telling account: 

IloMHIO, KaK lI My1I8nClI pa3, He ycrreB 3aITJiaTIITb :JKeHir(HHe, KOTOpalI, BepOlITHO nomofarn MeHlI, 
OTAaJIOCb MHe. JI ycIIOKOlffiC}I TOJibKO TOrAa, IIOCJiaJI eii AeHbrH, IIOKa3aB :3THM, 'ITO H 

HpaBC'TBeHHO HWieM He cqIITaro ce6H CBH3aHHbIM c HeIO. 

I remember how I once worried because I had not had an opportunity to pay a woman who gave 
herself to me (having probably taken a fancy to me) and how I only became tranquil after having 
sent her some money-thereby intimating that I did not consider myself in any way morally 
bound to her.6 

This shows that even when there is a hint of mutual attraction, or the want of a woman 

to initiate an affair without the expectation of financial remuneration, Pozdnyshev 

nonetheless treats her like every other woman. To Pozdnyshev, women exist as 

commodities for rent and he employs them only when the masculine need or desire 

arises. Intimacy beyond the sexual moment is clearly not desirable. He reduces a 

woman to an object of desire that affords a man pleasure at his command. 

In his casual sexual relations with women, Pozdnyshev has no qualms about 

frequenting brothels. He uses women to release sexual tension through his "safety 

valve" as well as using them for his entertainment. Pozdnyshev's attitudes suggest that 

this is the accepted behaviour for bachelors and a typical attitude toward woinen for 

men of his class. While men are encouraged to visit brothels for "health's sake," or 

even if only for entertainment, this frequent activity directly supports what is evidently 

a very large sector of the economy. In this respect, sex contributes to the greater state 

wealth. Men exploit women for both their sexual and economic usefulness. 

6 Toncroii, «Kpe:i,r~eposa cottaTa», p. 17; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 124. 
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However, after many years visiting brothels, Pozdnyshev is realises that the 

houses of pleasure hold a terrible secret. Pozdnyshev _believes that they are but a 

microcosm of the greater social milieu; ")KH3fil Hanmx BI:.Icnmx KJiaccon KaK oiia ecn,, 

co BCeM ee 6eCCThI,l1;CTBOM, Be.rr.r, 3TO O.D:HH CIIJIOIIIHOM .D:OM TepIIHMOCTli" [life of our 

upper classes as it is, in all it's shamelessness-· why, it is one complete and utter 

brothel].7 

Looking at the basis of Pozdnyshev' s marriage and life thereafter shows that, 

despite the most "elevated and pure family life" he imagines, his marriage, apparently 

like most, bears little difference to his pre-marital relationships·with women. Because 

of such frequent casual sexual encounters with prostitutes, Pozdnyshev constructs a 

picture of womeri as disposable sexual commodities from whom he is morally detached. 

So strong is this image and he accustomed to it that, subconsciously or otherwise, it is a 

view he applies to all women, not just those women of ill-repute whom he exploits. 

Pozdnyshev's marriage marks the entry into a permanent, rather than casual, contract 

with a woman that binds him to certain terms and conditions including financial. He 

takes a woman as sexual property into his house where he unwittingly proves that she is 

essentially a whore to him. 

Pozdnyshev claims that his marriage is a typical picture of family life. As he 

suggests, typical life for the men and woman of his class is akin to ".n:oM TepmrMocm" 

[ a brothel]. Evidence shows that this happens to be the case more so than Pozdnyshev 

is willing to admit. His house indeed becomes a symbolic brothel in which he holds a 

woman as a prostitute. 

7 TonCTOH, «Kpeiiu;epoBa coHaTa», p. 23; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 132. 
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Entering a marriage in which a man treats a worn~ as a commodity naturally 

leads to discord. Pozdnyshev finds and marries a woman he believes to be "Bepx 

HpaBcTBemmro coBepmeHCTBa" [the height of moral perfection]. 8 Because he and his 

wife only have physical relations, with little or no communion outside the bedroom, 
I 

animosity and mutual contempt soon develop. The woman Pozdnyshev considers his 

beau ideal quickly becomes a "Mep3KaJI CYKa" [an abominable bitch].9 Evidence 

suggests that this occurs because Pozdnyshev views his wife in the same way as any 

other woman with whom he has been intimate. With two or so decades of experience 

with prostitutes, he is incapable of creating any relationship with a woman other than 

based on what he knows so well. 

Pozdnyshev' s marriage · does tum out to be little more than a financial 

transaction to acquire a woman as if she were a long-term prostitute. By taking a wife 

as if a prostitute, it follows that Pozdnyshev will have engaged in some form of 

monetary exchange to acquire that woman. It is probably no coincidence, then, that she 

"6:I,ma o.ruia H3 .I(Byx .n:oYiepeii Kor.n:a-To oTieHI> 6orarnro, HO pa3opHBmeroc.a 

neH3eHcKor:o rroMem;m<a" [ was one of two daughters of a once-wealthy Penza 

landowner who had been ruined].10 Because she is poor, her marriage to Pozdnyshev 

affords her financial gain. He evidently buys her. 

Pozdnyshev is a wealthy man and in the position to make such purchases. 

Whether paying by the hour or for the term of a marriage, this is the basis of his 

8 Toncm:il, «Kpeih\epoBa cottaTa», p. 21; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 130. 

9 Toncro:ti, «Kpe0:n;ep0Ba cottaTa», p. 70; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 199. 

10 Toncroif, «Kpeiin;epoBa coHaTa», p. 20; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 129. 
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relations with women. Pozdnyshev refutes this point and prides himself on what he sees 

as his noble intentions: "51 :>KemmcJI He Ha ,n:em.rax ... . K 61,m 6oraT, oHa 6e,n:Ha" [I was 

not marrying for money .... I was rich, she was poor]. 11 However, that he is rich and she 

poor is precisely the implication that Pozdnyshev fails to acknowledge. A woman's 

inferior fmancial position exposes her to exploitation. This is the very nature of 

Pozdnyshev's marriage. 

Pozdnyshev denies any such motive, but further evidence of the transactional 

basis of his marriage comes from the purchased item via its owner. Pozdnyshev retells 

an episode when his wife confronts him with cold accusations: 

1ITo-TO TilKOe ID-3a ,l{eHer, KOTOpbIX X HHKOr,l{a He )K3JieJI H 'j)K HHKaK He Mor )KaJieTb ,l{IDI )KeHbI, 
IloMHIO TOJil,KO, 1ITO OHa TaK KaK-TO nouepHYna ,l{eno, 'ITC> KaKOC-TO Moe 38.Me'laHHe OKa3aJIOCL 
BbipIDKeHHeM MOero )KeJiaHIDl BJiaCTBOBaTb Ha.I{ Heii qepe3 J(eHbm, Ha KOTOpbIX X yrnep}l():(an 
6y,&TO 6bI CBOe HCKJil01.J.HTilJibHOe . npaBO, 1.J.TO-TO HeB03MO)KHOe, rnynoe, IIO,l{JIOe, 
HecBoiicrneHHoe HH MHe HH eii. JI Pa3APIDKHJIC51, cran ynpeKaTb ee B HeAeJIHKaTHOCTH, oHa 
MeHX, - H IlOIIIJIO OIDITb. 

It had something to do with money, which I never grudged and could certainly not have grudged 
to my wife. I only remember that she gave the matter such a twist that some remark of mine 
appeared to be an extension of a desire to dominate over her by means of money, to which I was 
supposed to assert an exclusive right-it was something impossibly stupid, mean and not natural 
either to me or to her. I became exasperated, and upbraided her with lack of consideration for 
me. She accused me of the same thing, and it all began again.12 

Remembering that Pozdnyshev' s tale is his retelling of events as they appear to him, or 

as he would have them appear to the listener, he is at liberty to distort or misrepresent 
. 

fact somewhat. There is the possibility that his wife's words about financial control 

hold more truth than Pozdnyshev cares to acknowledge or reveal. Indeed, her 

accusations appear quite founded and there is little doubt that Pozdnyshev considers his 

wife to be his acquired property. Pozdnyshev betrays his initial claims to propriety and 

11 Toncroif, «KpeiiQepoBa coHaTa>>, p. 27; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 138. 

12 Toncroii, «Kpeiru;epoBa coHaTa>>, pp. 32- 33; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 145. 
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proves himself guilty: "..sI npmmrnrur 3a co6oii necoMHemrne, rromme rrpano Ha.I( ee 

TeJIOM, Ka.K. 6y,IJ;To :no 6I>IJIO Moe Terro" [I considered myself to have a complete right to 

her body as if it were my own]. 13 

Although Pozdnyshev tries to maintain at least a degree of decency concerning a 

marriage that goes so wrong, further admissions by him point more to the unethical 

nature of his marriage as a business transaction. Already admitting to having perceived 

rights to his wife's body as if a material possession, Pozdnyshev confirms that the 

masculine acquisition of those female bodies is handled as any other business formality: 

... 6oJibUIHHCTBO CMO-rpwr Ha II0e3,D;KY B u.epKOBb TOJibKO KaK Ha oco6eHHoe ycnomre o6na,namrn 
H3BeCTHOH )KeHIIJ;HHOH, - IlO.nyMairre, KaKoe )')KaCHOe 3Haqemi:e IlOJIY'IfilOT npH 3TOM BCe 3TH 
no;:q>06HOCTH. BbIXOAHT, 'ITO ,neno TO BCe TOJibKO B 3TOM. BbIXO,nHT qTQ-TO B po):(e npO,!.\!l)Klf. 
Pa3BpaTHHKY npo):(aIOT HeBHHH)'IO ,neByurey H o6CTaBJU[IQT 3TY npo,n;~ H3BCCTHbIMH 
qiopMaJibHOCTJJMH .... TaK Bee )KeIDITC}l, TaK H .lI )KCHillJC.ll . 

. . . the majority regard the going to church as only a special condition for obtaining possession of 
a certain woman-think what a dreadful significance all these details acquire. They show that 
the whole business is only that; they show thaf it is a kind of sale. An innocent girl is sold to a 
profligate, and the sale is accompanied by certain formalities.... That is how everybody marries 
and that is how I married. 14 

Like the bodies of the serfs that were traded as commodities only a few decades 

before The Kreutzer Sonata, 15 Pozdnyshev makes the analogy that women too are mere 

slaves to wealthy men. He views women's bodies as commodities for service and 

enjoyment: 

Bee paBHO KaK pa6CTBO .... Pa6CTBO )KCHIIJ;HHbI Be.[\b TOilbKO B TOM, 'ITO mo,n;H )KeJiaIOT tt 

cqHTaIOT oqeHb xopOIIIHM IlOJib30BaThCH ero KaK opy,n;HeM HacmDK,n:eHH.ll. Hy, H BOT 
OCBOOO)K):(aIOT )KeHI.I(Htty, ,D;aIOT ej,j BC.!IKHC npaBa, paBHbie M)l)K'IHHe, HO npO,D;OJI)KaIOT CMOTl)eTb 
Ha Hee KaK Ha opy,ntte Hacn~eHH.ll .... H BOT Otta Bee TaKa.ll )Ke npHHH)KeHHa}l, pa3Bpa!I(eHHa.ll 
pa6a, H ~Ha BCe TaKOM )KC pa3Bpa!I(eHHbIM pa6oBna,n;eneu.. 

13 Toncroi,i, «Kpei-iu.epoBa coHaum, p. 68; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 196. 

14 Toncroi,i, «Kpeiiu:epOBa cottaTa>>, p. 28; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 139. 

15 The abolition of slavery in Russia was officially enacted in 1861. 
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It is just as it is with slavery: ... The enslavement of woman lies simply in the fact that people 
desire, and think it good, to avail themselves of her as a tool of enjoyment. Well, and they 
liberate women, give her all sorts of rights equal to man, but continue to regard her as an 
instrument of enjoyment.... And there she is, still the same humiliated and depraved slave, and 
the man still the depraved slave-owner. 16 

Pozdnyshev thus acknowledges the unbecoming nature of males that oppresses 

women by commodifying their bodies and enslaving them in sexual service to men. 

However, he sees two sides to that coin and has no reservations in exposing what he 

sees on the flip side. Pozdnyshev believes that women too are actively involved in the 

dynamics of the sexual economy. 

By his own admission, Pozdnyshev is a handsome man, but, moreover, he is an 

attractive financial prospect to a woman. This is particularly the case if a woman is 

poor and her life dominated by the typical demands for luxury and pleasure that he 

could support. That Pozdnyshev' s wife is poor suggests there is a financial motivation 

for that woman's entry into the marriage. To participate in upper class life there are 

strict demands for financial security and social standing. The daughter of an 

impoverished father accustomed to a particular lifestyle, but, of course, deprived by 

men of any means to make her own money is necessarily dependant on the financially 

dominant male to maintain her place in society. By men placing women in this 

financially helpless position, in which they imagine they can dominate them, men make 

marriage for financial gain not only advantageous to those women, but in some cases 

necessary. 

In this economic dynamic, men apparently become the victims of their own 

contriving that exploits women; women in return exploit men's financial position. 

16 TorrCToH, <<Kpeil:Qepoaa coHaTa)), p. 37; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 151-152. 
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Unless a woman is possessed of her father's fortunes, she is open to exploitation. By 

denying women rights to employment and participating in commerce, men force some 

women to give themselves up for sale as "slaves" to the financially dominant male. 

However, in her subordinate financial role, Pozdnyshev suggests that there is a definite 

interplay between the oppressed and her oppressors. Pozdnyshev claims that women in 

his society use their sensuality to promote themselves as commodities to prospective 

buyers; he claims that women actively play on sexuality to lure financially suitable 

· husbands. Although Pozdnyshev makes it clear that men are the underlying cause of 

this problem, he does not fail to implicate women as accomplices to creating the 

"cIIJioIIIHoii ,noM repIIHMocm" [complete and utter brothel] that he thinks society is. 

The interplay between both the oppressed and their male oppressors reflects a 

two-way exchange of goods and services, which essentially constitutes the basis of a 

market economy. What Pozdnyshev observes and the reader can deduce from his words 

are, in fact, the fundamental elements of a well established, very real sexual economy of 

a capitalist nation. 

In ~ecent anthropological studies, Alphonso Lingis articulates in theory more 

fully what Tolstoy's protagonist is grasping at. Lingis confirms that capitaiist cultures 

"code" sensuality to construct a "libidinal economy" in which individuals participate in 

their sexual relations, the dynamics of which have those sexually active bodies directly 

contributing to a greater economic body. 17 

Drawing on the psychoanalyses of Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, 

incorporating recent theoretical proposals of Deleuze and Guattari, Lingis proposes a 

17 This analysis is based on Lingis' chapter 'Hard Currency,' Foreign Bodies, pp. 107 - 130. 
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"libidinal economy," which feeds the greater economy, that is based essentially on the 

tradable "exchange-value" of bodies-much like slavery as Pozdnyshev asserts. 

Lingis explains that before capitalism the exchange-value of bodies was defined 

wholly in sexual and biological terms without the financial component that Pozdnyshev 

comes to witness. Pleasure-seeking men valued a woman's body ultimately for its 

sensuality and sexual gratification it delivers. For women, sensual pleasure was of 

secondary importance, sometimes not even a consideration at all. Lingis explains: "In 

the contract his erect penis will have value not as an instrument for the excitation of 

anonymous erotogenic surfaces." Rather, the "exchange-value" of a man for the 

pleasure she gives him is the delivery of a necessary biological component that satisfies 

a woman's maternal instincts and desires to bear children. "The phallus itself is a 

value; ... it is a good that figures in human commerce .. :, [but it] is an inner economy in 

the man." Women prize the male body for its inner ability to produce and expel 

spermatozoa, which only by implication necessitates the stimulation of sex organs. By 

doing so, according to Lingis, a woman can find true love in the infantile love between 

mother and child ( or more specifically, between mother and son based on the familiar 

Oedipus scenario according to the influential psychological interpretation, which Lingis 

points out). Some women were evidently, then, not interested in the befouled, so-called 

"love" of a patriarchal husband, but only in want of his bodily fluids. 

However, the actual exchanges of these goods and services between men and 

women were not, in fact, as mutually beneficial as they appear. Not surprisingly, the 

dominant male asserts his authority and seeks ultimate control of the sexual economy, 

as with all other administrational matters. of national importance. Understanding that 

women are totally dependent on the functions of a man's body to complete a biological 
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process, men essentially hold their sperm to ransom; the price for the release of that 

fluid is high. Lingis contends: "Each enters the contract with an eye to his or her own 

interests; he offers his penis as a check drawn on a phallic mortgage and demands an 

absolute of gratification; she sees in his penis the means to acquire the unconditional 

love of an infant... . The phallus is the fetishist commodity of a capitalist libidinal 

economy.,, In reality, as will become clear in Chapter Three of this thesis, the sexual 

demands placed on women were infinitely disproportionate in favour of men to any 

benefits she may acquire from him. 

Lingis suggests that with the advent of capitalism and already established 

systems of patriarchy, it did not take long for the "capitalist libidinal economy" to 

extend into and form an integral part of the capitalist monetary economy. Observing the 

dynamics of the libidinal economy, men deprived women of employment rights and 

excluded them from participating in commerce with the aim to add money to his 

reservoir of ransomed goods. 18 Thus, as is clearly evident in The Kreutzer Sonata from 

Pozdnyshev's observations outlined above, the financially dominant males coerce 

women int~ providing sexual favours in return for much need money, whether in the 

short-term or as a wife. Again, «he offers his penis as a check," but now it is drawn on 

a cash, rather than phallic, "mortgage." Out of necessary compliance, a woman, Lingis 

contends, "makes herself legal tender, her body live currency, on which the inert 

18 In capitalist nations, the denial of women's rights to employment was aimed significantly at 
confining a woman to the home where she would be enslaved in domestic chores. Besides bearing his 
offspring, a woman was to maintain and pamper the 'working man,' meet his every domestic need, and to 
organise a good family life to bring up future generations of upright capitalist constructors. However, this 
is directed at the middle and working classes. See, for example, Beasley, Sexual Economyths, which 
focuses significantly on the reduction of women to domestic work. For Russia's upper classes with their 
footmen, governesses, cooks, wet nurses, tutors and so on, it is not relevant here. 
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currency of coins and banknotes are drawn. "19 This is evidently the fundamental basis 

of late-nineteenth-century Russian upper class life. 

Pozdnyshev is obviously aware of the social importance of sexuality, but only 

semi-aware of the complexities of the "libidinal economy" and how it feeds the state 

economy. Building on Lingis theoretical basis, Tolstoy's tale brings the economic· 

usefulness of sexuality into the spotlight, illuminating through his protagonist's 

observations the multiplicity of effects it has in shaping a capitalist nation and the lives 

of those who inhabit it. 

By establishing that his society is essentially a "cillIOIIlHOH ,n:oM TepIDIMocn." [a 

complete and utter brothel], Pozdnyshev supports his analogy with his observations of 

daily life. He unveils the basis of a late-nineteenth-century sexual economy. By 

supposedly advertising their bodies that are "legal tender" for cash from wealthy men of 

the upper classes as either client or husband, Pozdnyshev makes the parallel between 

upper class life and brothels by comparing women of his class to prostitutes: 

Bbl I'OBOpHTe, 'ITO )KeHIIIHHbl B HameM 06II1eC'rne )KHByr HHbIMH mrrepecaMH, 'IeM )KeHIIIHHbI B 
,[(OMax TepIIHMOCTlf, a H I'OBOpIO, 'ITO HeT, H ,[(OKa)K)'. Ecnu JIIO,[(ll pa3JIH'Illbl no I(eJIHM )Kll3HH, 
no BttyrpeHHeMJ co,n:ep)Kamno )KH3HH, TO 3TO pa3JIH'Iffe HerrpeMeHHO OTpa3HTCH H BO 
BHemHOCTll, u BHeIIIHOCTb 6y,n:eT pa3Jill'IH!Uf. Ho IIOCMOTPHre Ha Tex, Ha HeC'IaCTHbIX, u Ha 
caMbIX BbICIIIHX CBeTCKHX 6apbIHb: Te )Ke HapH,n:bI, Te )Ke <paCOHbl, Te )Ke .n:yxu, TO )Ke oroneHHe 
pyK, TIJie'I, rpy,n:en II o6rnrrraamre BhICTaaneHHoro 3a,n:a, Ta )Ke crpaCTh K KaMYffiKaM, K 
,n:oporHM, 6neCTjilllllM BelllaM, Te )Ke YJ3eCeJiemrn, TaHQbl H My3bIKa, rreHbe. KaK Te 3aM;aHHBaIOT 
BCeMH cpe,n:cTBaMH, TaK H 3TH. Hm<aKOH pa3HHI(bI. 

You say that women of our society have other interests in life than prostitutes have, but I say no, 
and I will prove it. If people differ in the aims of their lives, by the inner content of their lives, 
this difference will necessarily be reflected in externals and their externals will be different. 
But ... the same costumes, the same fashions, the same perfumes, the same exposure of the arms, 
shoulders, and breasts, the same tight skirts over prominent bustles, the same passion for little 
stones, for costly, glittering objects, the same amusements, dances, music, and singing. As the 
former employ all means to allure, so do these others. There is no difference.2° 

19 Lingis, 'Hard Currency,' pp. 124 - 130. 

20 ToJICTOH, «Kpen11epona coHaTa>>, p. 23; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 132-133, 213. 
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The business of exchanging cash for sexual favours at brothels was undoubtedly a big 

industry throughout Russia and the West. Also, when Pozdnyshev's so-called 

"prostitution" between members of his own class is sanctioned by law in marriage, 

gifting handsome cash dowries and transferring estate titles was commonplace. 

Therefore, while men enslave women by intentionally reducing them to sexual 

commodities, women in tum play out the commercial role that they are reduced to with 

equal self-interest and vigour. Pozdnyshev confirms that women are involved in and 

are quite capable of using sexuality to their economic advantage. 

Pozdnyshev continues to explain how men and women conduct the "business" 

of marriage in society. He considers the whole of upper class social life to be a kind of 

"bazaar." At the parties, balls, the ballet and opera, at every social venue of society, 

Pozdnyshev imagines that bodies are advertised, scrutinised, sampled and bought or 

sold. 

. .. ).J,eBbl CHWJT, a M)')K'IllHhI, KaK Ha 6asap, xowrr H BbI6HpaIOT. A).J,eBKH )K).J,yI' H JzyMaIOT, HO He 
CMeIOT CKll3aTb: «6aTIOIIIKa, MeIDI! Her, MeIDI. He ee, a MeIDI: y MeIDI, CMOTJ)H, KaKHe IIJie'IH n 
.npyroe». - A MLI, MY)Kq!-fHLI, IIOXIDKHBaeM, rror.IDI,ll;hIBaeM n oqeHI, ).J,OBOJihHhI. «3HaIO, MOJI, JI 

He IIOIIa.nJCh». IIoxa)ICTIBaIOT, ITOCMaTJ)HBaIOT, oqeHb ).J,OBOJibHhI, 'ITO 3TO .r(JIJI JillX Bee 
yCTJ)oeHo. I'.TIB.r(&, He no6epercH, - xnon, TYT H eCTu! ... 3.nech )Kemn;nHa HJIH pa6a Ha 6asape 
HJIH !"{PHBa.na B Ka11Katt . 

. . . maidens sit round and the men walk about, as at a bazaar, choosing. And the wenches wait 
and think, but don't dare say: 'Me, please!' 'No, me!' 'Not her, but me!' 'Look what 
shoulders and other things I have!' And we stroll around and look, and are very pleased. 'Yes, I 
know! I know I won't be caught!' They stroll about and look, and are very pleased that 
everything is arranged like that for them. And then in an unguarded moment-snap! He is 
caught.. .. Here the woman is a slave in a bazaar or the bait in a trap.21 

In light of the social conditions of the day, while Pozdnyshev marnes for 

physical attraction and sexual satisfaction, his financial position 1s likely to be a 

21 Toncrott, «KpeIIu;epoBa coHaTa», pp. 24 - 25; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 134 - 135. 
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significant factor in what attracts his wife to him. There is sufficient evidence to 

suggest that marriage to Pozdnyshev is arranged by his wife's mother, as was done in 

those days, along economic lines beneficial to both her and her daughter: "Ilo rrpaB,n:e 

CKa3aTb, 6e3 JIO)KHOH cKpI>1rnocrn, Memr JIOBIIBH H noHMamI. MaMarna - nanaIIlH He 

61,mo - ycrpmma.n:a BCfililie JIOByrn:ICfl, n o,n:Ha - HMeHHO KaTaIIBe Ha JIO,n:ICaX -

y.n;aJiacr," [To tell the truth without false shame, I was trapped and caught. Her 

mamma-her papa was dead-arranged all sorts of traps and one of them succeeded].22 

Pozdnyshev clearly feels he is induced to make that purchase, to take the "bait in the 

trap" and buy that particular "slave in the bazaar": "B po.n:e KaK KanaFI. 5I He CMerocr,. 

Be.n:r, Terrep1, 6paKH TaK H ycrpaHBaroTcJI, Ka£< KaIIKaHI,I" [Just like a trap. I am not 

joking. You see nowadays marriages are arranged that way-like traps]. 23 His 

marriage is a clear example of the "business" of relations between the sexes. 

Pozdnyshev's bitter resentment toward what he sees as women's meddling and 

matchmaking may appear unfounded and taken as an attempt to lay blame for the 

unfortunate ,;mtcome of his life on such women. From behind the scenes, however, as a 

woman of .the time who moved in those upper class circles, Russian poet Karolina 

Pavlova,24 one of Tolstoy's contemporaries, confirms what Pozdnyshev suspects. 

22 ToncroH, <<Kpeu:uepoaa coHaTa», p. 301; Tolstoy, TheKJ"eutzer Sonata, p. 213. 

23 Toncroi{, <<KpeHuepoaa coHaTID>, p. 24; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 134. 

24 It is noteworthy that the life of Karolina Pavlova shows how women were generally excluded 
from what were the masculine domains of economics. As a professional artist, she was frowned upon for 
being a woman of her own financial means. In her words, a professional career for a woman was looked 
upon as "the most pitiable, abnonnal thing, as a disastrous and dangerous illness." Pavlova moved in the 
highest intellectual circles alongside such notable figures as Pushkin and Lennontov. But the scorn from 
her contemporaries for holding a professional writing career forced her to flee Russia for Dresden. There 
she lived in virtual exile as an outcast from the upper dass world, and died penniless, forgotten and her 
artistic talent wasted, all because a woman attempted to participate in a man's world. Heldt, Introduction 
to Pavlova, A Double Life, pp. i, x - xi, xix. 
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From a woman's point of view, Pavlova exposes how the women of her class 

really do operate. In A Double Life, she describes in astounding detail the complexities 

of arranging marriages and the extent to which mothers do actually go to find a· suitable 

financial match for their daughters. Behind all their posturing and social manoeuvring, 

there lies but a single motivation for those mothers. Pavlova attests that the underlying 

goal in life for a woman with an unmarried daughter is to secure a handsome dowry 

from a suitably affluent man. The daughter's emotional life and the personal nature of 

the husband are negligible details. Securing the cash is paramount in that high society 

and the union of men and women is often founded wholly on monetary terms. 

Relations between the sexes including marriages are clearly based on the 

"concerted economic behaviour" of couples to which Foucault attests. As Lingis then 

contests, individuals participate in various ways to gain what is advantageous to them, 

be it the purchase of a sex "slave" or the acquisition of wealth. However, this economic 

interplay between the sexes has implications for both men and women that deprive them 

both of dignity and human decency. Women are intentionally subordinated to 

subservient roles where their only option might well be to act like prostitutes to gain or 

maintain social standing. Men are then twice despicable: once for their subordination of 

women, that deprives them of all decency; twice for the advantage he takes of her in 

that position. Indeed, women are "humiliated slaves" and men very "depraved slave 

owners." However, as is evident from historical observations of most cultures, the 

concerns of a growing economy take precedence over the individual. 

To gain national economic advantage from the "concerted economic behaviour" 

within the "libidinal economy" of couples, the benefits have to e::dend beyond simply 
ti 

serving the self-interests of individuals in upper class circles described above. In the 
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strained economy of the late-nineteenth century, and lagging behind its Western 

counterparts, capitalist Russia avidly strove toward increased industrial production and 

productivity, particularly from the 1880s. In this respect, sexuality plays a vital, if not 

essential role._ Pozdnyshev attributes the institution of marriage and the demands of 

women to generating enormous wealth in the commercial sector. 

Leading up to a marriage, Pozdnyshev claims that the spin-off from the sexual 

"slave" trade in which he acquires his wife generates ninety per cent of production and 

employment in Russia. As "bait in a trap" a woman must be attractive to the opposite 

sex. Women thus dress alluringly, adorn themselves with exquisite jewellery, and make 

use of available commodities to create a general air of refined sensuality. Such 

commodities are expensive, in high demand and are constantly being replaced to keep 

up with the ever-changing modes of upper class life. Pozdnyshev explains: 

IIpo~IITe B K~OM 6oJII>IIIOM ropo,n:e ITO MarasHHaM. 1vfru:r.n:HOHI,I -ry-r, He on:emrrrrb 
IIOJIO)KeHHbIX -:ry,n:a TPY,[(OB mo,n:e:i-i, a IIOCMO'I'pHTe, B 0,9 3THX Marn.3HHOB eCTb JIH XOTb 1ITO
HH6y):(b ,n:JU[ MJ)KCKoro yrro'I'pe6Jieffilll? BcH pOCKOIIII, )KH3HH 'I'pe6yercH H no,n:,n:ep)KHBaeTCH 
)KeHin;HHaMH. Co'ITHTe Bee cpa6puKH. OrpoMHaH ,n:oJUI HX pa6oTaIOT 6ecrroJie3HI,Je yKparnemrn, 
3KHIIa)Ke, Me6emi, HrpymKH Ha )KeHin;HH. Mrnumom,r mo,n:eii, IlOKOJieHHH pa6oB rH6ttyT B TIOM 
KaTOp)KHOM TPY.n:e Ha cpa6pHKax TOJibKO ,n:JUI npHXOTH )KeHII(HH. )Kemn;HHl>I, KaK n:apHD;bI, B 
IIJietty pa6crna H TIDKeJioro TPY.n:a .n;ep)rcaT 0,9 po,[(a 'leJIOBeqecKoro. 

Go round the shops in any big town. There are goods worth millions and you cannot estimate 
the human labour expended on them, and look whether in nine-tenths of these shops there is 
anything for the use of men. All the luxuries of life are demanded and maintained by women. 
Count all the factories. An enormous proportion of them produces useless ornaments, carriages, 
furniture and trinkets, for women. Millions of people, generations of slaves, perish at hard 
labour factories merely to satisfy woman's caprice. Women, like queens, keep nine-tenths of 
mankind in bondage to heavy labour.25 

Although Pozdnyshev does not acknowledge that women demand these 

commodities more through the necessity to conform to the role men place her in, rather 

25 ToJICTOH, «Kpe:i1n:epoBa coHaTa», p. 26; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 136 - 137. 
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than out of "caprice," he makes his views sufficiently clear in respect to a woman's 

place in the market economy. As long as she is subordinated she will continually 

demand the commodities necessary for that position, thus keeping ninety per cent of 

production alive and ninety percent of the labour population with food on its table. 

Based on Pozdnyshev' s analogy, in an already strained economy, the economic 

usefulness of sexuality is the economic kingpin of the country that keeps the wheels of 

production turning. As Foucault suggest, capitalism surely "would not have been 

possible without the controlled insertion of bodies into the machinery of production." 

Removing a woman's body from it would have devastating effects. Without the 

exploitation of women, the economy would surely collapse as it tried to stand on only 

the ten percent of production and consumption that would remain. Although, 

Pozdnyshev's "ninety per cent" figure is grossly exaggerated, he does point to clear 

associations between a woman's body, sexuality and the state economy.26 

As well as marrying for personal financial gain, Pozdnyshev describes other 

economic benefits associated with marital rites and the establishment of a suitably 

fertile family life. Again, economic contributions are made to the greater economy 

through the consumption of commodities. Lingis contends that this is the most 

significant factor in perpetuating the.mechanics of capitalism: 

... the family remains the original mechanism with which what we recognise as a civilized body 
acquires value .... The worth of the family is measured by the goods and commodities that are 

26 Note also the commercial use of a woman's body and sexuality in other sectors of the 
economy besides production during the nineteenth century, the lucrative arts, for example. Susan Leigh 
Foster speaks of the ballet as an example: " ... the ballet, even as it danced out an ethereal world of 
idealized enchantment, also proffered lovely ladies, scantily clad, engaged in a blatant metaphor for 
sensual and sexual actions. Capitalist marketing strategies initiated in the early nineteenth century 
supported and enhanced the objectified dancing body and the commodified female dancer. They pitted 
one ballerina against another in intensive, objectifying advertising campaigns and opened up backstage 
areas where wealthy patrons might enjoy the company of dancers before, during and after the 
performance." Susan Leigh Foster, 'The Ballerina's Phallic Pointe,' p. 6. 
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invested in it.. .. The worth of the family is measured by the quantity of labor time invested in 
those goods and commodities .... 27 

Initially, when men and women of the upper classes wed, they spark a myriad of 

commercial activities that is advantageous to the greater economic body. Pozdnyshev 

recalls with distaste that there was: 

... 3TOT 6e3o6pa3HbIH: o6bI'Jau: KOH<peT, rpy6oro ofoKopcrna CJia.r(KIIM H Bee 3TH Mep3KMe 
np1troroBneHmr K cBa~h6e: TOJIKII o KBaprttpe, crram,tte, rrocremrx, Kanornx, xanamx, 6enbe, 
ryanerax . 

. . . that ridiculous custom of giving sweets, gross gormandising on sweets, and all those 
abominable preparations for the wedding: remarks about the house, the bedroom, beds, wraps, 
dressing-gowns, underclothing, costumes. 28 

The suitably vogue weddings were undoubted extremely costly. The preparations 

Pozdnyshev comments on are but a selection. In the single event of one marriage, 

thousands of roubles spread across the economy enriching lawyers, dressmakers, 

caterers, entertainers, jewellers et cetera, supporting the very basis of a market economy 

and the foundations of capitalism. 

Following the once-only contribution made when Pozdnyshev marries, his wife 

is pregnant within a month and five children soon appear. These by-products of a 

sexual economy also contribute significantly. There are the usual requirements of food 

and clothing, but for the upper classes there is a plethora of children's needs, all of 

which again come at great expense. There are the doctors, the wet nurse, the governess, 

other domestic servants, the decor for the nursery and suitably expensive tutors and 

schooling. A single family is responsible for contributing countless thousands of 

roubles over the two or so decades of its child raising days. Coupled with the parents' 

27 Lingis, 'Hard Currency,' p. 130. 

28 Toncroii, «Kpeu:[(epoBa coHaTa», p. 27; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 39. 
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own demands for the luxuries of their haughty lifestyles, the large family unit is not 

only an ideal model for its reproductive success, but one that in every way directly 

supports the state economy. 

From the day Pozdnyshev first stepped into that brothel at the age of fifteen to 

the day he killed his commodified object of desire, and still now as he is supporting the 

'love' children of that marriage, his entire existence has evolved out of pleasure 

seeking, sex and money. By power of example, Tolstoy offers living proof that by 

subordinating a woman into a helpless financial position she is left open to exploitation 

in the sexual market economy described by Lingis. Men invest huge sums of money in 

sexual pleasure to suit the demands of upper class life. While women are traded among 

the financially dominant males of society like "slaves," she has her own economic 

agenda. Women are left to compete and struggle for monetary gain, to earn back the 

ability to participate in the economy that men deprive from them. 

As Tolstoy has is protagonist witness and expose to the reader, the economic 

spin-off from sexual relations is enormous. Whether at a brothel or by buying a woman 

into his hqme, male libido forges a direct pipeline injecting hard currency into the 

economy of a social body. By satisfying masculine sexual desire, women, out of 

necessity, induce that flow. Through their own demands, women disperse that currency 

over a multitude of industries and the working people. Relations between the sexes that 

Tolstoy's describes does indeed constitute what Foucault suggests is a "sexuality [that] 

is linked to the economy through numerous and subtle relays, the main one of which, 

• however, is the body-the body that produces and consumes."29 Confirmed by Lingis, 

29 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 106 - 107. 
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such sexually generated economic power directly supplies the mechanics of capitalist 

construction and holds the wheels of production in perpetual ·motion. 



Chapter Three 

Women as the Animal Other 
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Thus far, the analysis of The Kreutzer Sonata, and similarly in The History of 

Sexuality, focuses mainly on males and the consequences for them when they are 

controlled essentially as "political animals. "1 Although women are implicated in the 

political and economic aspects of sexuality described in the previous chapters, their role 

is subordinate as agents to the sexuality of the dominant male. AB political power 

directs its forces mainly at male sexuality, Foucault therefore almost exclusively 

addresses the processes and implications for males, which is so vividly portrayed 

through the protagonist's life in The Kreutzer Sonata. Pozdnyshev views himself and 

proves himself to live like a "cnycnn,rn: )Kepe6en" [breeding stallion]. This reduction of 

a human being to the state of a lower animal is the result of political power that is 

directed at bodies and minds to promote the physical body and maximise its biological 

reproductive functions. 

However, that is not to say that women escaped a sexuality that was subject to 

and controlled by external forces. Women were very much victims of a politically 

prescribed sexuality, which is evident from their subordination by men in sexual 

relations t~ comply with a politically and economically useful sexuality outlined in the 

previous chapters. Women too were targeted by a political process that controlled their 

bodies and minds, only less directly, but arguably more emphatically, than males. Like 

men, women are also reduced to the status of politically compliant reproductive 

animals. 

Taking the life of Pozdnyshev' s wife as a case study, The Kreutzer Sonata 

completes the Foucauldian picture by making explicit the consequences for women who 

1 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 143. 
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are trapped in a politically directed process of sexual manipulation and control. As is 

evident from the life of Pozdnyshev, men who are politically bound to the role of an 

animal, nonetheless. have the benefit of patriarchal systems that allow them to mask the 

reality of their base existence. I will demonstrate that women, however. because of 

their subordination that male sexuality affords them, have no such defence mechanisms. 

Men come to view women entirely in their subordinate role as reproductive animals. 

The Kreutzer Sonata is disturbing testimony to the prevailing masculine view and 

treatment of women as if they were lower animals. 

As Foucault makes clear,1 sexuality of the late-nineteenth century was reduced 

wholly to its biological capacity for the maximisation of procreation.) In light of his 

affirmation of the great binary oppositions that divide the physical from the spiritual; 

the body from the mind; the animal from the human. negative and positive respectively. 

reduction of sexuality to the physical necessarily equates sexual relations and 

procreation to the negative realm of the animal. Although a man is reduced to the status 

of a «breeding stallion," his self-righteous projections do not acknowledge his animal 

status, nor _the negativity associated with that position. It is only in retrospect that 

Pozdnyshev sees the baseness of his life. Male projections of women, however, do see 

her as an animal and men very much charge her negatively as the diametric opposite to 

the positive image of a man. That is, a male who places such a high value on a 

woman's physical body and its biological capabilities comes to view her wholly in those 

terms; she is essentially an animal to him. 

Based on this gender division in which women are perceived as inferior animals, 

men are implanted with a sexuality and ideology that necessarily subordinates the 

female of the species. Power to manipulate a woman's sexuality is exercised indirectly 
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through the dominant male. He necessarily controls female sexuality and the image of a 

woman's body to comply with his politically correct sexuality. Foucault confirms: 

"women were generally subjected to extremely strict constraints, and yet this ethics was 

not addressed to women... . It was an ethics for men: an ethics thought, written and 

taught by men and addressed to men. "2 Men are thus politically responsible for 

complying with their prescribed male sexuality as well as deploying a prescribed 

sexuality onto their female political partners. 

The Kreutzer Sonata exposes the grave consequences for women that extend 

beyond simply an ideological view of a woman as an animal. Such a conception leads 

directly to the treatment of women as animals. By reducing a woman to the status of an 

animal, masculine dominion in patriarchal culture that ran rife throughout many 

centuries of history subordinates her to an inferior level. A woman is seen and treated 

akin to other domesticated creatures traditionally held in captivity and considered 

subservient to men. 

Accordingly, the division between human and animal that was defined and 

maintained. in early Christian culture underwent boundaries shifts in the first few 

centuries of the Middle Ages. The adjustment comprised a newly formulated division 

between man, specifically the male human animal, and all other animals-the female 

human animal and lower animals alike. This defines the cultural background for The 

Kreutzer Sonata that existed well into recent history. Tolstoy confirms that women and 

2 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. 2, The Use of Pleasure, p. 22. 

It is important to note that according to this analogy, as Elizabeth Grosz points out: 
"LFoucault's] openness about women's exclusion is not or need not be, in itself, a political problem for 
feminists, especially those who take seriously his critique of the politics of representation." Grosz, 
Volatile Bodies, p. 158. 
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animals alike were the oppressed members of a divided male-constructed and male

dominated world. The Kreutzer Sonata exposes how and why women became reduced 

to an inferior, wholly animal status. 

Foucault explains that by reducing sexuality to the biological there developed a 

"bio-power" that existed as the driving force of a "bio-politic" that was aimed 

ultimately at mechanisms of population control that is described in Chapter One. 

Further inquiry into this biologically orientated sexuality of the late-nineteenth century 

reveals that the implications for women are further reaching and more severe than those 

contributing to Pozdnyshev's troubled existence. 

In the political process that defines, deploys and controls sexuality there 

emerges a distinct and different biological role for a male and a female. Foucault 

explains that there was a focus "on the . species body, the body imbued with the 

mechanics of life and serving as the basis of the biological processes: propagation, 

birth." The "supervision" of these mechanics of population control "was effected 

through an entire series of interventions and regulatory controls: a bio-politics of the 

population .. " Foucault continues: "This bio-power was without question an 

indispensable element in the development of capitalism; ... the investment of the body, 

its valorization and the distributive management of its forces were at the time 

indispensable. "3 

"Bio-power" is directed at individuals' bodies and their sexuality, as is already 

clear from the life of Pozdnyshev. As explained, there arises a politically imposed 

biological responsibility for a male to participate in as frequent productive sexual 

3 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, pp. 139 -141. 
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activity as possible. As a political human animal, as with all animals, the necessity for a 

member of the opposite sex to complete biological reproduction implicates women in 

that political process. Because of the physiology of a woman, she is seen as the 

necessary receptor of male sexual expression. Men perceive a woman's body to have a 

biological responsibility to be open to and accepting of the politically inflamed 

masculine desire to copulate. She is ascribed the subordinate role; women become the 

passive political agents of a dominant male sexuality. 

The perception of the subservient and sacrificial nature of a woman's sexuality 

that arises from the prescription of her biological responsibility in that society confirms 

the masculine view of an inferior female species that existed for centuries. Moreover, 

as political power gains momentum in the Victorian age, the bio-politics which Foucault 

describes not only validate male dominion, but, in fact, add force to the systems of 

patriarchy and the further reduction of a woman's status in a man's eye. Typically, for 

reasons that are the focus of this chapter, a woman is seen as an animal that exists in 

service to man. Accordingly, there develops a body politic for women that makes her 

_the object 9f male sexual desires and pleasures and the subject of constant sexual abuse 

that leads to near-constant pregnancies. These forces combined marks her political 

usefulness as a reproductive animal. 

In the case of Pozdnyshev' s wife, a woman is pregnant within one month of 

marriage and spends the remainder of her life carrying and raising five children. 

Eventually she is physically exhausted and unable to bear more offspring; but her 

contribution has been made through the fulfilment of her biological responsibility. 

However, she is not rewarded for her sacrifice and her political compliance. Rather, 

unable to contribute further progeny, a husband murders the woman who he sees as 
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nothing other than an animal, and no longer a useful one at that. Only moments before 

her death, Pozdnyshev confirms: "3Haro ee Tom,Ko KaI< )IGIBoraoe" [I know her only as 

an animal]. 4 

The male conception of a woman as an animal is not new to Pozdnyshev, nor 

was it newly introduced by the politics that Foucault describes. Like the imagined 

superiority of men mentioned above, it was already firmly entrenched in Western 

patriarchal culture. It was only validated and enforced by capitalist governments whose 

political systems necessarily relied on a body politic that designated and valued its 

female subjects as procreative animals. This confirms that a woman is valued for the 

functions of her physical body-in that cultural context, physical being the animal, 

where animal is the diametric opposite of the positive man. The Kreutzer Sonata is 

evidence of the political necessity of this condition and the consequences for women 

who are bound by their biological role to a subordinate position to men. 

In The Beast within, Joyce Salisbury outlines the evolution of an ideology that 

reduces animals to an inferior status to men. She describes the consequences for 

animals at.the hands of their male human dominators. By example, Tolstoy's short 

story, 'Kholstomer: The Story of a Horse,' with its horse-narrator who describes life at 

the hands of human owners, attests to the reality of male dominion outlined by 

Salisbury. Although Salisbury's work focuses on the Middle Ages, Kholstomer, the 

horse, confirms that it holds the same relevance in his late-nineteenth-century world. 

Salisbury then makes the connection between animals and women as belonging 

to a common inferior group in the patriarchal mind. With Salisbury's observations 

4 Toncrou:, «Kpeu:u;epona cottarn», p. 64; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 190. 
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forming a theoretical basis, the inter-textual parallels that emerge from 'Kholstomer' 

and The Kreutzer Sonata correspond directly to the parallels in the male perception and 

treatment of animals and women alike. The Kreutzer Sonata is an example of a late

nineteenth century patriarchal world that reduces women to the status of lower animals 

to serve ideological as well as practical political ends. 

Salisbury traces the origin of a male ideology that places animals and women 

below men back to the early Christian era. Sexuality of the classical age described by 

Foucault was quite liberal and fraught with open transgressions through fluid 

boundaries between the sexes, and even species. So too was the position men occupied 

in relation to women and other animals on an ideological level. Earth was cohabited 

more or less harmoniously by men, women and other animals. However, as Salisbury 

explains: 

During the early centuries of Christian expansion, Christian thinkers began to define what it 
meant to be a Christian within a pagan world. In the course of this identity formation, they 
repudiated many classical beliefs, including attitudes toward sexuality, entertainment, bathing, 
and other social and cultural practices. · In this process, they also rejected a classical view that 
saw humans and animals as closely related, with plenty of opportunity for crossing the borders 
between the species. 

An attemp~ was made to draw a clear line between the animal and human worlds, and 

"early Christians established a view of the world that posited a chasm of difference 

between humans and animals. "5 

However, these early thinkers undoubtedly had difficulty in defining a human 

animal as separate from the animal kingdom to which it belongs. Salisbury notes that 

there was, then, a tendency to define a human being by what it is not, for focussing on 

5 Salisbury, The Beast within, pp. 4, 128. 
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what a human being is would inevitably conclude that it is an animal. This inherent 

complication led to a definition of humanity as simply and definitively "not animal." 

There obviously opened the possibility for ambiguities. Any so-called "animal" 

feature of a human being immediately throws into question that being's status as 

human. Accordingly, Salisbury contends: 

As people began to define humanity by behaviour, the possibility was opened for redefining 
people who had previously been accepted as human. Early Christian thinkers had categorically 
stated that all people were human. By the late Middle Ages, however, some groups of people 
seemed to be less human than others. During the early Middle Ages, the poor and women may 
have been considered lesser humans, but by the late Middle Ages, they were considered closer to 
animals. 6 

The balance of a world in which all animals, including human animals, were more or 

less equal was thrown off kilter by Christianity. There developed equality splits 

between and even within species; in the classic words of George Orwell, there were 

indeed some animals that were "more equal than others. "7 Not only were all lower 

animals subordinated by human beings, but the human animals themselves divided 

along gender lines to create a dominant human male and a subordinate female human 

animal.8 

Th~ inequality arising from men's placement of women alongside other animals 

is based significantly on the male perception of feminine "behaviour," which Salisbury 

suggests. Males perceived that feminine activities place women closer to the physical 

world-the negative element of existence that comprises the carnal world-to which 

6 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 153. 

7 Orwell, Animal Farm, p. 149. 

8 Of course, the divisions that exists even today are not only gender based, but apply to race, 
religion, physical appearance, financial and educational status et cetera. 
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men did not belong. This concept developed in the Middle Ages and is patently 

obvious in The Kreutzer Sonata. 

Salisbury begins an explanation of female subordination by noting: "In the 

'scientific' bestiaries, it is possible to see continued hints at the archetypical elements of 

femininity that were traditionally linked to animals .... This association increased from 

the twelfth century on as literary reference linked women to animals." Salisbury 

contends: "church thinkers defined women as more earthy, more sensual than men. 

With this view, it did not take much for women to slip to the bestial level. "9 

From the Middle Ages well into the nineteenth century, the division of humanity 

along gender lines bears direct correlation to the early Christian thinkers' division of the 

world into the spiritual and the physical. Men stood in a spiritual realm, while women 

belonged in the physical world where they apparently mingled with the other lowly 

creatures that roamed Earth. In her earlier publication, Church Fathers, Independent 

Virgins, Salisbury confirms the division of male and female: "The division of humanity 

into men and women seemed for the early Fathers to parallel the division of the world 

into the spi!ltual and the physical. Men represented the spiritual part of the world, while 

women represented the carnal. "10 

Based on the prevalent ideology of binary oppositions, Elizabeth Grosz 

elaborates specifically on why women were viewed as "flesh" and considered "carnal" 

in opposition to a man's superior spirituality: "Most relevant here is the correlation and 

9 Salisbury, The BeastwitMn, pp. 156-157. 

10 Salisbury, Clmrch Fathers, Independent Virgins, p. 21. 
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association of the mind/body opposition with the opposition between male and female, 

where man and mind, woman and body, become representationally aligned."11 

Such a conception arises, according to Salisbury, from the "behaviour" of 

women and the functions of their body that make them not male, and therefore 

implicitly not human. In a world that values a woman for her role as a procreative 

animal, it is not surprising that the link that subordinates "carnal" woman in the male 

mind is made through the biological reproductive capacity of what he considers an 

_animal function of her animal body. Grosz makes this specific connection: 

Patriarchal oppression, in other words, justifies itself, at least in part, by connecting women 
much more closely than men to the body and, through this identification, restricting women's 
social and economic roles to (pseudo) biological terms. Relying on essentialism, naturalism and 
biologisrn, misogynist thought confines women. to the biological requirements of reproduction 
on the assumption that because of particular biological, physiological, and endocrinological 
transformations, women are somehow more biological, more corporeal, and more natural than 
men.12 

Child birth and raising offspring was viewed as being a "biological" role of the 

woman's "corporeal" body that was a "natural" function, where natural, like physical, 

conveys negative connotations. This places women unbecomingly close to the physical 

world and detaches them from the superior spiritual world that males reserve 

exclusively for themselves. Grosz observes: "Such a correlation is not contingent or 

accidental but is central to the ways in which philosophy has historically developed and 

still sees itself even today."13 And no less so than in late-nineteenth- and tum-of-the

century Russian philosophy that is particularly relevant to The Kreutzer Sonata. 

11 Grosz, Volatile Bodies, p. 4. 

17 Grosz, Volatile Bodies, p. 14. 

13 Grosz, Volatile Bodies, p. 4. 
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In the context of the great binary oppositions of the day, in 'Historectomies,' 

Eric Naiman summarises the philosophical placement of women in Russian intellectual 

thought according to her role as a biological mother: "Our philosophers did not escape 

the prevailing mentality of their age and intellectual tradition, which equated women 

with 'flesh.' Indeed, this equation was so 'obvious' that it often had no need of 

affirmation and emerged in simple cadenced parallels." Naiman refers to this "flesh" as 

"that oppressed member of the body/soul dichotomy." 

Naiman points to the function of the woman's negative body and her sexuality 

that ties her closer to nature and results in her becoming the "oppressed": "Moreover, 

the other negative term ... -nature (priroda, etymologically related to rody, the process 

of birth}--was inevitably compared to a woman. "14 Foucault explains in definitive 

terms what this means for a woman in the nineteenth century: "'sex' was defined ... as 

that which by itself constitutes woman's body, ordering it wholly in terms of the 

functions of reproduction."15 

Equating a woman to "flesh" and seeing her as "close to nature" for her capacity 

to bear progeny results directly in her becoming viewed as a subspecies to men. In the 

opening scene of The Kreutzer Sonata, the conservative merchant who takes part in the 

conversation on the train makes the connection between a woman's procreative role and 

her status as an animal. In referring to childbirth, the merchant clearly draws a line 

between males and females by defining masculine superiority by Salisbury's notion of 

what he is not. "MpI<1IIIHa - ,n;erro oco6oe .... Mp1ccrn:HM B ,n;oMe Jillllero He rrp:rr6y,n;eT, 

14 Naiman, 'Historectomies,' pp. 261 -262, 273. 

15 Foucault, The History a/Sexuality, p. 153. 
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a >Icemro,rna-:>KeHo - YTJThrii cocy,n:" [Men are a different matter.... A man does not 

multiply in the house; while a woman-a wife-is a leaky vessel]. 16 

Without even mentioning animals, the response from the modern woman to 

whom this is addressed implicitly indicates that contemporary thought very much linked 

women's child bearing to the notion of her being an animal. In an attempt to 

rehabilitate this designation to a lower form of life, the modem woma~ perhaps with a 

certain confidence that the old-fashioned views of the merchant have passed, 

immediately contests: "}:(a, HO, K .zzyMaIO, BI.I cornacHTecI:., 1ITO )ICeHII(HHa - 11erroneic, H 

HMeeT -qyBCTBa, KaK H M)'>IC1llllia" [Yes, but I think you will agree that a woman is a 

human being and has feelings as a man has] .17 There is no direct response to the 

woman's inquiry, only to hear the merchant a few breaths later speaking of how a 

husband must control his wife. He boldly concludes: "He nepI:. noma,n:H B none, a )I(eHe 

B ,n:oMe" [Don't trust a horse in the field, or the wife in the house],18 which clearly links 

women to animals in his mind. 

The merchant is a member of Russia's most conservative class and an advocate 

of Domostr.oy, an outdated code of marital rites based on arranged marriages and the 

wife's subservience through fear of God and the patriarchal husband. His ")(Ba >Kenn.re 

16 ToJICTOH, «KpeHI.\eposa coHaTa>>, pp. 294, 11; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 210, 116. 

For the ideological significance of a "vessel" in relation to femininity and the patriarchal mind, 
see Salisbury, Church Fathers, Independent Virgins, p. 50. Elizabeth Grosz also makes the following 
observation: "[In the West,] the representation of female sexuality [is] as an uncontrollable flow, as 
seepage associated with the unclean, coupled with the idea of female sexuality as a vessel, a container, a 
home empty or lacking in itself but fillable from the outside." Grosz, Volatile Bodies, p. 206. 

17 ToJICTOH, «Kpew~eposa coHaTa», p. 11; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 116. 

18 ToJICTOH, <<Kpeih{epoBa coHaTit>>, p. 12; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 117. 
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3y6a" [two yellow teeth] 19 apparently symbolise the decay of such barbaric traditional 

values. The modem woman's initial boldness and confidence suggests that, indeed, a 

new age of equality and women's rights is at least foreseeable in that society. However, 

despite the woman's optimism ( or as_ suggested previously, narvete), as a member of 

both that woman's class and generation, the male protagonist of The Kreutzer Sonata 

shows that the patriarchal male view of a woman as an animal is still firmly entrenched 

in the male mind Accordingly, Pozdnyshev will prove that the patriarchal essence of 

Domostroy exists, only now in a different guise. 

Pozdnyshev, who asserts that he is a representative of ninety-nine per cent of the 

males of his class, articulates in precise terms his masculine view of a woman that sees 

her only as a lower animal. Having born five of his children, Pozdnyshev categorically 

states of his wife: "HeT, no He tieJIOBeK!" [No, she's not a human being!]20 After ten 

years of marriage living intimately by night and in close proximity by day to this 

woman, Pozdnyshev questions himself of her: "OHa? ,I(a KTo oHa? OHa Tamm, KaK 

6r,rna, TaK rr ecTr, . .5I He 3Haro ee" [Her? But who is she? She was and still_ is a mystery. 

I don't know her]. As already stated, Pozdnyshev concludes: "3Haro ee TOJII,KO KaK 

)KHBOTHoe" [I know her only as an animal].21 At every level, the retrospective look at 

his married life confinns Pozdnyshev' s admission that he knew and viewed a woman, 

and women in general, as an animal. 

19 ToncToii, «KpeHQepoBa coHarn», p. 8; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 113. 

20 Tonc:ron, «Kpewn,epoBa coHarn», p. 70; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 199. 

21 ToncToii, «KpeHQepoBa coHarn», p. 64; Tolstoy, The J(j,eutzer Sonata, p. 190. 
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Pozdnyshev' s view of his wife as an animal not only runs concurrent to the 

parallel made by the merchant between a woman and a "rroma,z:o:," [horse], but it also 

reflects the more general masculine view of women that prevailed in Russian society. It 

is also a reoccurring theme in Tolstoy's art. As a prelude to dealing explicitly with the 

theme of women seen as animals in The Kreutzer Sonata, hints of this male conception 

of women, particularly when related to her procreative role, appear a decade earlier in 

Tolstoy's Anna Karenina.22 

Dragan Kujundzic observes that one of the main male characters of Anna 

Karenina, Levin, "perceives animals in anthropomorphic terms, and women in animal 

terms when referring to feminine sexuality." Making the link to a woman's 

reproductive function, Kujundzic points out: 

The only femininity [Levin] can actually deal with, for him the essence of the feminine, is that of 
the reproductive glands and the ovaries .... Levin's marital phantasm is that of a wife who is a 
pregnant or fertile cow, a brood hen or a bleating mother .... When he marries Kitty she is 
referred to in the church as 'a lamb decked out for the slaughter' .... [Also] Kitty is equated by 
the narrative association and contiguity with Levin's faithful dog.23 

After Pozdnyshev has stated that a woman "is not a human being," the use of the terms 

horse, cow, hen, lamb, and dog by the merchant and Levin mark a key element of the 

masculine perception that clearly seeks to identify her as a lower animal. 

In commenting on the Middle Age texts that provide Salisbury with her -clues to 

support the concept of men considering and subordinating women to the status of lower 

animals, she points out: "Often the references were in the form of similes comparing 

22 There are many recurring themes in Anna Karenina and The Kreutzer Sonata including and 
extending beyond the views of women and sexuality. For the suggestion that The Kreutzer Sonata is an 
adaptation of Anna Karenina, see An.l(aHon, 3azaoKa Toncmow, pp. 39- 56. 

23 Kujundzic, 'Pardoning Women in Anna Karenina,' pp. 74 - 76. 
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women's behaviour to that of animals."24 The same is true of Tolstoy's nineteenth

century texts. 

A striking feature of The Kreutzer Sonata is that in a story about love, marriage 

and family life in the most refined setting, there is an overwhelming presence of 

apparently incongruous references to animals. 25 In the approximately seventy pages of 

The Kreutzer Sonata, the word ;JfCUBomHoe [ domesticated or tame animal] and its 

derivatives appears about thirty-five times, seepb [ wild animal or beast] and ceuHbfl [pig 

or swine] appear at least ten times each, with references to about fifteen other 

miscellaneous animals. The protagonist employs many of the 'animal' words in The 

Kreutzer Sonata expressly as similes to compare a woman and her behaviour with and 

to the animals each word denotes. 

As with the merchant who likens a women and feminine sexuality to a "horse" 

and also with Levin who uses the simile ''cow'' to describe a pregnant human woman, 

Pozdnyshev makes a connection between a woman's animal nature according to her 

sexuality and role as mother through the use of similes in his speech. The attention he 

pays to this theme and his constant use of animal similes indicates the preoccupation he 

has with the female body and its reproductive capacities that form his view of a woman 

as an animal. 

Pozdnyshev begins his comparison of female sexuality with reference to animals 

in general terms, before his similes turn to specific species. Pozdnyshev suggests that 

24 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 157. 

25 Henrietta Mondry pointed out this theme dtJring a 1997 Russian Department seminar given by 
Gordon Spence at the University of Canterbury, New Zealand. 
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the women of his class are educated simply to attract men "like bait in a trap," which is 

explained in the previous chapter. He believes that this is unquestionably the focus of a 

. young woman's existence and now sees that is essentially animal in nature: "BcH )IG:I3HI> 

HX npoxo~IIT B rrpIITOTOBJieIDUIX K KoKeTcTBy rr KOKeTcTBe" [Their whole life is passed 

in preparations for coquetry and coquetting].26 As with animals, Pozdnyshev observes 

that a woman's external bodily stimuli attract and lure a mate, 

0r 3TOro 3TH .n;w:epcH Mep3Klle, 3TH HanmenKH Ha 3a,D;bl, 3TH roJihie nneqH, PYKH, IlOlfTII rpy.n;H. 
)l(eHrrt;HHhI, oco6eHHO npome.n;nme MY)KCKYJO IDKOJIY, oqeHh xopomo 3HaIOT, 'ITO pa3roBOpbI 0 
BbICOKHX npe.n;Merax - pa3rOBopaMH, a 'ITO ffY.lKHO M)')KqHHe Teno H Bee TO, qTO BbICTaBJUleT 
ero B caMOM 3aMaHqHBOM CB ere; H 3TO CaMoe H .n;enaerc.H. 

That is why there are those detestable jerseys, bustles, and naked shoulders, arms, almost breasts. 
Women, especially if they have passed the man's school, know very well that all the talk· about 
elevated subjects is just talk, and what a man wants is her body, but presents everything in the 
most deceptive but alluring light; and she acts accordingly. 27 

Women's costumes and their small talk at the balls, operas and gay soirees of 

society, as suggested in the previous chapter, are but instruments in the most externally 

sophisticated yet inherently base mating rites of upper class women according to 

Pozdnyshev. Women not only pose to stimulate a man's desire for sex according to the 

theory in Chapter One of this thesis, nor merely to lure a husband for financial gain as 

suggested in Chapter Two. Women's costumes and the exposure of selected erotogenic 

parts of that body coupled with her seductive and alluring behaviour are considered to 

be directly related to a sexuality that is essentially animal: 

... AJI51 Bcex HX npHBJieqeHHe K ce6e KaK MO)KHO 60Jibllie MY)KqHH eCTb BbICIIIHH n.n;ean KaK HX 
.n;eBWiheH, TaK H 3aMYIB:ffeH )ICH3HH. :0 OT 3Toro y HHX Her qyBCTBa CHJibHee 3TOro )KeHCKOro He 
CK8)KY Tm;ecJiaB~, HO )KHBOTHOH Il0Tpe6HOCTH BC.HKOH caMKH npHBJieKaTh K ce6e KaK MO)I<HO 
60Jibllie caMQOB .... 

26 ToJICTOH, «Kpeih1,ep0Ba coHaTa», p. 313; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 217. 

27 TonCTOH, «KpeiiQepoBa coHaTa», p. 22; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 132. 
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... for them all to attract to themselves as many men as possible is the highest ideal both of their 
girlhood and of their married life. And from this arises a feeling stronger than that one which I 
will not call their feminine vanity, but the animal need of every female animal to attract to 
herself as many males as possible .... 28 · 

Behind all refined conduct in his society, Pozdnyshev again speaks of what he sees as 

women's essentially animal nature: 

OHa 3Haer, 'ITO Ham 6paT Bee Bper O BbICOKHX 'I)'BCTBax - eM)' HY)KHO TOJibKO TeJIO. KoKerKa 

3Haer 3TO C03HaTeJibHO, HO BCfilCM HeBHHHIDI )WBymKa 3HaeT 3TO 6ecC03HaTeJibHO, KaK 3HaIOT 

).KHBOTHbie. 

She knows that we are continually lying about high sentiments, but really want her body. A 
coquette knows that consciously, and every innocent girl knows it unconsciously, just as animals 
do."29 

Once a woman "traps" and secures a mate to father her progeny, Pozdnyshev 

now links a woman further to the carnal world through her reproductive functions. He 

is under the impression that his wife is not fulfilling her maternal responsibilities 

properly. In an effort to find where she is at fault, he begins in a comparison of his 

wife's activities with those of other animals. Thls kind of juxtaposition is immediately 

telling. 

First, Pozdnyshev associates female maternal activity ,vith animal behaviour, 

thereby making the connection between his wife and lower animals as the same or a 

similar species: "BJieTieIDie K .n;eTJIM, )ICIIB0THaJI IIOTPe6HOCTb Kop:rvrn:Th, JieJie5!Th, 

3aI.QIDIJ;aTh HX- 6:orna, KaK oHa H ecn, y 6oJibIIIHHCTBa :>I<eHJI{0.H" [the attachment to her 

children, the animal need of feeding, caressing and protecting them, was their as with 

most women].30 At least Pozdnyshev's use of the term :>JCeH1.4UHbi [women], rather than 

28 ToJICTOH, «KpeHQepoBa coHaTa», pp. 313 - 314; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 218. 

29 TOJICTOH, «KpeiiQepoBa coHaTa», p. 22; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 132. 

30 ToJICTOH, «KpeHQepoBa coHaTa», pp. 41- 42; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 58. 
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CClMKU or Mam1<.u [females (of lower animal species)], suggests that although women 

have some animal features, the possibility of them having some human features exists. 

This could place them above lower animals in a man's mind. However, Pozdnyshev 

makes no mistake that, in his view, women of his class have surrendered every last trace 

of humanity as they give way entirely to an animal identity: 

OAHHM CJI0B0M, )KHBOTH0e MaTepHHCIC0e qyBCTB0 - qyBCTBeHH0CTb, MI,1cJIH '1<e O TOM 
TIUIBCTBeHHOM 3Ha'IeHHH nommemm HOBoro qeJioBeqecKoro c~ec-rna, K0TOpoe saMemrr Hae, 
HeT HHKaICoii. Her roro, rrro npH Kpe~eHHH roBop»:r H 'AenaroT HM pe6eHICOM. BeAh Hmcro He 
BepHT B ::nu, a Me>K,Zzy' TeM Be'Ab 3TO 6MJIO He 'ITO HH0e, KaK HaIIOMliHfililfe 0 qeJI0BeqecK0M 
3HaqeHHH MJIMeHn;a. 3TO 6pocrum, He BepHT, a ffHqeM He 3aMeHHJIH .... OCTanOCb TO, 'ITO ecrb 
y }KHBQTHOI'O. 

In a word, the_ animal maternal instinct is sensual. There is in it no thought at all of the 
mysterious meaning of the arrival of a new human being who will replace us. There is nothing 
of what is said and done in baptism. You know, nobody believes in baptism, and yet that was 
really a reminder of the human importance of the baby. Peo_Rle have given that up, but they have 
not replaced it in any way .... The animal part has remained. 1 

In an extended passage omitted from the official version of the story that 

includes almost twenty references to animals, Pozdnyshev continues his (?Omparison of 

women and animals at length. Pozdnyshev has already concluded that his wife, a 

woman, is "He -.ieJioBeK" [not a human being] and that women of his class are 

essentially ",)IGIBOTHI.Ie" [animals]. He goes further to suggest that women are not only 

deprived of all humanity, but that in some respects the women in his society are actually 

worse than the lower animals to which he equates them. 

In reference to the way in which women treat their offspring, Pozdnyshev states 

that they "He mo6xr rro-qerroBeqecKH" [do not love like human beings]. In fact, he 

believes "mo6.RT .l{IDI<e He rro-co6a%H" [they do not even love in dog-fashion]. It is 

most telling that Pozdnyshev takes lower animal behaviour as his point of reference 

31 ToJICTOH, «Kpeim,epoBa c0Han1», p. 318; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 222. 
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from which to compare human female behaviour. Further more, it is the animal model 

of behaviour that Pozdnyshev presents as the ideal to which human women should 

elevate themselves. This confirms a masculine view that women have slipped even 

below the bestial status that has been assigned to them. Pozdnyshev continues: "Be.DJ, 

BI,I 3aMeThre: KypIID;a, fYCI,IIDI, BOJJ.lilUJ;a - BCer.z:i;a 6y.z:i;yr .D:IDI )ICeHID;IIBI,I 

He,IJ;oc11raeMI>rMII o6pa:n.:i;aMII )KHBOTHOH mo6mi'' [Just notice: a hen, goose, she-wolf, 

are always unattainable models of animal love for our women].32 

Although Pozdnyshev does not find an exact match of female human behaviour 

to any particular animal in the above analysis, the repetitive juxtaposition of women and 

animals contributes significantly to the construction of an image of a woman seen as an 

animal. The above passage runs for over one page where Pozdnyshev, like Levin, 

compares women with various animals: "eypHD;a" [hen], "KopOBa" [ cow], and a 

"co6aKa" [ dog]. Pozdnyshev adds to this assortment: "3Bepr," [ wild animal or beast], 

"ryc1,IID1" [goose], "Bo.JPilII(a" [she-wolf]. This reflects not only a comparative analysis 

of behavioural patterns, but it is also clearly an obsessive attempt to fix a definition of 

femininity to that of a lower animal. In doing so, a woman can be categorised as 

inextricably bound to that other group in the male mind. 

The preoccupation with considering a woman in terms of her physiological 

function as a reproductive animal goes a long way in creating Pozdnyshev's ill

conceived misogynist view of women he held before he murdered his wife. As with the 

ninety-nine per cent of males that Pozdnyshev represents, the typical picture of women 

in late-nineteenth century patriarchal minds is that of an animal. 

32 ToJICTott, <<l<peii~epoBa cottarn», p. 318; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 223. 
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This image of a woman is also manifest and evidently universally entrenched in 

the foremost Russian philosophical minds of the day. Naiman explains that in the 

contemporary philosophical thought that links women through her sexuality to her 

"natural-procreative" role already discussed, she is ultimately then reduced to a bestial 

status. In commenting specifically on Nikolai Berdyaev (1874 - 1948), Nikolai 

Fyodorov (1828 - 1903) and Vladimir Solovyov (1853 - 1900), Naiman points out that 

the views they present stem not from a specifically Russian or Eastern point of view, 

but represent Western European thought more broadly, for which Pozdnyshev is clearly 

a prime advocate: 

Essentially, our three philosophers all accepted the prevailing tendency in Western Europe to 
view female sexuality as all-encompassing, to equate sexuality with femininity per se because 
sexuality supposedly had a far greater impact on a woman's life than it did on a man's. 
Berdyaev and Fyodorov, however, were more emphatic on this point. The former declared, 
'woman is the cosmic, global carrier of the sexual element, of all that is elemental [i.e., natural 
and bestial] in sex. The natural-procreative element of sex is the female element. '33 

By equating femininity solely to maternity, which is essentially viewed as an 

animal activity, late-nineteenth- and tum-of-the-century Russian philosophical thought 

reiterates the notion that, in a society that holds women in constant pregnancy and child 

birth for political reasons, she is typically seen in that role only as an animal mother. 

She could not therefore escape being considered an animal. This is only too evident in 

Pozdnyshev's account above. Having established the link between the feminine and the 

animal, remembering that animal in that context is bestial and base, Pozdnyshev and his 

33 Naiman, 'Historectomies,' p. 262. 

For a Pyodorovian reading of The Kreutzer Sonata, see Mondry, 'One or Two "Resurrections"?' 
For a commentary on Solovyov and The Kreutzer Sonata, see ~Her, Postlude to "The Kreutzer 
Sonata, " pp. 281 - 296. 
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society's philosophical minds hold a grave view of women summarised in a few 

conclusive words from Fyodorov and Solovyov: 

For Fyodorov, mothers were 'base, sensual, and intolerant; their entire world is limited to the 
nursery.' Solovyov is willing to admit that maternal love is based on sacrifice, but he cannot 
forgive its role in condemning man to live among the beasts: 'To a mother her child may be 
dearer than all else, but this is precisely because it is her child, just as with other animals; in 
other words, here the purported acknowledgement of an other's unconditional significance is in 
reality founded upon an exiemal, physiological connection. '34 

These words from the most influential philosophers of the day could have easily been 

lifted directly from The Kreutzer Sonata. They clearly mimic and concisely summarise 

the rhetoric of the male protagonist. Pozdnyshev unreservedly considers a woman to be 

natural, bestial, sensual, intolerant, 'just as with other animals," based on her sexuality 

and her role in human reproduction for which she is ultimately valued. 

Moving such a firmly established ideological image of a woman as an animal 

into the practical reality of everyday life translates directly into the very real 

subordination, domination and treatment of women as if they are animals. As Salisbury 

contends: 

Since men were by nature closer to the spiritual realm ... [ and] as the spirit was ideally supposed 
to govern the flesh, spiritual (or rational, as the sources sometimes say) man was to govern 
carnal woman .... Men's strength and rationality provided their justification-indeed, their 
obligation-to rule. These two qualities endowed men with power and conversely, then, power 
was the mark of a man. 35 

The "power" that men assume in their minds is that which they externally express in 

reality as "the mark of a man." This is the emphatic, yet precariously self validated 

basis for a masculine culture that kept and treated its female population like any other of 

his domestic animals. 

34 Naiman, 'Historectomies,' p. 263. 

35 Salisbury, Church Fathers, Independent Virgins, p. 21. 
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As already mentioned, Salisbury describes the process by which men defined 

humanity as distinctly not animal. By the forth century, as a woman became viewed as 

one of those other creatures, she too was viewed as belonging to that animal other world 

irrevocably detached from men. Clearly, by the late-nineteenth century, there still exists 

a dominant patriarchal mind that conceives a man as being diametrically opposed to all 

other forms of life, including the female human animal. It could not appear otherwise, 

for men had already granted unto themselves ( or supposedly been granted by divine 

providence) the position of a divine spirit that was created in the image of God. 

The masculine subordination of women as inferior animals develops along such 

pseudo-religious lines based on a man's reading of the Bible. According to the biblical 

texts, God gave humanity explicit authority to command nature. Salisbury supplies the 

evidence: "God said to Adam and Eve: 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and 

subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and 

over every living thing that moves upon the earth. "'36 However, as the cultural split 

between men and women developed, it is evident that men took God's words granting 

human dominion to be specifically directed at Adam. Women therefore became one of 

those other "living things" whom a man was to "subdue" and "have dominion over." 

In his defence of a man's "rights," and more explicitly, a responsibility to 

"control" a woman, the patriarchal merchant in the opening scene of the story relies on · 

the masculine conception of a superior Adam: "KaK 5I,JJra oHa, Ena, )1<e:mu;mrn, H3 pe5pa 

M)')I<IIBHa coTBopeHa, TaK H ocrnHerc.H ,n;o CKOWifilIIDI BeKa" [As she, Eve, a woman, 

36 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 3 (my italics). 
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was made from the rib of man, so it will remain to the end of time].37 It is no surprise, 

then, that he equates a woman to a "noma,1::i::r," [horse], as already pointed out. A woman 

to him is clearly on the same level as lower animals that Adam, and therefore he as a 

man, apparently has exclusive rights and the God-given responsibility to dominate. 

In Pozdnyshev's comparison of women with animals discussed thus far, he fails 

to find one particular animal species which he can actually compare a women to as the 

merchant does. Eventually, however, recalling the latter days of his marriage, 

Pozdnyshev does find an 'animal' match for bis wife: "noma,ro:," [a horse], no less. 38 

After being freed from the burden of bearing children, Pozdnyshev notices distinct 

changes in bis wife's appearance and condition: 

... oHa qJM3WiecKH pa3,a;o6pena H noxopomena, KaK nocne,zuurn KpacoTa JieTa. OHa -qyBCTBOBana 
3TO !{ 3aHHMa.nacr, co6oit B Heil: c,a;emmacr, KaKIUI-TO BI,l3I,IBaIOI.l.(IUI 1<pac0Ta, 6ecrrOKOIOI.l.(IUI 
mo,a;eu. OHa 61,ma BO BCeii cm1e TpH)];I.laTHJieTHeii HepO)I(aIOI.l.(eH, pacKOpMJieHHOH H 
pa3.i:qm)I<eHHoii )I(em::n;mn,r. BM.a; ee HaBO;n;HJI 6ecrroKOHCTBO. Kor,a;a oHa npoxo'Afil!a Me:>K,Ily 
My:ir<qHHaMH, 01ra npm1irIIBaJia K ce6e nx B3rJur,a;r,1. OHa 6orna KaK saCTO.HBmrurc,11, 
paCKOpMJJeHHIUI 3anpIDKeHHa.H JI0IIIa,a;r,, C KOTOpOH CIDIJIH Y3"!1.Y, 

... she became physically more stout and handsome, like the late beauty of summers end. She 
felt this and paid attention to her appearance. She developed a provocative kind of beauty that 
made people restless. She was in full vigour of a well-fed and excited woman of thirty who is 
not bearing children. Her appearance disturbed people. When she passed men, she attracted 
their notice. She was like a fresh, weU-fed, harnessed horse now released from her bridle.39 

It is perhaps not by coincidence of the old merchant's comparison of women to 

horses that Pozdnyshev too compares a woman to a horse. The leitmotif of the 

37 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 116. 

38 Throughout the story, Pozdnyshev not once refers to his wife by her name. She is always 
referred to as "oHa" [she] or "Mo.II )I(eHa" [ my wife]. In the entire story leading up to her murder, she is 
only definitively identified as "cyKa" [bitch], which carries the same figurative meaning as in English, 
several times as "KaK )IillBOTHoe" (like an animal] and now specifically "KaK nollla,a;r,." The significance 
of not giving a woman her human name is <liscussed further in Chapter Four of this thesis. 

39 Toncroii, «KpeHI.1epoBa coHaTa», p. 47; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p.166. 
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masculine view of women is indeed as much 'woman seen as animal' as it is more 

specifically 'woman seen as a horse.' · Comparing The Kreutzer Sonata and 

'Kholstomer' identifies the striking parallels between the male perception and treatment 

of woman and horses as if they were one and the same "JICIIBOTHoe" [animal]. 

'Kholstomer,' like The Kreutzer Sonata, is set in the upper class world of 

nineteenth-century Russia. It begins by depicting the typical relationship between 

human beings and domesticated animals. This symbolically defines the typical 

relationship between men and women that is represented in The Kreutzer Sonata, 

according to the deduction that women are viewed as animals by men. In 'Kholstomer,' 

one of those animals, a horse, is indeed seen as a lower form of life that suffers from 

masculine dominion. He is treated unjustly and often brutally at the hands of his male 

keepers. In The Kreutzer Sonata, another animal, a female human being, is also 

considered a lower form of life and similarly suffers at the hands of a male dominator. 

The essential element that makes human/animal, male/female associations 

detrimental extends from the perception of male superiority to the concept that men also 

have rights. to take those inferior beings as material possessions. In doing so, men 

enforce their superiority and the ideological rift between the two worlds broadens. This 

again is related to misinterpreted biblical rights of dominion over lower beings that 

apparently exist in service to men. Salisbury notes: 

This assessment echoes Christian writers who articulated a theoretical position of unbreachable 
difference between humans and animals over which they had been given dominion. As humans 
perceived animals as property, they confidently placed themselves in a position not only superior 
to, but distinctly separate and different from, their animals. 40 

40 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 37. 
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Fundamentally, the ownership relationship between animals and human beings 

need not necessarily be bad. In fact, it can arguably be, and should ideally be, a 

mutually beneficial arrangement. An animal that is domesticated may fare better in 

captivity for it is fed and protected from the elements and predators. In exchange, it 

will provide human beings with labour and may eventually become human food. Both 

parties benefit from such an arrangement. A woman too, the protagonist's wife in The 

Kreutzer Sonata, is taken and kept as property. As the daughter of a ruined landowner, 

she and her family are saved from poverty and provided with more than their daily 

financial needs. In exchange, she provides sexual services to a man. As suggested in 

the previous chapter, it is a straightforward business transaction in which both customer 

and vendor might benefit. 

However, in reality, the perceived superiority of men that accompames his 

perceived rights to ownership make the ownership relationship between animals and 

women and their dominant male owners not so simplistic, nor idealistic. Charles 

Darwin accurately expresses the nineteenth-century thought-of-the-day on this 

subject:41 "Animals whom we have made our slaves, we do not consider our equals.',42 

Darwin's use of whom, rather than which or that, carries the implicit message that the 

basis for ownership and enslavement of animals is unfounded, for referring to animals 

with whom suggests that they are categorically on the same level as human beings. 

41 Referring to Darwin's work is particularly relevant to The Kreutzer Sonata; with reference to 
Origin of Species, Pozdnyshev points out that jt was very much a topic-of-the-day in educated circles in 
Russia. Toncrou, «Kpeih-1ep0Ba cottaTa», p. 25; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 135. Donna Orwin also 
notes that "Darwin" was a household name in Tolstoy's home, particularly in the 1870s and 1880s when 
The Kreutzer Sonata was written. Orwin, Tolstoy's Art and Thought, p. 242. 

42 Rachels, The Moral Implications of Darwinism, p. 132, citing Darwin, Metaphysics, 
Materialism, and the Evolution of the Mind, p. 187. 
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Despite Darwin's optimistic rhetoric, his statement makes the simple point that there 

were no idealistic ownership relationships, for the process of ownership immediately 

subordinates the being that is enslaved. 

It is consistently evident that relations between lower animals, women and men 

based on a concept of ownership in the Christian era have never been the harmonious 

cohabitation of humans and animals of an earlier pagan world. Domesticated animals 

are not free and are held in service to men, and emphatically not vice versa. Salisbmy 

makes the explicit point that the "life of animals is preserved not for themselves, but for 

man. "43 Since women are linked to animals in the male mind, they suffer the same fate 

when they are taken and considered a man's property. 

In 'Kholstomer', the men keep horses, which they prize as commodities and 

value for their service to them. As pedigrees, the horses serve the aesthetic senses, 

provide a man with status and pride according to the human value placed on particular 

characteristics of an animal, and serve as sporting pleasure at shows and races. Even 

Kholstomer who is a detestable genetic abomination in terms of pedigree is nonetheless 

kept to serve his owners in other ways. Kholstomer's physical capabilities are exploited 

as he his pushed to carry his owners through town and country in a carriage, through 

snow and ice on a sleigh, and laboriously haul a plough over acre after acre of land. 

Likewise, by Pozdnyshev' s own admission, the female human animal who he 

takes as sexual property lives only in service to him. His wife is physically abused in 

servicing a man's demanding sexual obsession and bearing his progeny. Pozdnyshev 

categorically states: 

43 Salisbury, The Beast within, pp. 16 - 17. 
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IIo Cyn:(eCTByro~eMy B HarneM o6~ec-I'Be B3rIDIJzy - npH3Bamre )Ke~HHbI, rJiaBHOe, B TOM, 
'IT06br ,n:aaaTb HaCJIIDK,11emie MJ)K'IHHe, H TaKOe H p;aerc.R: eii BOCTTHTaHHe. CMOJio,n:y OHa 
o6yqaeTCJI TOJibKO TOMY, 1'.JeM OHa MO)f(eT yaenWIHTh CBOlO npHBJieKaTeJibHOCTh. H BCJIKaJI 
p;eByrnKa rrplij"IaeTCH .zzyMaTh TOJihKO 06 3TOM. KaK KpenoCTHbre 6bmH BOCIIJITbmaeMbI TaK, 
'lT06bI yMerh yro~aTh rocno,n:aM, H 3TO He MOI'JIO 6bITb Irnaqe, TaK ll Bee OHII, Hanm 
)KeH~Hfll,I. .. H 3TO He MO,I<eT 6bITh 1matJ:e. 

According to the view existing in our society a woman's vocation is to afford a man pleasure, 
and the education given her corresponds with this view. From childhood she learns only bow to 
be more attractive. Girls are all taught to think entirely of that. As serfs were brought up to 
satisfy their masters, and it could not be otherwise, so too are all our women ... and this too 
cannot be otherwise. 44 

Having established an ideological relationship of master and slave between 

human beings and owned animals, and men and his owned women, men employ 

physical means to maintain that ownership relationship. As owner-masters, men 

considered it· their right and responsibility to manipulate and control their animal 

subjects. "By turning animals into property, then, humans transformed the animals 

from wild co-inhabitors of the world to subordinates, essentially shaping the animals as 

if they were clay." Salisbury continues to explain exactly what this relationship entails: 

"human dominion was expressed in a complex of related ideas that included ownership, 

mastery and control" and that this "dominion over animals was expressed physically in 

this ownership relationship. ,,45 

'Kholstomer' is a story that pays significant attention to the concept and 

principles of masculine rights of dominion based on the ownership relationship.46 By 

becoming a horse, Tolstoy presents the practical outcome of human dominion fro.in the 

44 Tonc-roii, «Kpefu.\epoBa cottarn», pp. 312- 313; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 216. 

45 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 16. 

46 Karen Ryan-Hayes points out: "A principal satirical target in 'Xolstomer' is the institution of 
property and ownership ... , an attack on the injm,ike of property ownership (including serfdom). Ryan
Hays, 'The Parodical Implications of the Beast Narrator,' pp. 231, 235. 
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victim's point of view through the hypothetical psychology an animal.. Kholstomer is 

witness to the "dominion over animals" that is based on ownership and is expressed 

"physically." 

Ho JJ.IDf_ MeIDI COBepmeHHO 61,IJIO TeMHO TOrJJ.a, 'ITO TaKoe 3Ha'IHJIH CJIOBa: C6oe20, e20 

)Kepe6eHKa, H3 KOTOpbIX H B~eJI, 'ITO mo}J.H rrpeJJ.IIOJiaraJIH KaK}'IO-TO CBH3b Me)K)zy MHOIO H 
KOHIOIDHM .... H JIIOM B006pa3HJIH ce6e o6o MHe, 'ITO j{ npmrn,n;Jie)I(aJl He Eory H ce6e, KaK STO 
CBOHCTBeHHO BceM}' :>KHBOM}', a 'ITO H IIpHHll,l{Jle)I(aJI KOHIOIDeM)' .... Tor,n:a >Ke H HHKaK He Mor 
IIOHHTb, 'ITO TilKOe 3Ha1nmo TO, 'ITO ?tteHR Ha3.bIBaJIH co6CTBeHHOCT.blO 'IeJIOBeKa, CJioBa: MOH 

JIODia,n:b, OTIIOCHMhie KO MHe, )Kl{BOH noma,n:H, I<a3aJIHCb MHe Tar< )I(e CTpaH.bI, KaK CJIOBa: MOH 
3eMIDI, MOH B03.zo'X, MO.II BO)J;a. Ho CJIOBa 3TH HMeJIH Ha MeIDI orpoMHoe BJIHIIHHe. 

I was quite in the dark what they meant by the words 'his colt,' from which I perceived that 
people considered that there was some connection between me and the stud groom ... and people 
considered that I did not belong to God and myself, as is natural to all living creatures, but that I 
belonged to the stud groom.... At the time, I could not at all understand what they meant by 
speaking of me as being a man's property. The words 'my horse' applied to me, a live horse, 
seemed to me as strange as to say 'my land,' 'my air,' or 'my water.' But those words had an 
enormous effect on me. 

Kholstomer concludes by defining what he discovers to be the "enormous effect" of the 

ownership relationship. As he says when he speaks of owners' treatment of the owned: 

"H Bee omomeHiie RX IC 3THM JIIOMM COCTOHT B TOM, 1ITO OHii .n;enaIOT HM 3JIO" [the 

whole relationship of the owners to the owned is that they do them harm].47 

In Kholstomer's evaluation of ownership, he also makes the connection between 

animals and women who are similarly placed in a man's repertoire of objects that can be 

owned: "EcTI, JIIO.II;H, KOTopr,1e )Kelllq0H Ha3LIBaIOT CBOHMH )l(e~a.MH IDIH )KeHaMH" 

[There are men who call women 'their women' or· 'their wives'].48 Pozdnyshev could 
t 

not more explicitly validate this notion of ownership of women~ Besides calling his 

wife "Mo.H )ICeHa" [my wife] throughout the story, Pozdnyshev drops a more telling hint 

at how he perceives the basis of his relationship with that woman. As already pointed 

47 ToJICTOii, «XonCToMep», pp. 19- 20;.Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' pp. 414-416. 

48 TonCToii, «XoJICTOMep», p. 20; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' p. 415. 
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out in Chapter Two, Pozdnyshev states: "51 rrpmHaBarr 3a co6oii HecoMHeHHoe, rromrne 

rrpano Ha,n; ee TerroM, 1<aK 6y.n;ro 3TO 6:r,mo Moe reno" [I considered myself to have a 

complete right to her body as if it were my own]. 49 

From this concept of ownership of women there develops perceived masculine 

rights to control and dominate women as if they really were a man's property. As 

Kholstomer suggests, this leads directly to the harm of the owned object. As with a 

horse, the ideas of "mastery and control" related to animal ownership apply equally to 

the women who are taken into a man's possession. The old merchant again indicates 

the prevailing patriarchal view in masculine culture: "Bc.5IKHH MY)K )KeH}' yc<oporurr, 

Moier, Ha TO eMy anacrr," [Every husband can keep his wife in order. He has a right to 

do it].50 Pozdnyshev's perceived rights to dominate women correspond precisely with 

those of the old merchant. Despite his self-righteousness, he unwittingly reveals that he 

lives closer to the model of Domostroy than he wants the listener to believe: 

"tiyacTBOBaJI JI, rrraBHOe, TO, qro 5J: - My')KqIDia, KOTOpnm: no MO.RM IIOH5ITil5IM ,IJ;OJDKeH 

6:r,m BJiacTBoBaTh" [What I chiefly felt was that I was a man, and that a man, as I 

understood it, ~ught to be the master].51 

As owned objects, a horse in 'Kholstomer' and a woman in The Kreutzer Sonata 

are subject to the same "harm" that arises when the "ownership relationship is expressed 

physically." The fundamental relationship between a man and woman thus correlates 

on both the ideological level and in practical terms to the relationship between men and 

49 TonCToii:, «Kpe:ih-1epoaa coHaTa», p. 68; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 196. 

50 TonCToii:, «Kpeih-1epoaa c0Han1», p. 294; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 210. 

51 Toncrnii:, «Kpeil::qepoaa coHaTa», p. 321; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 226. 
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their animals. The striking parallels between the treatment of animals and women in the 

two texts provide hard evidence for the theoretical conjecturing thus far. Men not only 

consider women to be animals, but they also treat them as such. 

Salisbury defines the foremost method of "mastery and control" of animals, and 

therefore women, as man's use of fear. This serves to have animals respond according 

to human demands as well as to express male superiority on a purely ideological level. 

Salisbury traces the origin of the master's codes of instilling fear in his animal subjects 

back to the eleventh century: 

[The] law stated that since man had dominion over animals, it was forbidden for animals to have 
any advantage over humans. Therefore, people were to be feared by animals, not to fear them. 
Such a law might raise interesting questions of how one would enforce feelings of fear on the 
part of the animals, but clearly it should be understood as a statement of ideal relationship 
between owner and owned. 52 

This "ideal relationship" based on fear is evident even before the reader has 

turned the first page of 'Kholstomer.' The opening passage provides a vivid example of 

exactly how human owners traditionally attempt to instil fear in their animals. This 

involves the threat and infliction of physical pain. The animals are first seen caged in 

stalls, depicting them as owned and contained. The basis of that ownership relationship 

is immediately set: Nester, the horses' keeper, enters with ":rmyr y Hero 3aXJieCTHYT 

qepe3 ITJie-rro" [a whip slung over his shoulders]. He scolds a mare that does not act 

according to his wishes: "- Ky.n;a? - KPHKHYJI OH, 3aMax:HBMCh Ha Ko6:r,rrrey" 

['Where are you going?' he shouted, threateningly raising his hand at the mare]. 53 The 

stem voice of Nester and his "threatening" stance indicates the intention to control the 

52 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 16. 

53 ToJicron, «XoncroMep», p. 3; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' p. 391. 
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animals according to his demands and by the use of physical power. The "whip slung 

over his shoulder" is evidence of how he might exercise such power. The raising of the 

hand, therefore, is the threat of the painful lashes that are possible from the whip. 

Speaking of a woman, the merchant elaborates on the fundamental elements that 

constitute a Domostroyan marriage. This relationship between man and woman, not by 

coincidence, is based on "fear" of the dominant partner. A woman is clearly seen at the 

same level as a horse in the man's eye. He specifically refers to men's use of fear as the 

method by which a male should "keep his wife in order." This confirms the established 

concept of a marriage based on a wife's fear of God and the patriarchal husband 

advocated by monk Silvester four centuries ago.54 

- AB )KeHI.IJ;HHe nepBoe ):(eJio crpax ,!:iOJDKeH 61>rrh .... 
- KaKoii )Ke crpax? - CK83aJia ,D;aMa. 
-A TaKoii: ):(a 6mrrc.ir cBoero MY-Y-Y)Ka! BoT KaKOH crpax. 
- Hy, J)K STO, 6aTIOIDKa, BpeMH npoumo, - ,!:iruKe C HeKOTOpOH 3JI06oii CK83aJia ):(aMa. 
- Her, cy.n:apbIIDI, STOM)' BpeMemr npowrn HeJI1>3H .... ,[I;a-c, 3aro,!:iH JKOpaqHBaTh Ha):(O )KeHCKHM 
non, a TO Bee npona.D;e:r. 

'The first thing that should be required of a woman is fear! ... ' 
'Fear of what?' asked the lady. 
'Why this fear: let her fear her husband l That fear!' 
'Oh, the time for that, sir, has passed,' said the lady with a certain viciousness. 
'No, madam, that time cannot pass .... Yes, the female sex must be curbed in time or else all is 
lost. '~5 

The wife in The Kreutzer Sonata is subject to the same threat of physical.pain as 

the horses are in 'Kholstomer.' A woman too lives with a man who threatens her with 

violence. This is precisely the form of "fear of the husband" of which the old merchant 

speaks; it is the same fear that patriarchal men impose on their domestic animals. 

54 Domostroy literally means 'house builder' and refers to a sixteenth century manual by monk 
Silvester scripted on religion and household management. 

55 ToJicroii, <<l<peu~epoBa coHaTa», pp. 10 - 12; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 115 - 117. 
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As Pozdnyshev's wife takes to her musical liaison with the guest violinist,56 

Pozdnyshev senses that she is developing a mind of her. own. He believes she is acting 

according to her own free will that she discovers with her recent liberation from the 

burden of childbirth. Referring to his comparison of her to a "norna.n;n" [horse], it is 

significant that he feels that his wife has been "released from her bridle." In contrast to 

Pozdnyshev's imagined ownership and rights to his wife's body, now he is horrified to 

discover: "'I)'BCTBOBaJI, 'ITO BJia,n;en, .sI 3THM TeJIOM He Mory, 'ITO OHO He Moe, Ii "<ITO OHa 

MO)ICeT pacrropmr<aThCH HM KaK XOTfeT, a XO'IeT pacrrop5f,[(lITbC5I HM He Ta.K, Ka.K JI xoqy" 

[I felt I could not control that body, that it was not mine and she could dispose of it as 

she pleased, and that she wanted to dispose of it not as I wished her to]. 57 This is a clear 

violation of a man's perceived rights of dominion over women. 

Not surprisingly, it is with fear through the threat of physical abuse that 

Pozdnyshev attempts to regain the control of his wife that is slipping away from him 

when her metaphoric "y3,n:a" [bridle], which represents masculine control, is removed. 

Pozdnyshev' s aclmowledgement of his lack of control of his wife, which he considers 

his right and duty, corresponds with feelings of outrage and increased hostility towards 

her. 

Mtte B rrepBbIH pa3 3axOTeJIOCb qJH3WieCKH Bbipa3HTb :ny 3JI06y. 5I BCKO'IHJI H .l(BHHJJICJ[ K Heii; 
HO B TY )Ke MHHYTY, KaK H BCKO'IHJI, H ITOM!IlO, 'lTO H C03H8JI CBOIO 3Jio6y H crrpoCHJI cefo1, 
xopOIIIO JIH OT.l(aThCH 3TOMY 'lj'BCTBY, H TOT'laC )Ke OTBeTHJI ce6e, 'ITO 3TO xopouro, 'ITO 3TO 
ncnyraer ee, H TOT'lac )Ke, BMeCTO TOro 'IT061,1 rrpOTRBHTbCH 3TOH 3JI06e, H erqe CT8JI pa3)I(HraTb 
ee B ce6e H pa,11:oBaTbCH TOM}', 'ITO OHa 6oJihllle H 6on1,me pa3ropaeTCH BO MHe. 
- Y6npaHcH, rum H Te6a y6hIO I - 3aKpwmn H. 

5I C03Harem,Ho ycIDIHBa.JI HHTOHal\mi: 3JIOCTII csoero ronoca, roaop.1:1 no. Tor.l(a H rroBepeyn ee 
H CHJI!,HO TOJIKHYJI. 

56 Remembering the adulterous connotations associated with the musical performance. 

57 Toncro:ii:, «KpeHll;epOBa coHaTa}), p. 68; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 196. 
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For the first time, I wished to give physical expression to my rage. I jumped up and went 
towards her; but as I jumped up I remember becoming conscious of my rage and asking myself: 
'Is it right to give way to this feeling?' and at once I answered that it was right, that it would 
frighten her, and instead of restraining my fury I immediately began inflaming it still further, and 
was glad it burnt yet more fiercely within me. 
'Be off: or I'll kill youl' I shouted. 
I consciously intensified the anger in my voice as I said this. Then I turned around and gave her 
a violent push. 58 _ 

The key to this passage is that Pozdnyshev "consciously" makes an effort to become 

frightful. This is clear evidence of a man acting not out of a fit of emotive jealousy, nor 

from genuine uncontrollable rage. Pozdnyshev is a man who is "consciously" 

calculating the effect of his actions in a process of instilling fear m a woman. 

Pozdnyshev is even "conscious" of and "delighted" with his physical appearance and 

the likely perception the woman will have of him, and to what degree this will aid in the 

fear-instillation process: 

H ,n;OJDI<HO 6bITb, 5£ 6bIJI c-rpameH, IIOTOM}' 'ITO OHa TaK 3apo6ena, 'ITO ,Il;8)Ke He HMena CHJibI 

yih.H •..• JI tJYBCfBOBaJI, 1ITO JI BITOJIHe 6emem.rli .H ,n;oJDKeH 6b1Tb c-rpameH, H pa,n:oBaJICJI 3TOM}'. 

And I suppose I was terrible, for she was so frightened that she had not even the strenfh to go 
away .... I felt that I was quite mad and that I must look frightful, and this delighted me.5 

Adding to his scary recollections, Pozdnyshev now employs physical actions to 

enhance his. frightful appearance. The motive is the same: to produce fear in a woman. 

Such actions are accompanied by a similar "consciousness" and the same calculations, 

rather than being an impulsive outburst of anger: 

Mlle c-rpaurno xoTeJioc1> 6HTh, y6HTh ee, HO x 3Ha.JI, 'ITO 3TOI'O HC.Jlb3JJ, H IIOTOM)', tJT06b1 BCe
Ta.KH ,n;aTb XO'A CBOeM}' 6emeHCTBY, cXBaTHJI co croJia npecc-nanbe, em;e pas nporq>maB: 
«yxo,l{H!», mB1,xpeyn ero 03eM1> MHMO Hee. JI OtJeHI> xopomo :qeJIHJI MHMO. Tor,n;a oHa nonma H3 
KOMHaTIJ, HO OCTilHOBHJiaCb B ,n;Bepmc. li -ryr >ICC, IIOKa em;e OHa BFI,lleJJa (x C'AeJian 3TO ,[(JUI roro, 
'lT06bl OHa BH):(eJia), H CTaJI 6paTb co CTOJia Bem;H, no,n;cBe'IHHKH, qepHHJibHHrzy, H 6pocaTb 
oseMh HX, npo'AOIDKrui: KpH'laTh: «YH)(HI Y~upaHcK! JI He OTBe'laro sa ce6H!» 

58 ToJICToii, <<Kpeii~epoBa coHaTa>>, pp. 58 - 59, 331; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 182 -
183, 230. 

59 ToJicroii, <<Kpeii~epoBa coHaTil>>, pp. 59, 73; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 183, 202. 
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I felt a terrible desire to beat her, to kill her, but knew that this would not do, and so to give vent 
to my fury I seized a paper-weight from my table, again shouting 'Go!' and hurled it to the floor 
near her. I aimed it very exactly past her. Then ·she left the room, but stopped at the doorway, 
and immediately, while she still saw it (I did it so she might see), I began snatching things from 
the table-<.:andlesticks and ink-stand-and hurling them on the floor still shouting 'Go! Get 
out! I don't answer for myself1 '60 

The kind of arrogance reflected in the words ".H He OTBe11a10 3a ce6.H" [I don't 

answer for myself] indicate the nature of imaginary masculine superiority. Without 

even the need of justification, a man treats a woman as if she were a lower animal. Like 

the horses in 'Kholstomer,' a wife is in constant fear of being exposed to masculine 

control and domination that could be expressed physically at any time. Although 

Pozdnyshev underplays the psychological impact for a woman living in constant fear of 

her husband, the pivotal fact remains that attempts to hold a woman in such a position 

clearly exist. This mirrors the scenario for the horses in 'Kholstomer.' 

When a man mistreats a woman or a horse, there is clear evidence that the 

consequences for the female human are far graver than for her equine counterpart. 

Using the same fear instillation process for a horse on a woman, the wife in The 

Kreutzer Sonata is not only considered a "horse," but she is reduced still further down 

the biological scale in the man's mind. To Pozdnyshev, the insidious treatment of his 

wife results ultimately in bis vision of her as a quivering little rodent, metaphorically 

caught in his trap:61 

B JlHQe ee 6bIJIH c-rpax n HeHaBHCTh KO MHe, K Bpary, KaK y KpbICbI, KOrp;a IlO)];HHMaIOT 
MhrrnenoaKy, a KOropyio otta rromu:rach. 5I. no KpantteH Mepe HH'!ero He BH,[(eJI a Hen, KpOMe 
:3TOro c-rpaxa H HeHaBHCTH KO MHe. 

60 Toncrnii, <<KpettQepoBa coHaTa», p. 59; Tolstoy, T11e Kreutzer Sonata, p. 183. 

61 In contrast to Pozdnyshev's claims outlined in Chapter Two that he was caught in her "trap." 
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Her face showed fear and hatred of me, the enemy, as a rat's does when one lifts the trap in 
which it has been caught. At any rate I saw nothing in her expression but this fear and hatred of 
me.62 

That this is the image Pozdnyshev has of his wife only moments before her death shows 

that he has successfully executed the fear-instillation process, which has been suitably 

maintained right up to the end of the marriage. 

Linked to the motivation for the threat of physical abuse to maintain control 

through fear, is the crossing of the line from that psychological control mechaPism to 

the actual infliction of physical abuse. Often, such abuse is not related to controlling the 

actions of an animal or a woman. It is evidently used more to assert masculine authority 

and maintain the ideological boundary that supposedly separates master from servant, 

human from animal, man from woman. This is, therefore, the unprovoked, undeserving 

and decidedly unseemly expression of male power, for it serves no practical ends. 

The pathos of the victims of male domination becomes painfully explicit in an 

unfortunate incident between Kholstomer and his master. Kholstomer threatens to cross 

the boundary that separates him from his human master by supposedly expressing 

pleasure toward a man and forming an undesirable closeness to him. The human 

reaction is cruel and has an obvious motivation: 

Crom Y3,[(elfKY c rreroro MepHHa, HeCTep rroqecaJI ero no,[( meei1, B OTBeT Ha qro Mepttii:, B 3HaK 
6naro,[(apHOCTH H y,[(OBOJibCTBIDI, 3aKpbIJI rna3a. - Jirofon, CTapbIH nee! - nporoBOpHJI 
HeCTep. MepIDi )Ke HHCKOJibKO He mo6HJI 3TOro qecaHb)I H TOlli,KO H3 ,[(eJIHKaTHOCTH 
npHTBOpmICR, '!TO OHO eMY I1pIDITHO, OH IlOMOTaJI rQJIOBOH B 3HaK cornacIDJ:. Ho BApyr, 
COBeprneHHO HeO)KH,[(aHHO tt 6e3 BCRKOH rrpWIID-Ibl, HeCTep, rrpe,[(ITOJiarlUI, MO)I(eT 6bITb, 'ITO 
CJIHIIlKOM 60JibIIllUI cj)aMHJibRpHOCTb MO)KeT ,l:(aTh JIO)I(Hbre O CBOeM 3HatfeHHH MbICJIH rreroM)' 

Mepmzy, HeCTep 6e3 BCRKOro rrpHrOTOBJieHIDI OTTOJIKttyJI OT cefoi: roJIOBY MepHHa H, 
saMaxHJBIDHCb j'3,[(0H, o'!eHh 6oJTuHO YAapIDI npIDKKo:ii Y3AbI MepttHa no cyxo:ii Hore H, HWiero 
He roBOpR, rromen Ha 6yropOK K rrmo, OKOJIO KOToporo OH CF!)KF!BaJI o6bIKHOBeHHO. 

62 To;1c1otl, «Kpeii~eposa coHarn», p. 73; Tolstoy, The KJ"eutzer Sonata, p. 203. 
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When he had taken the bridle off the motley gelding, Nester scratched him under the neck, in 
response to which the gelding expressed his gratitude and satisfaction by closing his eyes. 'He 
likes it, the old dog!' muttered Nester. The gelding however did not really care for the 
scratching at all, and pretended that it was agreeable merely out of courtesy. He nodded his head 
in agreement to Nesters words; but suddenly Nester quite unexpectedly and without any reason, 
perhaps imagining that too much familiarity might give the gelding a wrong idea of importance, 
pushed the gelding's head away from himself without any warning and, swinging the bridle, 
struck him painfully with the buckle on his lean leg, and then without saying a word went up the 
hillock and generally seated himself. 63 

What is moving about this scene is that Kholstomer is quite indifferent to the man's 

expression of emotion. Out of courtesy, perhaps even sympathy, he responds. Having 

forgotten himself momentarily and succumbed to his natural feelings of affection 

towards an animal, the master comes to his misconstrued senses and immediately 

restores the order of his falsely constructed world. With the painful strike of the 

swinging bridle, Nester obliterates the "familiarity" of the horse that threatens to bridge 

the ideological chasm between men and that animal other world. 

Similarly in The Kreutzer Sonata, the wife is subject to physical abuse that 

serves to assert the authority of the patriarchal husband, rather than any practical ends. 

Although the wife may be slightly provocative in her acquaintance with the guest 

musician, Trukhachevski, there is no evidence in the text to suggest that she commits 

adultery or even contemplates the act. In objective terms, she is more or less innocent. 

However, Pozdnyshev holds her guilty for having crossed the line of acceptabil~ty that 

holds her in obedience to her husband. In order to regain his masculine grip and 

exercise his perceived masculine responsibilities of control, a woman is callously beaten 

like the animal in 'Kholstomer.' 

While Pozdnyshev denies inflicting physical abuse upon his wife, besides the 

murder, his wife's words in the following passage suggest the more likely reality that 

63 ToJicroii, «XorrCToMep», p. 6; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' pp. 394 - 395. 
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she is subject to frequent wife bashings. That he is capable of eventually murdering her 

in such brutal fashion suffices as evidence anyway. Nonetheless, the wife's words 

relayed by Pozdnyshev in his confession add testimony: 

Otta npmrn,Llhmaerc.ir, 'ITO cJJ,eJiaJI eu 6oJihHO, H :rq,.wurr: «,14er11, BaIII oreu: 6heT MeIDI!» 5I 
I<pWiy: <<He nm!» - «BeJJ,b 3TO J)K He B rrepBbIH pa.3!» KPWHIT OHa, HJIH 'ITO-HH6y,J:(b IIOJJ.06ttoe. 
)];ern 6pocamrc.ir K Hen. OHa ycrr0Ka1rnaer HX. 5I ronopro: <<He rrpITTBop.iriic.ir!» Otta roBopnT: 
«,[Ifill re6.si BCe npKraopcTBo; Th! y6belllb <JeJIOBeI<a n 6y,u;enII:, I'OBOpIITb, 'ITO OH npIITBOp.sieTC.H. 
Terrepb .H rrowma re6.ir. TbI :noro-ro H xoqenlb!» - «O, xorh 6bIThI H3,J:(OXJia!» Kpnqy .ir. 

She pretends that I have hurt her and screams: 'Children, your father is striking me!' I shout: 
'Don't lie!' 'But it is not the first time!' she screams, or something like that. The children rush 
to her. She calms them down. I say, 'Don't sham!' She says, 'Everything is sham in your eyes, 
you would kill any one and say they were shamming. Now I have understood you. That's just 
what you want!' 'Oh, I wish you were dead as a dog!' I shout.64 

The threat and actual infliction of physical pain on a horse and a woman is 

clearly the senseless and totally unjustified abuse of other living creatures based on 

maintaining a misconstrued ideological stance. No less callous and unjust is another 

form of abuse that is aimed to maximise the productivity of animals and women to 

better serve their male owners. Men are not satisfied with merely owning animals and 

women. As assets, men also take steps to maximise their service to him and get as 

much pleasure from them as possible. As is seen in 'Kholstomer' and The Kreutzer 

Sonata, this is typically achieved by pushing animals and women to their physical 

limits. 

In the case of Kholstomer, a horse suffers intentional abuse in order that he first 

obeys, then perfonns according to the wishes of his male owner. Kholstomer is twice 

unlucky, for he is not only subordinated because he is an animal, but he is born into 

thoroughbred breeding stock with an undesirable gene combination that leaves him 

64 Toncron, <<Kpeih~epona coHara», p. 50; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 171. 
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motley. As such, he is not valued as one of the other stately animals. The groomsman 

declares: ".il B KaKoro 11epTa OH ypo,n;imcH, TO1IHO MY)KHK, ... B 3aBo,n:e Heill>3H ocTaB11T.b, 

cpaM" [And what devil does he take after-he's just like a peasant! ... He can't be left in 

the stud-he'd shame us].65 However, Kholstomer does remain on the stud farm, but 

not to be treated as a blue blood. Rather than being pampered, he is indeed considered 

and treated like a "peasant. ,,66 He becomes a workhorse that is abused and held in hard 

physical service to men. 

Initially, Kholstomer is more or less content in his service. Since his pedigree 

gives him great stature and strength, he his capable of meeting everyday human 

demands. Kholstomer passes from master to master over the years and, although cruel 

and unnecessary, he takes the whipping and blows he receives as part of daily life at 

human hands. However, in a moment of stupidity, one master takes an animal's 

apparent infallibility for granted and carelessly pushes Kholstomer beyond the limits of 

any horse: 

CBHCTHyJI KHyr H pe3HyJI Meillf, H H TIOCKaKan, y.11.apIDI HOroi-i B )KeJie:30 nepe.11.Ka .... JI .ll,OBe3 ero, 

HO JJ.PO)KaJI BCIO HO"lb H He Mor HH"lero eCTb. Ha yrpo MHe .ll,aJill BO.ll,bl. )l BbITIWI 11 Ha BeK 

nepec-ran 6orro TOli JIOIIla.l].bIO, KaKOIO H 6oIJI. >I 6oJieJI, MeIDI M)"IaJIH n KaJiel:J.HJIH. 

The whip whistled through the air and cut me, and I galloped, striking my hoof against the iron 
front of the sledge .... I got him there, but trembled all night long and could not eat anything. In 
the morning they gave me water. I drank it and after that was never again the horse I had been. 
I was ill, and they tormented me and maimed me. 67 

65 Toncroii, «XonCToMep», p. 14; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' p. 407. 

66 'Kholstomer' is set in the time approximately coinciding with the official abolition of serfdom 
in 1861. As a recollection of past events, the story depicts life in the preceding two decades when 
peasants were owned like animals and kept in circumstances only marginally better than those of animals. 
This is revealed in 'Kholstomer' through the treatment of a peasant worker, presumably a serf, who 
suffers at the hands of his master. For an account of an horrific beating he receives, see TonCTOi-i, 
«Xo11e,-.r0Mep», p. 19; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' pp. 413 -414. 

67 Toncro:il, «XoncTOMep», p. 26; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' p. 424. 
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From that moment when Kholstomer is maimed, his physical condition declines 

rapidly. No longer the great powerful worker, in human terms he is no longer useful. 

He is discarded by his master and falls into the hands of a series of increasingly dubious 

owners who mistreat him even more. Eventually he is neglected to the point that he is 

severely crippled, malnourished and even diseased. 

To human eyes, he has become so insignificant that he is not even seen by the 

veterinary. Rather, the knacker is called. The man quietly leads the horse behind a 

barn. Kholstomer' s life is prematurely taken in the saddest, most thoughtless act. No 

longer able to speak for himself in the first-person that comprises the majority of the 

text, Kholstomer gives his tale over to a third-person narrator who completes it on his 

behalf: 

«Jie'lIITb, BepHO, XOT.srr, - IIO/zyMaJI OH - IIycKail:!» H TOl:JHO, OH IT0'l)'BCTB0BaJI, 'ITO 'ITO-TO 
c.nemun1 c ero ropJioM. EMY CTalI0 OOJibHO, OH B3,ll,porn:yn, 6omttyn Horoii, HO y,n;ep)KaJICH H 

CTa.JI )K,ll,aTb, 'ITO 6y,n;er ,ll,aJibllle. )J;anbrne c.n;eJiaJI0Cb TO, 'ITO 'ITO-TO )Kli,ll,J<Oe IIOJIHJI0Cb 60JihIDOli 
c-rpyeii eM}' Ha rnero H rpy,ll,b. OH B3,ll,0XH)'JI BO BCe 6oKa .... OH 3aKpbIJI rJia3a H CTIUI CKJIOH.srrb 
rOJI0BY - HHKTO He ,ll,ep)KaJI ee. IloTOM CTaJia CKJI0IDITbCH mez, IIOTOM HOrH 38.'AP0)Kami:, 
3aIIIaTaJI0Cb BCe Teno. OH He CTOJihKO HcrryrancH, CK0JibKO Y,ll,HBHJICK Bee TaK HOBO CTaJIO. OH 
y,n;HBHJICH, pBattyJICH Brrepe.n:, BBepx. Ho BMeCT0 3TOro HOrH, C)];BHttyBIDHCb C MeCTa, 3aIJJieJIIICb, 
OH CTaJI BaJIIITbCH Ha 601< H, )KeJI!tJf rrepec-rymrn,, 3aBaJIHJICH BIIepe.f{·H Ha JieBbitt 6oK. 

'Want to doctor me probably-well, let them!' he thought. And in fact, he felt that something 
had been done to his throat. It hurt, and he shuddered and gave a kick with one foot, but 
restrained himself and waited for what would follow. Then he felt something liquid streaming 
down his neck and chest. He heaved a profound sigh .... He closed his eyes and began to droop 
his head. No one was holding it. Then his legs quivered and his whole body swayed .. He was 
not so much frightened as surprised. Everything was new to him. He was surprised and started 
forward and upward, but instead of this, in moving from the spot his legs got entangled, he 
began to move sideways, and trying to take a step fell f01ward and down on his left side. 68 

The blood "streaming" from Kholstomer's neck brings to mind the tragic picture 

of a woman, bruised and battered in the murder scene of The Kreutzer Sonata, as "m-

68 ToJICTOM, «XoncToMep», p. 36; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' pp. 437 - 438. 
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no,n; ee KopceTa xm,myna KpOBI:." [the blood rushed from under her corset].69 In both 

cases, a man thoughtlessly and unjustly takes the life of another living being. While the 

human killing is considered murder, it is fundamentally no different from the killing of 

Kholstomer. To a man, both creatures are considered to be mere "anirnals,"

disposable, as is any one of his other commodities. 

Indeed, the events in Kholstomer' s life associated with neglect, abuse and 

premature death at the hands of his male owner mirror certain fundamental elements of 

the relationship between a man and his wife in The Kreutzer Sonata. Such parallels 

expose the prevailing masculine philosophical outlook that there exists a common other 

world inhabited by lower animals and female human animals as one and the same 

species. 

However, from the example of The Kreutzer Sonata it becomes evident that the 

consequences for women who are subordinated and categorised as animals by men are 

actually greater than for other animals such as Kholstomer. Although Pozdnyshev' s 

wife is kept in fear of her husband and she evidently does suffer some degree of 

physical abuse, the demands for external propriety seem to be sufficient in that society 

to prevent a too open display of abuse of a woman. Behind closed doors, however, 

when the male/female relationship is moved into "the parent's bedroom" there appears 

to be no limits to masculine domination in sexual relations. 

As suggested, males are the targets of political power aimed at their sexuality. 

They then become the agents for imposing a prescribed sexuality onto their female 

partners. Men thus assume a dominant active role in which they are responsible for 

69 Toncroir, <d<pei1qepona cottaTa>>, p. 74; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 204. 
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fertilisation. Women are viewed anatomically and functionally as the passive receptors 

of male sexuality-as "vessels" as the old merchant proposes. As Daniel Boyarin says, 

the world is "divided into the screwers-all male-and the screwed,"70 active and 

passive, and viewed as superior and inferior respectively in the male mind. 

This conception of a woman's inferiority based on anatomy and her 

physiological role in sexual intercourse has it's roots deeply entrenched in long standing 

religious and cultural beliefs. Boyarin explains that in the classical age, in both male 

homosexual and heterosexual intercourse the inferior status belonged to the penetrated 

regardless of gender. Therefore, in exclusively heterosexual relations, for anatomical 

reasons obvious, a woman cannot escape the inferior status allocated to her as the 

"screwed. "71 

Salisbury picks up on this cultural phenomenon and explains what it means for a 

woman in a later Western Christian culture: 

Her sexuality was seen as open and receptive, thus giving a metaphorical logic to a sexual role 
for women of passivity and submission .... While being open meant that women were lustful and 
receptive, it also labelled them as passive recipients of men's power .... This sexual paradigm 
would have been familiar to men in the Roman Empire who had grown up considering men's 
role as active sexually. The Church may have forbidden men to be the active partners in 
homosexual relationships, but it was giving them license to remain the dominant partner in the 
heterosexual relationship that remained to them. 72 

Thus, penetrating a woman is the confirmation and active expression of male 

dominance. It follows that the more a woman is penetrated the more often a male 

confirms in his mind his superiority and her inferiority. Therefore, a society that, 
I 

70 Boyarin, 'Are There Any Jews in the "History of Sexuality"?' p. 333. 

71 Boyarin, 'Are There Any Jews in the "History of Sexuality"?' pp. 340 - 355. 

72 Salisbury, Church Fathers, Independent Virgins, p. 24. 
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according to Foucault, successfully encourages more and more frequent sexual activity, 

inherently, but not necessarily intentionally, promotes an increasing confirmation of 

masculine domination. For every time a body is penetrated, the cultural superiority of 

the penetrator is confirmed, and the penetrated's subservient position is enforced. As 

the frequency of sexual intercourse increases, male domination compounds as the 

oppression of women worsens. Paradoxically, sex that brings such physical nearness 

and even symbolic oneness through the connection at the sexual moment is responsible 

for creating the most irreconcilable ideological abyss between the men and women. 

It is clear that the subordination of women by men is directly related to 

sexuality. Salisbury confirms that "male sexuality [is] linked to power and an active 

expression of desire. "73 Masculine "power" and the related "active expression of 

desire" that is exercised by Pozdnyshev indicates an absolute dominance of a woman 

who is subordinated to the level of an animal through the sexual act. 

In viewing a woman as an animal, Salisbury provides an example of how this 

historically led to the mistreatment and abuse of women in sexual relations. 

Commenting on "the comparisons between women and animals in similes," she 

explains that these likenesses were made "in order to explain how one should treat 

women." Repeating the equine motif, Salisbury takes from history the notion that: 

"Women were like horses, so they should be forced into sexual intercourse."74 

As is common practice in breeding procedures today, the male and female 

thoroughbred horses in Kholstomer are matched according to desirable traits that will 

73 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 80. 

74 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 157. 
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theoretically produce favourable offspring. The female is restrained and "forced into 

sexual intercourse." Kholstomer remembers his mother: 

O.r(HH pa:3 npMI.IIeJI KOHIOI.IlHH, BeJieJI Ha.r(eTb Ha Hee He,L\0)'3,L(OK - H ee IIOBeJIH li3 ,L(eHHHKa .... H 
.8: TOJibKO CJibIIIIaJI Bee y,L\aJI.H:BIIleecH p)KaHHe MaTepH. fl B p)KaHHH 3TOM .8: y)Ke He CJibIIIlaJI 
npH3bIBa, a CJibII.IlaJI ,L\pyroe Bblp~eHHe. Ha ee I'OJIOC .r(aJieKO OT03BaJICH MOryn:\eCTBeHHbIH 
ronoc, KaK a: nocne )'3HaJI, )];o6poro nepBoro, Koropbra c ,L(BJ'Wl KOHIOXaMH no CTOpoHaM ruen 
Ha CBH,L(amie C MOeIO MaTepbIO. 

One day the stud groom came and had a halter put on her and she was led out of the stall. ... I 
could only hear the receding sound of my mother's neighing; and that neighing did not sound 
like a call to me, but another expression. Her voice was answered from afar by a powerful 
voice-that of Dobry I, as I learned later, who was being led by two grooms, one on each side, to 
meet my mother.75 

A female horse is not at liberty to chose its mate, nor the time or frequency of its sexual 

encounters when it is controlled at the hands of men. 

However, despite the human arrogance that denies an animal its rights to 

freedom, Kholstomer's mother apparently has no qualms about her arranged mating. In 

fact, there is no indication in the story that even suggests such an arrangement should be 

perceived as negative. The modem woman in The Kreutzer Sonata makes the same 

suggestion. Speaking of arranged marriages that are similar to and symbolised by the 

forced mating of the female horse in 'Kholstomer,' she contests: "Be,11;r> srn TOJibKO 

)ICHB01HI,IX MO)ICHO crrapIIBaTh, KaK XO3HHH XO1IeT, a JIIOJ:i;H HMeIOT CBOH CKJIOIIlIOCTH, 

rrpIIB.sI3a:HHOCTH" [It's only animals, you know, that can be paired off as their master 

likes; but human beings have their own inclinations and attachments].76 

That the female horse in 'Kholstomer' does not complain as to her disposition of 

being mated, rather than choosing a mate as a human being would prefer, suggests that 

humans beings do have emotional "inclinations" apart from those of lower animals. 

75 ToJICTOH, «XOJ!CIOMep», pp. 15 - 16; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' pp. 408 - 409. 

76 ToJICTOH, «Kpeiiu:epoaa coHaTa», p. 10; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 115. 
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This marks a clear elemental difference between the animal and human worlds that the 

modem woman points out. However, when a woman is viewed as an animal, and 

specifically a horse, and treated accordingly, she is denied her exclusively human 

"inclinations." Unlike Kholstomer's mother, a human woman suffers from her 

deprivation as men force her into sexual relations, which unnaturally subordinates her to 

the status of a lower animal through her lack of freedom to chose. 

Although the arranged marriages based on Domostroy are outmoded, as already 

suggested in the previous chapter, a woman's fate is no more in her hands than it was 

before. Still, but in a different guise, marriages are essentially determined by a third 

party and are contractual in nature. As with the horses in Kholstomer, they are based on 

the right background and gene combinations to ensure the duplication of suitably blue

blooded citizens that are politically and economic useful according to Foucault's theory. 

Thus, like animals, Pozdnyshev the "breeding stallion" is paired off with a woman, 

another "horse" in his words, to fulfil their bio-political role in the capitalist nation. 

In The Kreutzer Sonata, the deprivation of a woman's rights is one of the most 

powerful examples of the abuse of women. When her right to chose extends beyond 

initiating a relationship to having no freedom of choice within that relationship, the 

deprivation turns from solely emotional to include physical sexual abuse. Although 

denying rights of freedom of choice in arranged marriages targets both males and 

females, when such an arrangement is moved into the bedroom, there arises another, 

this time gender specific violation. This is the denial of a woman's right to initiate or 

decline sexual intercourse. From Pozdnyshev's mouth comes the following: 

He B TOM OTCYfCTBlie rrpaB )KeHI~lffihI, 'ITO OHa He MOJKer BOTIIpOBaTb liJlli 6bITb cy,n:beH, ... a B 

TOM, 'l'T06bI B IIOJIOBOM o6~emm 6bITb paBHOH M)')K'm:He, HMeTb rrpaBO IIOJib3OBaTbCK 

MJ)Kqimoii H BO3,n:ep)KHBaTbc.sr OT Hero no CBOeMY )Kenamuo, no caoeMY )I(eJiamrro m6HpaTb 

MY)Kq:irny, a He 6bITh m611paeMoii. 
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Woman's Jack of rights arises not from the fact that she must not vote or be judge ... but from the 
fact that she is not man's equal in sexual intercourse and has not the right to use a man or abstain 
from him as she likes-is not allowed to choose a man at her pleasure instead of being chosen by 
hi n . m. 

Denying a woman the right to chose is a clear deprivation of her "inclinations" 

that also extends to the abuse of her physical body. While withholding a woman's 

choice to abstain from sex may be politically correct, for she will be open to the 

possibility of reproducing more often, it is portrayed in The Kreutzer Sonata as a blatant 

abuse of a woman's emotional and physical being. This arises from the dominant role 

that males play in sexual relations. Pozdnyshev admits, as intercourse is the 

"expression of desire," a woman becomes the victim of male "power" that dominates in 

the bedroom: "JI rrpe,n;aBaJICJC )l(HBOTHI>IM mmnnecTBaM .... He .n;yMM IIpH TOM HHCKOJThKO 

He TOJThKO O ee ,zcyxoBHOH )KH3HH, HO ,n;IDKe H 06 ee q>H3HtieCKOH :>Irn:3HH" [I gave way to 

animal excesses ... without in the least ·considering her spiritual or even her physical 

life]. Pozdnyshev continues to explain that such sexual relations are essentially bestial 

and that he "BoT Ta.KOR-TO cBmn;eii JI H ,rrn.rr" [lived like a swine of that sort].78 

While Pozdnyshev considers himself a "breeding stallion" in the arrangement of 

his marriage, he transgresses species lines within the bestial to become a "cBHHl>JI" 

[swine] in his sexual relationship with his wife, which he refers to as their "cBHHM 

CBJ£3L" [swinish liaison].79 Comparing himself to a "swine" and considering his 

relations with a woman "swinish" has powerful metaphoric value; it exemplifies the 

77 Toncroii, «KpeiiQepoaa coHaTID>, p. 25; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 136. 

78 Toncroii, «KpeiiQepoaa coHaTID>, pp. 34, 36; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 147, 150. 

79 ToJICTOH, «KpeiiQepoaa c0Han1», p. 34; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 147. 
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consequences for women who are the victims of male desire when she is denied rights 

to abstain from· sexual intercourse. Salisbury points out: "There is no greater calamity 

connected with captivity [ of marriage] than to be the victim of another's lust. "80 As an 

extreme example of masculine dominance and force in sexual intercourse, Salisbury 

quotes a Middle Ages' text. This describes the sexual characteristics of a wild male 

"swine," which Pozdnyshev compares himself to, and the "calamity" this causes for the 

female victim: 

Unceasingly he roams in pursuit of the female and is greatly excited by the frenzy of 
desire .... and there is much more rage about his mating than modesty. If the female abides his 
advances, she quenches all his rage and lulls to rest his passion. But if she refuses intercourse 
and flees, straightway stirred by the hot and fiery goad of desire he either overcomes her and 
mates her by force or he attacks her with his jaws and lays her dead in the dust.81 

From textual evidence, this is a reasonably accurate description of Pozdnyshev's self-

confessed sexual antics. After all, Pozdnyshev does eventually murder his wife in an 

act that is essentially sexual. In addition, his motive for "laying a woman dead in the 

dust" can be interpreted in more ways than one as a "refusal of intercourse. "82 

As frequent and forceful sexual encounters lead to frequent pregnancies 

according to political expectations, a woman's suffering continues after the act itself 

when she is faced with too frequent pregnancies, the pains of childbirth and the 

80 Salisbury, Church Fathers, Independent Virgins, p. 13. 

81 Salisbury, The Beast within, p. 80. 

82 It is routinely pointed out that the murder is to be interpreted as a sexual act. Holding his wife 
guilty for her so-called "adultery," as the wife "flees" off with Trukhachevski, she is obviously refusing 
Pozdnyshev rights to her body in his mind. Also, as Pozdnyshev and his wife employ contraceptive 
methods as discussed below, there is another refusal of intercourse. Although Pozdnyshev does not lose 
access to his wife's body and they still engage in intercourse, it is not the prescribed "conventional" 
intercourse that leads to childbirth. Therefore, the refusal of the only validated form of intercourse is in 
effect the refusal of intercourse per se in such a regimented society with its taboos on any non
"conventional" sexual acts. 
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demands for raising large families. In addition, she remains the victim of male lust 

throughout the entire process. Pozdnyshev admits: 

)KeHJ:I(Ima, HarrepeKop CBOeH npttpo,ne, ,l{OJDKHa 6bITb O,l{HOBpeMeHHO Ii 6epeMeHHoii, Ii 

KOpMlLllttu;eii, Ii mo60BHHIJ;eii, ,l{OJDKHa 6bITb TeM, ,no <Jero He crrycKae'TC}I HH O,l{HO )KMBOTHOe. I1 
CHJI He MO)KeT XBaTIITh. 

a woman, against her nature, must be a husband's mistress even while she is pregnant and 
nursing; she must be what not even an animal descends to, and for which her strength is 
insufficient. 83 

Pozdnyshev' s "swinish liaison" continues along these lines for the fulfilment of his 

pleasure alone and without a thought for reducing his wife, a woman, to a state that he 

admits "not even an animal descends to." 

While Pozdnyshev acknowledges the abuse of women, he does not elaborate to 

any great extent on exactly how this shapes the personal lives of women, nor is his wife 

given the opportunity to express a woman's point of view. The following testimony 

from Dolly in Anna Karenina, is a likely account equally fitting of Pozdnyshev's wife 

in The Kreutzer Sonata: 

'Altogether,' she thought, looking back at the whole of her life during those fifteen years of 
wedlock, 'pregnancy, sickness, dullness of mind, indifference to everything, and above all 
disfigurement. Even Kitty-young, pretty Kitty-how much plainer she has become! And I 
when I am pregnant become hideous, I know. Travail, suffering, monstrous suffering, and that 
final moment. .. then nursing, sleepless nights, and that awful pain! ... That is all I can hope for. 
And for this, so much suffering and trouble-my whole life ruined! ' 84 

Guilty of subjecting a woman to the hardships of life similar to Dolly's, 

Pozdnyshev admits to the seriousness of a male sexuality that essentially abuses women 

to the point of near-death: ".H nee paccrrn.3r,rnaro naM, KaK .H y6IDI )KeHy" [I am telling 

you how I killed my wife]; Pozdnyshev explains that because of the nature of male 

83 ToJICToii, «Kpeiiu;epoBa comna)>, p. 35; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 148. 

84 Tolstoy, Anna Karenina, Vol. 2, pp. 196 - 197. 
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sexuality, constant sexual abuse even during pregnancies and nursing had in essence 

killed his wife by draining her of all her physical power and depriving her of any life of 

her own. He states: ",[I;ypa1Ibe! ,n;yMaIOT, 'ITO .sr y6IDI ee TOr,n;a, HO)KOM, 5 OICT.sr6pH. 5I He 

TOr,n;a y6IDI ee, a ropa3,n;O paHbme. TaK TO'IH0, KaK Olill Tenepb y6HBaIOT, Bee, BCe ... " 

[Fools! They thought I killed her with a knife on 5 October. It was not then that I killed 

her, but much earlier. Just as they are all killing now, all, all ... ].85 

Again, Pozdnyshev' s ideas correspond with a contemporary philosophical view 

of human nature. Fyodorov reiterates Pozdnyshev' s notion that holding women in 

constant child raising is essentially murderous: 

... it is evident that the birth of children is also a mother's death .... Man is born immature; during 
feeding and upbringing he devours his parent's strength, feeding so to speak, on their body and 
blood; ... so that by the time parents have finished bringing up their children, their strengths have 
been absolutely depleted and they enter a state of decrepitude approaching death. 86 

Pozdnyshev feels great remorse for his essentially murderous treatment of a woman 

through a self-serving abuse of her body. That Pozdnyshev' s domineering sexual 

obsession represents the typical characteristics of male sexuality in his society, his 

acknowledgement of this Fyodorovian point is indeed a great tribute to him. However, 

it is only in retrospect after murdering his wife that he realises how he had in fact been 

"killing" her since the first night of their honeymoon. For the decade with his wife 

before the final act of murder, he lived oblivious to the feelings, wants, needs and the 

physical condition of a woman-repeating Pozdnyshev' s words: "He ,Zl;JMaH npu TOM 

HHCKOJibKO He TOJibKO O ee ,n:yxoBHOH )IGI3HH, HO ,n:ruKe li 06 ee q_)ll3H1IeCI<OH )Kli3HH" 

[without in the least considering her spiritual or even her physical life]. 

85 Toncroii, <<Kpei,mepona coHaTa», p. 34; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 147 - 148. 

86 Naiman, 'Historectomies,' p. 257. 
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Pozdnyshev's wife spends eight years in near-constant childbirth and nursing. 

Evidence of her near-death experience comes as doctors clinically diagnosed her as 

unfit to bear more children. Procreation is no longer desirable for health reasons. This 

presents a problem in a world where every aspect of life focuses on the desirability of 

sex and procreation. The obvious question strikes Pozdnyshev immediately. He 

realises that ",n:eno He cxoJJJiTCJI" [matters don't tally]. Pozdnyshev wonders just what is 

supposed to become a man's overdeveloped desire for sex that has him living under the 

spell of an uncontrollable sexual obsession that has been politically implanted to 

optimise procreation: 

My)Kq1rne H)')KHO H Heo6xo,n;HMO, TaK pem.mrn OHM, y,n;OBJICTBOpfil'b CBOIO IlOXOTb .... My)IC'ItlHa 
xoqer HaCJill)K}J;aTbC11 H 3HaTb HC XO'IeT 3aKOHa npHpO,D;bI - ,n;ereii, HO ,D;eTH 11BJI11IOTCH H 
CTaHOBfil'CH nperorrCTBHeM p;JI1I IlOCTOHHHOro Hacn~emur, H )KeJiaroll\eMY TOJibKO 
HaCJIIDK}J;aTbCH MJ)K~He npHXO,n;HTCH Bbr,rzyMI,IBaTh cpe,zi;CTBO o6xo,n;HTh 3TO npenaTCTBHe. 

They have decided that it is essential for a man to satisfy his desires .... Man desires the law of 
nature--children, but the coming of children presents an obstacle to continuous enjoyment, and 
men who only desire continuous enjoyment have to devise means to evade that obstacle. 87 

In order that a man can maintain his necessitated outlet for sexual expression, he 

employs birth control methods.so that procreation ceases but his pleasury continues. 

Birth control is a satisfactory method for men to continue expressing their desire 

without fear of making a woman pregnant. However, the methods employed in those 

days were directed specifically at women and were often detrimental to her mental and 

physical wellbeing. At the mercy of male owners, Kholstomer, an animal, and the wife 

in The Kreutzer Sonata, a woman, both suffer from masculine abuse and manipulation 

of their reproductive systems when they are no longer valued for procreation. The 

parallels that emerge in the treatment of a horse and a woman will again expose how 

87 Toncroii, «KpeiiuepoBa coHara», pp. 35 -36, 311; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 149, 218. 
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women are viewed and treated like animals. Moreover, as suggested, the consequences 

of masculine domination are in some cases worse for a woman than for a horse. 

In human terms, it is undesirable for Kholstomer' s unworthy genes to be passed 

on. Being born into a stud fann as breeding stock, the consequences for a breeding 

animal that is not valued for procreation are severe and have permanent and devastating 

effects on the animal. Kholstomer threatens to contaminate the prized gene pool of the 

pedigree stock when he courts a yOlmg filly. He is immediately doctored at male hands 

to prevent his motley hide appearing in future generations. Kholstomer' s body is 

mutilated and his sexuality manipulated to serve the aesthetic pleasures of males. 

The pleasure men obtain from their animals by controlling them according to his 

desires comes at the price of the life of those animals. In the case of Kholstomer, the 

price he pays for being devalued in human eyes by the undesirability of his reproductive 

capacity is high. The simple surgical procedure of castration employed to inhibit the 

flow of those genes has devastating effects on the personal and physical life of a horse. 

The previous day, Kholstomer was a frisky adolescent bounding with the joys of life. 

The following day, Kholstomer the gelding explains: "HaBeKH rrepecrarr p)Kan, JI era.JI 

TeM, 1ITO JI Terrepn. Beef> CBeT H3MeIDIJICJI B MOHX rmriax. Hwno MHe He CTaJIO MHJIO, JI 

yrny6HJic51 B ce651 li crarr pa3MT>IIDJIJITh" [I ceased neighing forever. I became what I am 

now. The whole world changed in my eyes. Nothing mattered anymore. I became self 

absorbed and began to brood]. One evening while being exercised, the full extent of his 

situation becomes clear to him and the reader. Kholstomer not only suffers at the hands 

of humans, but because of human interference with nature he appears to his fellow kind 

as distinctly dissimilar, which results in anguish and torment: 

[Ko6bIJibI] npH6JUDI{aJIHCb, H ,[ p8.3.JIH'IllJI no 0,l],HOH - Bee MHe 3HaKOMbie, KpaCHBbie, 

Ben:wraBbie, 3,1],OpOBbie H CbITbie qrnrypbI. Koe-KTO H3 HID{ TQ)Ke OrJUIHYJICH Ha MeIDI.,,, JI 
3a6bmc,r H HeBO.JlbHO no crnpoii naM.SITH 3ap)Ka.JI H no6e)Ka.JI pbICbIO; HO p)KaHHe Moe OT03Ba.JIOCb 
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rpyCTHO, CMerrrno H Henerro. B Ta6yHe He 3aCMe5LJIHCb, - HO >I 3aMeTllJI, KaK MHOrHe ll3 HHX 
rrpmrwnur OTBepttyJIHCb OT MeH>I. HM BH,ZJ;HMO H ra,n;KO, H )KaJIKO, H COBeCTHO, H rJiaBHOe -
CMemHO 6bIJIO Ha MeH>I. MM CMerrrno 6bIJIO Ha MOIO TOHK)'IO - HeBblpa3HTeJibttyIO mero, 
6oJTumyro rDJIOBY (.sr rroxy,n;eJI a :no BpeMH), - Ha MOH ,q.JIHHHbie, HeyKJIIO)KHe HOrH H Ha 
rnyIIblli aJIJIIOp pbIC~OH, KOTOpbIH H., no c-rapou rrpIIBbl'iKe, npe,n;rrpHH>IJI BOKpyr KOHIOXa. 
Hmcro He OT03BaJIC>I Ha Moe p)KaHIIe, BCe OTBepttyJIHCb OT MeH>I. >I B,n;pyr BCe TIOHHJI, IIOHH.JI, 
HaCKOJibKO H HaBcer,n;a CTaJI ,n;aJieK OT Bcex HX .... 

[The mares] approached, and I could distinguish one after another all the familiar, beautiful, 
stately, healthy, sleek figures. Some of them also turned to look at me .... I forgot myself and 
from old habit involuntarily neighed and began to trot, but my neighing sounded sad, ridiculous 
and meaningless. No one in the drove made sport ofme, but I noticed that out of decorum many 
of them turned away from me. They evidently felt it repugnant, pitiable, indelicate, and above 
all ridiculous, to look at rny thin expressionless neck, my large head (I had grown lean in the 
mean time), my long awkward legs, and the silly awkward gait with which by force of habit I 
trotted round the groom. No one answered my neighing-they all looked away. Suddenly I 
understood it all, understood how far I was forever removed from them .... 88 

When a woman is no longer valued for procreation, she suffers a similar fate to 

that of a horse who has been devalued in a man's mind. As with Kholstomer, methods 

of birth control are employed to manipulate and utilise a body according to masculine 

desires. Unlike a male horse though, women are still required for their sexual function 

so that a man can continue to receive sexual pleasure. Thus, her ability to perform 

sexually is retained, but her ability to conceive is in most cases removed. 

In those days, birth control methods did not simply rely on oral medication, a 

latex sheath~ or, at worst, painless minor surgery. The techniques had direct detrimental 

effects on the lives of women. Besides abortion, which Pozdnyshev mentions in 

passing, he· focuses on three specific methods that prevent childbirth. Evidently, these 

are the three most common forms of birth control available to him in late-nineteenth-

century Russia. 

O,n;1rn - no pen;errry Mep3aBn;eB - c,n;enaTh )Ketty ypo,n;oM, TeM, trro Bcer)J.a coc-raB.wmo H 
,l:(OJDKHO COCTaBJIH.Tb HeCtJaCTHe )KeHln;HHbl - 6ecITJIOJ];HOH; Tor,n;a OH MO)KeT CITOKOHHO H 
ITOCTOHHHO HaCJI8)KJ];aTbCH; ,n;pyrou - MHOrG)l(eHCTBO, He tJeCTHOe, KaK MarOMeTaHCKOe, a 
no,n;Jioe, Harne eBporreiicKoe, HcrronHeHHoe JDKH H o6MaHa; rpe-mu o6xo,n; - ,n;8.)l(e He o6xo,n;, a 

88 Toncroii, «XoncroMep», pp. 17 - 18; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' pp. 411 - 412. 
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npocroe, rpy6oe, npHMoe Hapymemre 3aKOH npHpo.w,r, KOTopoe conepmruoT nee My)KbJI n 
Hapo'Ae H 60JibWHHCTBO M}')Keii B TaK Ha3bmaeMblX 'leCTHblX CeMbHX, TaK )KHJl H H. 

One is, by receipt the rascals give, to cripple the woman by making her barren-which has 
always been, and must be, a misfortune for a woman-then man can quietly and constantly 
enjoy himself; the second way is polygamy, not honourable polygamy as among the 
Mohammedans but our base European polygamy, replete with falsehood and hypocrisy; and 
there is the third evasion-which is not even an evasion, but a simple, course, direct 
infringement of the laws of nature, and which is committed by all the husbands among the 
peasants and by most husbands in our so-called honourable families. I too lived in that way. 89 

In the first example, like a horse, a woman is surgically adulterated. Although 

the male castration experienced by Kholstomer is a simple procedure that is still today 

carried out on animals without anaesthesia,90 contraceptive surgery for women was far 

more complex and still in the experimental stages. A woman would often suffer at the 

inexperienced hands of callous male doctors. Surgical anaesthetic was also only just 

being developed in the late-nineteenth century and antiseptics were often inadequate for 

combating internal infections. The risk of death during surgery was relatively high, and 

post-surgical death due to infection or complications was not uncommon.91 There are 

no consequences for a man when this form of contraception is employed, except for the 

great monetary cost of these still very exclusive operations and that he might need to 

abstain from sex with his wife until she recovers. 

The second method of birth control, while sparing a woman her physical being, 

is a violation of her emotional state and a clear breach of the moral. and religious laws of 

marriage. The frequency with which Pozdnyshev claims adultery takes place in his 

89 TonCTOH, <<KpeiiqepoBa coHaTa», p. 311; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 218 -219: 

90 Pious, 'Psychological Mechanisms in the Human Use of Animals,' p. 27. 

91 For an historical look at contraceptive practices, see Moskowitz and Jennings (eds.), Coerced 
Contraception. . The reference to late-nineteenth-century surgical options as outlined above is from 
Kathleen Powderly's chapter: 'Contraceptive Pqlicy and Ethics,' pp. 23 - 33. 
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society suggests that the male need for sexual pleasure overrides any moral 

commitments or concerns for a woman's emotional condition. Again, a woman suffers 

while a man continues his pleasures. 

The third and evidently the most widespread form of birth control, which 

Pozdnyshev indicates he and his wife employ, is perhaps the least detrimental. The 

wife in The Kreutzer Sonata is not subjected to the painful and risky surgical option, nor 

are maritai vows broken. Rather, the doctors "Hayqmrn" [taught] Pozdnyshev's wife 

how to avoid pregnancy while still engaging in sexual intercourse. From all accounts 

she is in favour of this means and apparently more willing than even her husband to 

pursue sexual relations according to this method: "MHe 3TO 6I,mo oTBparuTeJI&HO. 5I 

6opoJICH nponm 3TOro, HO OHa C nerKOMbICJieHIII,IM ynopCTBOM HaCTOJ.lJia Ha CBOeM, li J[ 

J;IOKopIDicJI" [To me it was disgusting. I struggled against it, but she with frivolous 

obstinacy insisted on having her own way, and I submitted]. 92 

However, despite its convenience and effectiveness as a birth control method, in 

that political and cultural milieu, practising sodomy has profound implications for the 

sodomite. Perhaps surprisingly, this does not so much implicate homosexual males as it 

does the heterosexual couple.93 Pozdnyshev's initial reluctance to participate in the act 

indicated in the passage above is telling of the general taboo of a supposedly forbidden, 

yet widespread practice. 

92 Toncrott, <<l<:penQepoBa coHarn», p. 46; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 165. 

93 Alphonso Lingis points out: "there were homosexuals-the species was named in 1870-who 
rarely or never perform an act of sodomy." Lingis, Foreign Bodies, p. 66. In light of the Foucauldian 
"frauds against procreation," this conception of homosexuality that was popularised by Sigmund Freud 
suggests that homosexuality was condemned more for its non-compliance with a "conventional" 
reproductive sexuality than for its participants engaging in so-called "abnormal" acts, for sodomy was not 
believed to be widely practised in homosexual relations anyway. 
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In the religious sense, Salisbury comments on the attitudes to so-called 

"unnatural sexual acts" that arise from the inherent desire for sex in men even when 

their partner is unable to bear any more children. 

It was this abandonment to lust that led people into other misuses of God's gift of sexuality. For 
example, lust could drive people into using birth control methods .... Lust could also stir people 
to other unnatural acts .... Augustine warned that there are some kinds of intercourse which are 
'contrary to nature,' 'damnable,' and 'abominable:' His only clarification of this type of 
intercourse was 'when the husband wishes to use the member of his wife which has not been 
given for this purpose. '94 

Pozdnyshev confirms that he indeed considers sex with his wife using birth control 

methods as "a direct infringement of the laws of nature," and later admits: 

IIocne.n;ttee onpaB,n;am1e CBHHOH .lKH3HH - .n;em - 6I,mo oTIDITO, H )KH.3Hb crana em:e rruKe .... 
Or 6e3HpaBCTBeHHoi"i JKHSHH Ha.M 6bmo OOJibHO, a 1IT06hr 3arnyrrmn, 3TY 6oJib, MhI H .n;emurn: 
pa:mwmoro po.n:a HenopMaJILHbre nocrynr<H .... 

The last excuse for our swinish life-children-was then taken away, and life became viler than 
ever .... We suffered from our immoral life, and to smother our suffering we committed various 
abnormal acts.95 

Pozdnyshev is not only faced with the cultural stigma of his newly imposed 

"abnormal" sexuality that is "contrary to nature," but he also has to bear the political 

ramifications of a non-"conventional" sexuality that does not direct its power at 

procreation. While Pozdnyshev is supposedly in violation of the laws of nature, he is 

more emphatically in direct violation of the political necessity to reproduce. Therefore, 

like masturbation, sodomy too was tabooed as a "fraud against procreation"-· one of 

those "doubtless acts 'contrary to nature' [that was] stamped as especially abominable," 

according to Foucault.96 

94 Salisbury, Church Fathers, Independent Virgins, pp. 48 - 49. 

95 TonCTOH, <<Kpe:i1~epoBa coHaTa», pp. 46, 323; Tolstoy, The Kreuizer Sonata, pp. 165, 228. 

96 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 38. 
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As a result of his politically inflamed desire for sex, but because a woman no 

longer serves her political role as the procreative female, the only means by which 

Pozdnyshev can express his desire for sex within his marriage is to commit a sin and a 

political "fraud." Pozdnyshev is well aware of his society's perception of sexual 

relations that do not have reproduction as their ultimate aim as criminal. He attributes 

the enmity between him and his wife to this criminal activity: ":na HeHaBHCTh 61,ma He 

qTo 1rnoe, KaK HeHaBHCTI, B3aHMHruI coo6ID,HHKOB npeCT)'IIJiemrn - li 3a 

rro,ri:crpeKaTeill>CTBo II 3a yqacni:e B rrpecryrmeHIIII" [That hatred was nothing but the 

mutual hatred of accomplices in a crime-both for the incitement to the crime and for 

the part taken in it].97 

Pozdnyshev's politically incorrect sexual relations with his wife lead him to 

detest her more and more strongly as he sees her as responsible for undermining his 

self-righteous delusions of morality and grandeur. Coinciding with this time when a 

woman is no longer valued as a procreative mother Pozdnyshev' s "active expression of 

desire" becomes increasingly domineering and violent. 

In I<µiolstomer, when an animal is no longer valued for procreation, it is 

mistreated and abused like a lower form of life and exists only in hard physical service 

to men. When Kholstomer falters in his ability to serve men according to their wishes, 

he is quietly led behind a barn and disposed of. Similarly, in The Kreutzer Sonata, 

when a woman is no longer seen in her role as the bearer of a man's progeny, she too is 

abused and kept only for her physical service to a man. Like Kholstomer, when she 

falters in that service she is disposed of The sexual service that she offers is no longer 

97 TonCTOH, «KpeHI(epoBa coHaTa>>, p. 84; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 147. 
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desirable. It is a "crime" against nature and the state-a hideous perversion of human 

decency according to Pozdnyshev. In a final murderous cum sexual display of 

masculine dominion and power, Pozdnyshev rids himself of what he perceives as the 

cause of his immorality; worthless and detestable in a man's eye, a woman too is 

penetrated by the blade of a man's knife and left to die.98 This is the ultimate 

expression of the absolute dominion of male human beings who assume not only rights 

to the ownership and control of all other living beings, but also assume rights to 

determine another's entire existence. 

The parallel between a horse and a woman suffering the same fateful deaths 

based on their reproductive capacity and desirability has been observed elsewhere in 

Tolstoy's fiction. This time the victims are Fru-Fru, Vronsky's horse in Anna 

Karenina, and Anna herself Dragan Kujundzic explains: "Fru-Fru and Anna die 

similar deaths, with their spines broken .... Fru-Fru is a racing, not a breeding horse, ... 

Anna continues to sin, and uses contraception, inevitably destined for death."99 The 

elemental likeness to Kholstomer and the nameless wife in The Kreutzer Sonata could 

not be close~. 

As a racing horse, rather than breeding stock, Fru-Fru is kept in physical service 

to his master. Like Kholstomer, an animal is eventually pushed beyond its limits, it 

falters, is maimed, and its life prematurely ended by a man. Anna and the wife in The 

Kreutzer Sonata employ contraceptive measures. Both are put to death for their 

98 Referring back to Boyarin' s confirmation that penetrating symbolises domination and 
superiority over the penetrated in sexual intercourse, the penetration of woman's body (with the phallic 
blade of Pozdnyshev's dagger) is very much symbolic of masculine domination. 

99 Kujundzic, 'Pardoning Women in Anna Karenina,' p. 76. 
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political crimes. Anna's suicide is therefore not so much suicide, and the murder of a 

wife is not so much murder, as both deaths are the biological destiny for politically non

compliant women whose biological usefulness has expired. 

Daniel Rancour-Laferriere agrees; he begins by explaining that when Anna 

commits adultery she is performing a politically suitable act, for her husband is unlikely 

to father any more children: "As it turns out, going over to Vronsky does pay off 

reproductively, for Anna gives birth to a daughter." However, "she may have done the 

right thing from a sociobiological perspective, but there is something very wrong at the 

psychological level." Rancour-Laferriere continues to explain that Anna is unfit to be a 

mother because she is psychologically disturbed and neglects her maternal 

responsibilities. Besides, as already mentioned, she later uses contraceptives that leave 

her biologically incapable of reproducing anyway. Suiciqe, then, is "an appropriate 

consequence.... Anna is not just psychologically disturbed ( depressed, narcissistic, 

masochistic, etc.) toward the end of her life; she is also a reproductive wreck." 

Rancour-Laferriere suggests: "From a sociological perspective, an individual 

who can no_ longer either reproduce or render altruism to others ... is as good as dead 

anyway."100 And Kujundzic confirms: "Anna is both the phantasm or ghost of a 

mother, already dead, or twice dead, a constantly absent, guilty, and finally dead mother 

(she abandons her son, neglects her daughter, and commits suicide)."101 

In The Kreutzer Sonata, the slaying of a non-pr..ocreative female human being 

who is seen, treated and valued only as a reproductive animal is not a murder per se in a 

100 Rancour-Laferriere, 'Anna's Adultery,' pp. 37, 44 (my italics). 

101 Kujundzic, 'Pardoning Women in Anna Karenina,' p. 76. 
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Foucauldian world. Nor is the male protagonist strictly a murderer. 102 The finale 

depicts a woman who meets her biological destiny through political circumstances that 

are beyond the control of the individual. The death of a woman who is "as good as dead 

anyway" is the logical, most artistically fitting end for The Kreutzer Sonata. 

102 Remembering that society does not hold Pozdnyshev guilty nor even accountable for his 
actions. He is acquitted by the courts and set free despite even confessing to killing his wife and trying in 
vain to prove himself guilty to the judge. 
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Pozdnyshev 's Conversion: 
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The previous chapters of this thesis expose the prevalent political structuring of 

sexuality and the outcome for individuals when this is transposed onto their everyday 

lives in late-nineteenth-century upper class Russia. From childhood, male sexuality is 

targeted, conditioned and utilised to serve political aims. As was pointed out by 

feminist criticism, this enforces patriarchy and men live blindly in their abuse of women 

to fulfil the political objective for population and economic growth. Indeed, the 

consequences for women are far graver than for men, as is disturbingly exposed in the 

previous chapter. 

However, Tolstoy and his protagonist, despite their participation in a male

dominated world, do not subscribe to, nor do they advocate the systems that produce a 

capitalist culture. On the contrary, The Kreutzer Sonata is as much a model of a 

F oucauldian world as it is a polemics against those processes and structures. In 

composing The Kreutzer Sonata, Tolstoy orchestrates his protagonist to resonate the 

typical voice of ninety-nine per cent of males living in a late-nineteenth-century 

patriarchal world. But when Pozdnyshev murders his wife, he gains an altered 

perspective .on life that allows him to see through the politics that create such men. 

Tolstoy condemns the nature of masculinity and denounces the domination and abuse of 

women; he also avidly denounces all social institutions responsible for this situation. 

Bypassing political posturing and structuring of his world, Tolstoy attempts to 

rehabilitate the image of a woman and now acknowledges and has his protagonist 

confess to the injustices of the subordination of women and masculine domination. 

Tolstoy thus rejects and deconstructs a patriarchal world calling into question the 

existence of those men who create and inhabit it 
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Like Tolstoy, Foucault suggests the invalidity of the politics that have 

dominated the last few centuries. He describes at length the mechanics of social 

conditioning that enforce the firmly established, yet unjustifiable political intervention 

in sexualio/ and the patriarchy of centuries past that supports those systems. In his 

concluding words of J11e History of Sexuality, Foucault too calls into question the very 

basis of those politics: "modem man is an animal whose politics places his existence as 

a living being in question."1 

In retrospect, Pozdnyshev recognises the misunderstandings that his world is 

built on and the complete invalidity of its social and political structure, which, as 

Foucault suggests, puts man's existence "in question." Pozdnyshev bitterly resents 

what social conditioning has done to him and feels great remorse for killing his wife, 

which he sees as an inevitable outcome of the sexual politics that people of his class 

conform to. He thus becomes a lonely man on the train when he tells his tale, estranged 

from society and possessed of a previously llllfealised knowledge that he believes is still 

hidden from others. In his detachment, Pozdnyshev is removed from the omniscient 

sexuality th,at dominates his world, and therefore detached from mainstream society. 

From the outside looking back into the society he so actively participated in, Tolstoy 

leads his protagonist through a process of reflection and self-re-evaluation. 

In the previous chapter, I showed how Pozdnyshev defines patriarchal culture 

and the typical masculine view of women. In this chapter, I will show how the 

protagonist disputes all that constitutes the foundations of a masculine dominated and 

1 Foucault, The History ef' Sexualil]1, p, 143. The use of man here again suggests that it is 
specifically males who are being referred to. From the previous chapter, it is clear that women were the 
targeted victims of male. domination and not responsible for creating the politics that Tolstoy and 
Foucault are questioning. 
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sexually orientated society. Pozdnyshev becomes a changed man who agonises over the 

nature of his fonner life in which he exploits, abuses and murders an innocent woman 

whom he considered an animal. The protagonist's role has reversed; I wifl demonstrate 

that Pozdnyshev becomes one of the one per cent who do not subscribe to or live by the 

Foucauldian sexual prescription. It is through this conversion that Pozdnyshev 

reconciles his past and his relations with women. 

The retrospective account of Pozdnyshev' s life is thus a dual narration. He 

relates both to his life as a typical man of his class and the altered perspective of life 

that he is shocked into seeing when he murders his wife; the former being in total 

opposition to the latter. Hence, there is an important distinction to be made between the 

way in which Pozdnyshev blindly lived according to political structuring of society 

outlined in the previous chapters, which he describes as "y)Kac TOro, YI.TO ecn," [the 

horror of what is]. and a different view of life, which he now considers "qro ,n:oJDKHo 

6:bln/' [ what ought to be]. 2 

By juxtaposing the conflicting elements of a dual narration, Tolstoy's 

protagonist rejects all social institutions that seek to control and manipulate a population 

and refutes the basis for gender divisions that set men against women. Pozdnyshev 

seeks to bridge the "ny1IMHa" [abyss]3 between the sexes in an effort aimed ultimately at 

resolving the male/female dichotomy. He thus attempts to reject and resolve one of the 

most momentous binary oppositions that dominated the late-nineteenth-century 

European world. 

2 Toncroii, <tKpei1~epoBa coHanm-, p. 17; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 124. 

3. ToJicroif, <<Kpe~epo.sa coaa.Ta>>~ p. 17~ Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 124. 
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Unfortunately for Pozdnyshev, and for his wife, realising an alternative world 

comes too late. ht an instant before his sharp dagger penetrates deep into the flesh of a 

woman's body, a momentary suspicion as to the appropriateness of his actions surfaces: 

B Ty M.HHYIY, KaK .51 ,ll;eTlWI 3TO, .H 3HaJJ, 'ITO .H ,ll;eJiaIO HeTfI'O )')ICaCHOe, TaKoe, KaKoro SI HHKOr):(a 
He ):(eJia.JI H KOTOpoe 6yl{er HMeTb YJI(aCHhle nocJie.I(CTBIDJ. Ho C03HaHife 3TO MeJibKHYJIO KaK 
MOJIHIDI, H 3a COOHaJIHeM TOT'lac :>Ke CJie,ll;OBaJI IlOCTyilOK .... IloMHIO Ha MrHOBemre, TOJibKO Ha 
MrHoBeHHe, npep;Bap,mmee noCTyIIOK, c-rpamttoe co3murne roro, 'ITO SI y6Irnruo H y6IDI 
)KeHlllHHY, 6e:33aIJ.lHTH)'IO )KeHlllHHY, Moro )Keey. Y)Kac :noro C03Harure SI rroMHIO H rroTOM 
3aKJIIOTfaIO H ,ll;a>Ke BCilOMlIH8lO CM}'THO, 'ITO, BOTI<HyB KHIDKaJI, SI TQTqac )Ke Bl>ITali:(IDI ero, 
)KeJirur norrpaBHTI, c,1:wnamme H oCTaHOBIITb. 

At the moment I did jt I knew I was doing an awful thing such as I had never done before, which 
would have terrible consequences. But that consciousness passed like a flash of lightning and 
the deed immediately followed the consciousness.... I remember that for an instant, only an 
instant, before the action I had a terrible consciousness that I was killing, had killed, a 
defenceless woman, my wife! I remember the horror of that consciousness and conclude from 
that, and even dimly remember, that having plunged the dagger in I pulled it out immediately, 
trying to remedy what had been done and stop it.4 • 

Following his wife's murder, Pozdnyshev retires to his study where he lays to 

rest. Numbed by the ordeal, he slips into a dreamy state of semi-delirium, semi

consciousness. He tosses to and fro pangs of horror and contrasting moments of blissful 

reassurance that all which happened was merely the spiteful musing of a dreamworld 

mind gone awry: 

JI CrraJI, sepHO, qaca ,qBa. IloMmo, 5{ BH,U;eJI BO CHe, tffO Mb! .l{p}')KHbI C Heii, rroccopIDIKcb, HO 
MMpHMCK, H ~ HeMH01KKO 'l'IO-TO Memaer, HO MI,I ;npy)KHI,l, MeIDI pas6yAHJI CTyK B ):\Bepb. 
«3To IIOJIHll;HSI, - IlO,ll;yMaJI SJ, npOCbIIl8J!Cb. - Bep;1, SJ. y6mr, Ka)KeTCH. A MO)Ke'I' 6&ITI,, 3TO OHa, 
H HH<Iero He 61,mo». 

I must have slept for a couple of hours. I remember dreaming that she and I were friendly 
together, that we had quarrelled but were making it up, there was something rather in the way, 
but we were friends. I was awakened by someone knocking at the door. 'It's the police!' I 
thought, waking up. 'I have committed murder, I think. But perhaps it is she, and nothing has 
happened. ' 5 

4 Toncroii, <<Kpeiio;epona coHaTa>>, p. 74~ Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 204. 

5 ToJicroii, «Kpeiio;epoBa couaw>, p. 75; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 205. 
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~pon waking, Pozdnyshev sees that he, perhaps unwittingly, has crossed the line 

and drawn his masculine domination too close to physical reality. The ultimate 

penetration of his wife's body has put an end to the life of the "Bpar" [enemy].6 Killing 

her pronounces the definitive word confirming masculine domination. This concludes 

the battle between the sexes he and his wife have fought for the past decade with 

Pozdnyshev apparently the victor. However, in Pozdnyshev' s house-the war zone that 

has witnessed almost daily fighting-there is a latent, hidden view of reality about to be 

unveiled 

Emerging from the smoky haze of his study, where smouldering tobacco has 

befogged Pozdnyshev' s consciousness for the best part of his life,7 he moves to the 

bedroom where the air is purified and sterile from the doctor's antiseptic: "3arrax 3TOH 

.n;oKTopcKoir ra,n;ocra, - Ho,n;oq>opM, Kap6oJIKa - rropronrr MeIDI" [the smell of the 

doctor's nastiness-iodoform and carbolic-took me aback].8 Here, where the reality 

of a life of sexual and physical abuse of a woman has taken place there now lies a dying 

woman bruised and battered. As she slips from this world to another, so too does the 

protagonist'~ consciousness. When the "rrocTOfilffiI:,lli T}'MaH" [perpetual fog] 9 that 

obscures the vision clears, Pozdnyshev recalls: 

6 Toncroii, «KpeiiQepOBa coHara», p. 36; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 150. 

7 Quoting Pozdnyshev, Richard Gustafson comments on Pozdnyshev' s use of nicotine and other 
intoxicants such as alcohol, strong tea and even work: "Pozdnyshev ... lives in a state of chronic 
intoxication. He understands well the function of this stupefaction. 'Man's salvation as well as his 
punishment,' he believes, 'lies in the fact that when he lives incorrectly he can befog himself so as not to 
see the poverty of his position."' Richard Gustafson, 'Intoxicated Consciousness,' Leo Tolstoy. Resident 
and Stranger, p. 352. 

8 ToJICTOH, «Kpeiit-lepoBa coHaw>, p.76; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 207. 

9 ToJICTOH, «Kpeiiu.epoBa coHano>, p. 45; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 163. 
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Tom,Ko wr~a, K0r,[(a 51 ymmarr ee MeprBoe ~o, JI rroIDIJX nee, 'ITO JI c,[(enarr. 5I rro1UIJI, 'ITO 51, 51 

y6rrn ee, 'ITO OT MeIDI C,[(eJiaJIOCh TO, 'ITO Otta 6hIJia :lKHBaJI, ,[(B~a5ICH, TeITJiaH, a Tenepb CTaJia 
Herro~BIDKHaH, BOCKOBaH, XOJIO,[(HaH, H 'TIO rrorrprumTh 3TOro HHK0r,[(a, HI.ff,[(e, m1qeM HeJib3H. 

Only when I saw her dead face did I understand all that I had done. I realised that I, I, had killed 
her; that it was my doing that she, living, moving, warm, had now become motionless, waxen, 
and cold, and that this could never, anywhere, or by any means, be remedied. 10 

Even after the most horrific abuse of his wife, before seeing her dead body, 

Pozdnyshev still holds hopes of "making up." This shows the extent to which a man 

can imagine that all his abuses of women, even butchering her body with a knife, can 

simply be remedied by the universal therapy of sensuality. But he is mistaken and 

indeed "taken aback." The power of sensuality, which has so faithfully healed the 

wounds he has inflicted in the past, can no longer be applied. His wife is now an 

unresponsive corpse; "this could never, anywhere, or by any means, be remedied." The 

realisation of fact versus his misconceptions of the past holds profound implications for 

Pozdnyshev. He is shocked headlong into the process of re-evaluating the past and 

rebuilding his life on an altered image of both himself and a woman that his final act of 

masculine domination prompts. 

Foll<;>wing a woman's death and the consciousness her dead body evokes in 

Pozdnyshev, there comes another momentous revelation for the protagonist. Now from 

within a prison ce~l, Pozdnyshev is less horror-struck by his heinous butchering of a 

woman than by the sad recognition that his entire life has been one colossal sham: "MoI 

)ICI-IBeM no yum B TaKOM OMyTe JDIGI, 'ITO ecmI Hae He Tl)eCHeT no ronone, KaK MeIDI, Mbl 

He MO)I<eM orroMHHTI>cK" [We live up to our ears in such depths of lies that unless we 

10 Tonc-roi:i, <<Kpe~epoBa cottarro>, p. 77; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 209. 
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have our he.ads bumped, as I did, we cannot come to our senses]. 11 In fact, having more 

than just his "head bumped," Pozdnyshev's agony of remorse comes when he himself is 

stabbed in the gut. Not by the sharp, hardened steel blade that symbolises masculinity, 12 

he is struck by the blunt force of what he realises masculinity to actually symbolise in 

his society. He sees the "horror of what is"; he sees the "horror" of masculine 

domination and the subordination, exploitation and abuse of women that he lived by, 

which totally contradicts what really "ought to be." 

Pozdnyshev now recognises his former self~righteousness as a man once so 

typical of his class to be the result of the falsehood and hypocrisy that surrounds him. 

Now back in society after his acquittal by the courts, he is a man who no longer 

wallows in "such depths of lies." He has unveiled an inescapable truth. 13 Pozdnyshev 

is left in his account of past events to grapple with the nature of his former life as a 

typic·at male, which led to his wife's death: 

,[(a-c, TOJJbKO nepeMJCiaBIIIHCb, KaK JI nepeM)"laJJC51, TOJibKO 6:n:aro,n;ap51 3TOM)7 51 IlOIDIJJ, r.n;e 

KOpeHb BCero, IlOIDr.JI, 'ITO ,D;OJDKHO 6bITb, li IlOTOM)' ymr,n;aJJ BeCb y,KaC TOI'O, 'ITO eCTb, .. , ,[(a, He 

CKOpo ern;e JIIO,l:(M )'3Ha!OT TO, tfTO 5I 3Ha!O. MHoro JIM )KeJie3a M Kame MeT'aJJJibI B COJIHJ:.(e H 

3Be3,n;ax - 3TO CKOpo Y3HaTb MO)ICHo; a BOT TO, tfTO 06m,1qaer Harne CBMHCTBO, - 3TO TPY.n;HO, 

y)KaCHO TJ)Y)];HO. 

Yes, only after such torments as I have endured, only by their means, have I understood where 
the root of the matter lies-understood what ought to be, and therefore seen all the horror of 
what is .... Yes, it will be a long time before people learn what I know. How much ~on and 

11 TonCTO.ii, «KpeiiqeposacoHaTa», p. 302; Tolstoy, JheKreutzerSonata, p. 213. 

12 The choice of murder weapon is significant as a phallic symbol that represents what Elizabeth 
Grosz calls the "genital domination" of male sexuality. Grosz, Volatile Bodies, p. 177. It also supports 
the fact that the murder is a symbolic sexual act: Pozdnyshev has a loaded revolver and an array of guns 
and knives from his collection mounted on the wall at his disposal. Ignoring the most obvious weapon, 
the loaded revolver that he already has at hand that would be clean and efficient, he ignores even the other 
guns. Pozdnyshev opts for a "KpHBoii ,n;aMaccK11ii KMH)Kan" [curved Damascus dagger]. He takes it down 
and draws back its protective sheath to reveal the curved glistening tip that is about to penetrate deep into 
a woman's body; the pha11ic overtones are pointed. Toncroii, «Kpeiiqeposa coHani>>, pp. 71, 75; Tolstoy, 
The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 200, 206. 

13 Note that Pozdnyshev tries to intoxicate himself with strong tea and tobacco on the train as he 
tells his tale, however, to no avail; he is no longer able to delude himself as he did in the past. 
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quantities of other metals there is in the sun and stars is easy to find out, but anything that 
expresses our swinishness is difficult, terribly difficult! t4 

Pozdnyshey makes it clear that he understands the discrepancy between what is 

and what ought to be is not minor; one is in complete opposition to the other: 

"cn:yq:HJIC5I co :MHOH 3TOT 3Illi3O)];, y MeIDI O1Kp:OIJIBCI, rrrasa, H 51 y1rn.n:an BCe COBCeM B 

.npyroM cBeTe. Bee HaB:omopor, BCe HaBI,mopor!" [since that episode, my eyes have 

been opened and I have seen everything in quite a different light. Everything reversed, 

everything reversed!] 15 

Pozdnyshev acknowledges this "reversal" in his former convictions only a few 

pages into his tale indicating that the remainder of his retrospective account is made in 

light of these contrasts. The greater part of the text that outlines the imposition of a 

politically empowered sexuality and the reduction of women to the status of animals in 

patriarchal culture is clearly "the horror of what is." "What ought to be" is the 

"reverse.'~ The Kreutzer Sonata is therefore not the one-sided view of a misogynist 

protagonist that it is often taken for. Nor does it represent what feminist writer Andrea 

Dworkin exclaims to be "the author's full-blooded misogyny." It is the reverse-the 

reverse of misogyny beingfeminism. 16 

14 TOJICTOH, «Kpeiiu:epoaa coHaTa», pp. 17, 40; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 125, 156. 

15 ToJicrott, «Kpeiiu:epoaa coHaTa», p. 17; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 124 - 125. 

16 Barbara Heldt affirms: "The Kreutzer Sonata is often dismissed as an extreme example of 
Tolstoy's misogyny." However, Heldt does not subscribe to this notion. Heldt, 'Tolstoy's Path toward 
Fetninism,' p. 44. 

Andrea Dworkin, Intercourse, p. 7. 

Although no authoritative Reference offers an antonym for feminism, David Holbrook points out 
the "absurdity" of suggesting that the opposite of misogyny is not feminism. Holbrook, Tolstoy, Women, 
and Death, p. 15. 
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The Kreutzer Sonata is a text that exposes the oppression of women at the hands 

of male dominators in defence of women. Indeed, Tolstoy makes the following 

explanatory entry in his diary: 

Many of the ideas which I've been expressing recently don't belong to me, but to people who 
feel an affinity with me, and turn to me with their problems, quandaries, ideas and plans. Thus 
the basic idea, or better to say, feeling of The Kreutzer Sonata belongs to a certain woman, a 
Slav, who wrote me a letter, comical for its language but remarkable for its content, about the 
oppression of women through sexual demands. Later she came to see me and left a strong 
impression. 17 

So while The Kreutzer Sonata rightly receives different interpretations, for it is an 

intriguing multifaceted work dealing with any number of contemporaneous issues, as 

Tolstoy himself points out, the "basic idea", indeed, "the feeling" of The Kreutzer 

Sonata is "about the oppression of women through sexual demands." Its underlying 

theme is therefore concerned with women's liberation. 

In this respect, The Kreutzer Sonata is an example of a man brought up in the 

midst of such staunch patriarchy to acknowledge the injustices of gender division and 

expose men as the instigators of female oppression and abuse. Barbara Heldt contends: 

"Far from being misogynistic, [The Kreutzer Sonata] takes men's hatred of women and 

lays bare it~ roots, finding them in a social and economic universe entirely of man's 

making." As Heldt suggests, The Kreutzer Sonata does represent "Tolstoy's path 

toward feminism. "18 

17 Leo Tolstoy, Tolstoy's Diaries, vol. 1: 1847 - 1894, p. 283. Note also that R F. Christian 
(trans.) points out: "These ideas were to some extent expressed in Tolstoy's unfinished story Mother." 
Ibid., p. 386. 

18 Heldt, 'Tolstoy's Path toward Feminism,' p. 45 (my italics). 

However, to label Tolstoy a "feminist" is perhaps stretching matters somewhat. He is clearly a 
man on a "path toward feminism," but as Heldt also points out: "If we focus only on Tolstoy's stated 
opinions of women in his diaries and letters, the examples of misogyny are too numerous to cite." Ibid., 
p. 47. It is thus in his art that Tolstoy attempts to reconcile his and other men's troubled relations with 
women. 
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In this feminist approach, Tolstoy and his protagonist seek to repudiate a 

politically empowered sexuality that subordinates and exploits women and unreservedly 

refute all existing institutions of perceived masculine superiority and the domination of 

women. For males, this involves reassessing a politically imposed sexuality that 

"places his existence as a living being in question" and thence re-evaluate the typical 

masculine view and treatment of women. 

Pozdnyshev's twice uttered "HaBI,rnopoT" [reversed] suggests two acts at works 

in which he will effectively turn his former world first inside out then back to :front. 19 

Through his process of "reversal," Pozdnyshev will present an opposing picture of 

society that he claims exposes the truth that lies behind the ill-conceived structuring of 

nineteenth-century upper class life. He sees that the abuse of women as sex objects, 

their exploitation for economic use and their subordination and treatment as inferior 

animals all result from unjust politics that do indeed "place man's existence as a living 

being in question." 

As Pozdnyshev introduces himself through the narrator at the beginning of The 

Kreutzer Sqnata, he puts forward a simple question that he attempts to answer 

throughout his entire tale. Here he introduces "ucmuHHblU )KeHCKHH Borrpoc" [the true 

question of women's rights]. 20 By "HCTIIHHI,IH" [true], Tolstoy is making a distinction 

between the contemporaneous ")KeHCKHH Borrpoc" [the question of women's rights], one 

19 Haeb1eopom has the general literal and figurative meanings of reversed, inside out, wrong wey 
around, back to front et cetera. 

20 Toncroii, <<l<peih~epoBa coHaTa>>, p. 300; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 212. 
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of the so-called "accursed questions,"21 and an alternative view of what the question of 

women's rights should truly be addressing. 

From the 1860s, the question of women's emancipation gains momentum in 

Russia addressing women's rights to vote, participate in politics, enter universities and 

so forth. However, Pozdnyshev now realises that ")I(eHcrarn Bonpoc" [the question of 

women's rights] of the past and present, despite its outward progressive appearance, 

fails to address the most fundamental point regarding women's "true" rights. He thus 

proposes his "ucmwmbiii )I(eHCKilli Borrpoc" [true question of women's rights] to an 

inquiring narrator: 

- ... 3TO )')KaCHO, y)KaCHO, y)l(aCHO! 
- 1ITO y)l(aCHO? - cnpOCIDI 51. 

- Ta nyq1rna 3a6JiprneHIDI H pa3BpaTa, B KOTOpoii Mbl )l(l{BeM TIO OTHOilieHIDO K ucmUHHOMJI 

)KeHCKOMY Bonpocy. 
- T. e., 'ITO Bbl TIOHHMae-re TIO.I{ HCTHHHI,IM )l(eHCKHM BOnpOCOM? 
- Bonpoc O TOM, 'I.TO TaKoe TO oco6eHHOe OT M}')l('I.HH opraHH30BaHHOe cyr:u:eCTBO H KaK OHa 
caMa H M}':lKq1rna ,U:OIDKHbl cM01pen, Ha Hee. 

' ... it's ghastly, ghastly, ghastly!' 
'What's ghastly?' I asked. 
'That abyss of delusion and depravity in which we live in regard to the real question of women's 
rights?' . 
'And that is? What do you understand to be the real question of women's rights? 
'The question of what this organised creature that is distinct from man is, and how she herself 
and men also should regard her. '22 

The above passage 1s quintessential to this thesis. That this "ucmuH11biu 

)I(eHc.Killi Borrpoc" [ true question of women's rights] is placed at the beginning of the 

21 Late-nineteenth-century Russian intellectual and social life is characterised by the "accursed 
questions" which plagued the intelligentsia in their attempts to make sense of traditional interpretations of 
the world and the political turmoil, econ01nic decline, and general fin de siecle decadence and gloom. 
And not forgetting that The Kreutzer Sonata itself sparked a great sexual debate that introduced the 
"accursed" "norroBoii Bonpoc" [sexual question] to Russia's educated classes. For a thorough account of 
the reception of The Kreutzer Sonata and its relevancy to the contemporaneous debate on sexuality, see 
Maller, Postlude to "The Kreutzer Sonata. " 

22 Toncrn11, «Kpeiiu;eposa coHaTa», pp. 17, 299 - 300; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 124, 
213 (my italics). 
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story from where Pozdnyshev' s confession unfolds suggests its thematic importance. 

Throughout the story, Pozdnyshev presents the prevailing masculine view of how men 

typically "consider her," as outlined in the previous chapters. However, this typical 

view of women is what Pozdnyshev regards as the "abyss of delusion and depravity." 

Any so-called "rights" that women are supposedly given are farcical; as Pozdnyshev 

puts it: 

H TOJII<yroT o cno6o,u.e, o npaBax )Kem:uatt. 3ro nee pantto, trro JIIO,n:oe,rv,r OTKapMJUIBaJUI far 
mo,11.eii: rureHHblX Ha elJ.Y H BMecre C TeM }'Bepm:rn 6br, IffO OHH 3a6ornTCH O HX npaBax H 

CB06o,u.e. 

And they prate about the freedom and rights of women! It's as if cannibals fattened their 
captives to be eaten, and at the same time declared they were concerned about their prisoners' 
rights and freedom. 23 

To find the truth, Pozdnyshev is now left to ponder as to just who that "organised 

creature" is and how, therefore, "men should regard her." 

In contrast to his former convictions as a typical male who held such fixed and 

grave views of women, the protagonist now presents an "opraHH3oBaHHoe cym;ecrno" 

[organised creature] of indeterminate identity. From the outset of the story, Tolstoy 

thus cleans the slate of patriarchal prejudice and hands his protagonist a tabula rasa 

onto which ·he will attempt to paint a new portrait of a woman now illuminated by a 

"different light." The remainder of the text, and arguably the central theme .of The 

Kreutzer Sonata is then a bid to answer that Tolstoyan "ucmw-11-1blii )KeHcKHir Bonpoc" 

[true question of women's rights]. Presenting this altered vision of a woman seen from 

a different view point endeavours to close the "abyss of delusion and depravity" 

23 ToncToii, «Kpeiil\epoBa comrra», p. 35; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 149. 
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regarding women, which results from enforcing the Foucauldian political systems in 

combination with the patriarchal culture of centuries gone by. 

Pozdnyshev's reassessment of the masculine understanding of women begins 

with the death of his wife. The murder is the pivotal moment in The Kreutzer Sonata. 

As explained below, it leads directly to Pozdnyshev's reversal in his perception of 

women and his rejection of Foucauldian politics that he implicates in forging that 

image. The murder at the end of the story represents the beginning of Pozdnyshev' s 

new life in which "everything is reversed." Although the murder concludes 

Pozdnyshev's tale, it is not, however, the artistic climax of the novella.24 Rather, killing 

a woman is the beginning of Pozdnyshev's reassessment of women, which is reflected 

throughout the entire story. 

When a man kills a woman, he is murdering another human being. To 

Pozdnyshev, she is not only the same species, but this woman is also the same race, the 

same nationality, the same class. However, based solely on a difference in gender, to 

Pozdnyshev, she appears to be a mere animal whom he callously slays like the horse in 

'Kholstomer.' By making the parallel between an animal and a woman in the male eye 

in Chapter Three, exploring the deaths of these two different "organised creatures" in 

the two stories exposes parallels of paramount importance. When an animal and a 

woman are killed, Tolstoy questions the way in which men traditionally perceive these 

other creatures. 

24 It is, of course, Pozdnyshev's ultimate sexual climax though. Notice how Pozdnyshev first 
smokes a cigarette after the act then lies numbed in a delirious state of intoxicated exhaustion. TonCToii, 
<<l<peih~epoBa cottaTil)), p. 75; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 205. 
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Kholstomer is a horse; he stands taller than his human masters, towering above 

them in all his grandeur and innate beauty. However, because of his unfortunate 

disposition as an animal in a human world that holds unjust views of other creatures, he 

is seen as one of the most lowly and deplorable creatures. Those who hold this horse in 

contempt refer to him throughout the entire story as: "qepTeHoK" [little devil], "3TOT 

KopocTOBI>rn" [that filthy scab], "My?IIBK" [peasant], "rrer11H MepHH" [skewbald gelding] 

and despite his pedigree, "KopocTOBaJI ):(p5.IHI," [scabby trash]. This horse is not 

identified in terms other than those derogatory. He is not once identified as Jlozuaob [a 

horse]. 

At the moment of death, however, Tolstoy offers a different view that identifies 

this "organised creature"-this horse-as something now bare of malice that can be 

seen for what he truly is. As the knife held by a man penetrates the flesh of another 

living being, the prejudice toward that animal collapses alongside Kholstomer where it 

too is put to rest. No longer a despicable beast, Kholstomer's correct generic identity is 

recognised with surprise: 

~aq rro.n;mI<Aan, rroKa npeKpaTIUIMCh cy.n;oporM, orornan co6aK, no.n;BMHJBIIIHXCH 6nIDKe, M 
rroro.M, B3HB 3a ttory 11 ornoponrn Mep11Ha tta cmrny M BeJieB BacbKe .n;ep)KaTh 3a ttory, Ha'Ian: 
CBe)KeBaTh, 
- To)l(e JIOllia,li;h 6hma, - CKa3an: BacbKa. 

The knacker waited until the convulsions had ceased, drove away the dogs that had crept nearer, 
turned the gelding onto his back by the legs and told Vaska to hold them. He began skinning. 
'It is a horse after all,' remarked Vaska.25 

For those who hold all animals that are not male human beings in contempt as 

lowly beasts now to see Kholstomer as a horse requires a total reversal of centuries-old 

25 ToncrniI, «XonCToMep», p. 36; Tolstoy, 'Kholstomer,' p. 438. 
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cultural beliefs. As banal as identifying a horse as a horse might be to the modem 

reader, it is profoundly symbolic of a shift in male consciousness of a patriarchal world. 

An animal closely related to the human animal is now seen as such and identified by its 

correct generic name, which places it not too far removed from humanity on an 

ecological scale. Despite centuries' attempts to broaden the ideological gap between 

those two worlds by deeming other animals as mere beasts, Tolstoy objects. Boundaries 

thus begin to blur, opening the way for a reassessment of the ideology that has created 

such unbridgeable gulfs between worlds based on what Tolstoy implicitly proposes to 

be unfounded reasoning. 

Now, in The Kreutzer Sonata, there is a striking parallel which evokes a similar 

rehabilitation of a similarly oppressed "organised creature" in the male mind. This time 

the cultural split along gender lines is targeted for reconstruction in a bid to close the 

"abyss of delusion and depravity" that gapes wide between the male and female human 

worlds. Again, this calls into question the ideological divisions founded on unstable 

grounds. 

The protagonist's wife in The Kreutzer Sonata is a human being. However, 

because of her misconstrued inferior status as a female in a male-dominated society she 

is viewed as a mere animal by male eyes, as was pointed out in Chapter Three of this 

thesis. · This woman is not once referred to by her given human name. Throughout the 

entire story, Pozdnyshev refers to her as "oHa" [she] and "MoH )KeHa" [my wife]. This 

suggests not only the intentional de-personification, but also de-humanisation of a 

woman. Indeed, to reiterate, Pozdnyshev has categorically stated that: ":no He 

rrenoBeK" [ she is not a human being] and that he knows "TOJThKO KaK )KlfBOTHoe" [ only 

as an animal]. Accordingly, he refers to her as "KaK )ICIIBOTHoe" [like an animal], "KaK 
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JIOllia,D;I," [like a horse) and "Mep3KM cyr<a" [abominable bitch], recalling also 

Pozdnyshev's failed attempts, which I outlined in the previous chapter, to fix the 

identity of various other animals to her character. But at the moment of death, there is a 

turnaround. 

When Pozdnyshev kills a woman, there is a similar shift in consciousness to that 

evoked by the death of a horse in 'Kholstomer' that undermines the male conception of 

another being, this time a female human being. On her deathbed,26 the most revelatory 

perception of a woman now penetrates deep into the male psyche: ".5I B3rJUIHYJI ... Ha ee 

C IIO,ITTeKaMII pa36H.TOe JIH.IW li B nepBI,IH pa3 3a6r,m cefor, CBOli npana, CBOIO rop~OCTh, 

n rrepnr,rn: pro ynli,lJ;aJI B Hen 1Je.weeKa - cec'Ipy" [I looked ... at her bruised disfigured 

face, and for the first time I forgot myself, my rights, my pride, and for the first time 

saw a human being in her-a sister]. 

Unfortunately for Pozdnyshev, this powerful realisation obliterates the basis of 

his entire existence in relations with women since his first sexual experience some 

decades before. He is a man who once despised women and abused his wife like an 

animal. He .now sees her as "qerroneK" [a human being]-a "cec'Ipa" [sister]-not the 

"npar" [enemy], but now even a "rroMolI(IIHI\a" [helpmate].27 

This reversal in the conception of his former life leads no longer to hatred of 

women. On the train as he reflects on a life of jaundiced bigotry, Pozdnyshev is now 

devastated by a profound sense of self-hate and hate for all that masculinity is 

26 In fact, the doctors lay her on Pozdnyshev's bed, not her own (separate beds were common for 
husband and wife in those days). It is in her husband's bed-a man's bed-where she, perhaps 
symbolically, dies. 

27 ToJICTOli, «Kpeih:\epoaa coHarn», pp. 77, 338, 36; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 208, 231, 
150. 
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responsible for in the world that surrounds him. This "horror of what is" leaves him 

carrying a tremendous weight of irreconcilable guilt as flashbacks of the past and the 

vision of his poor wife's dead body persistently haunt him. No longer the animal she 

was known as, he can only ever ponder as to who exactly that particular human being 

was, and what his childhood dreams of a "6parcI<IIB" [brotherly] relationship with that 

"cecrpa" [sister] might have been. 

When a horse is seen as a horse, the altered perspective of that animal's identity 

is marked by the point at which it is no longer judged in terms of it's usefulness to men; 

it is the same for the female human animal in The Kreutzer Sonata who Pozdnyshev 

now recognises as a human being. In both cases, a living being is held in captivity by a 

man to serve his needs. Animals suffer at the hands of their human dominators, 

particularly when they falter in their designated role. It is the same for women who 

have been categorised as animals. 

However, when an animal, female human or any other, becomes totally useless 

to a man, it is discarded and apparently no longer judged according to its political or 

economic u~efulness or in terms of the pleasure it might afford a man. Having served 

their terms as both prisoner ·and "slave" to men, they are symbolically released back into 

nature where they can now re-occupy their natural position from which men removed 

them. Although they are no longer living, it is here that men allow a horse to regain its 

dignity and true worth as a horse, and a woman hers as a human being. A significant 

factor in this process is that once dead, these other beings are no longer a threat to the 

male ideology that seeks to divide the two worlds into dominant and subordinate 

respectively. As pointed out in the previous chapter, Kholstomer indeed threatens these 

boundaries and is struck with a painful blow by a man to re-establish his perceived 
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superiority and rights to control.. A woman too is physically abused when she threatens 

a man's perceived superiority. Killing a horse and a woman is an extreme example of 

the same physical actions that these beings have suffered throughout their lives in order 

that men maintain their ideological superior position in relation to these other beings. 

The physical action of killing is but a more conclusive means to enforce and maintain 

the same male ideology, for these dead creatures can no longer challenge those 

boundaries. 

Thus, it is when a horse and a woman are free from masculine ideological 

parameters and the domination inherent in those systems that they are conceived 

differently by men. A woman is lifted from the world of lower animals and returned to 

the human world from which men have displaced her. Removed from a male

constructed human world, a horse and a woman are finally valued. 28 

When a woman is removed from a patriarchal world, even if it is by death, she is 

seen not only as a human being but as a "sister" with whom men should unite as 

helpmates to create a righteous society and the Kingdom of God on Earth, according to 

Pozdnyshey. He considers relationships based on lust and sensuality to result inevitably 

in discord and disharmony between men and women, even within marriage. His 

marriage is an extreme example in which he claims that his wholly physical relations 

with his wife led to her death. 

When a woman becomes an object of masculine sexual desire, through the 

processes that I outline in Chapter One, the resulting destructive relationship between 

28 Kholstomer becomes food for the dogs and a valuable source of sustenance for a mother wolf 
and her five hungry cubs on the night of the slaughter. TonCTOii, «XoncToMep», pp. 36 - 37; Tolstoy, 
'Kholstomer,' pp. 438-439. 
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husband and wife is clear from Pozdnyshev' s example as discussed in my previous 

chapter. By de-sexualisation of the object of sexual desire, a woman can be recognised 

as something other than an outlet for masculine sexual expression. The fundamental 

basis for establishing cordial, non-sexual relations similar to those of brother and 

"sister" between the sexes that no longer results in the abuse of women is thereby set. 

So while a woman's political value wanes as her childbearing days expire, she is now 

recognised for her true worth as a fellow human being. A politically imposed sexuality 

may help a nation rise to new economic heights, the resulting subordination of women, 

however, hinders any chances of escaping from that "complete and utter brothel" that 

symbolises a spiritually and morally sick society. Pozdnyshev explains: 

H BO HMH 3TOH mo6BH, T. e. IIaKOCTH, ry6HT, - 'ITO 'JKe? - ITOJIOBmry po,n:a qeJIOBe11ecKoro. H3 
ncex )KeHI.qHH, KOTOpbre )];OJDKHbI 6br 6bITb IlOMOiqHHI~aMH B ABH)Kernrn 11eJI0Be11ecTBa K HCTHHe 
tt 6nary, OH BO HMH CBoero y,n:oBOJibCTBIDI ):\eJiaeT He ITOMOI.qHI{q, HO BparoB. 

In the name of this love, that is, this filth, he destroys-what? Why half the human race! All the 
women who might help the progress of mankind towards truth and goodness he converts, for the 
sake of his pleasure, into enemies instead ofhelpmates.29 

Pozdnyshev thus recognises the absolute "power" •of sexuality that Foucault 

describes. I:Ie holds its singularly most accountable for the destruction of a righteous 

social order and the abuse of women's mental and physical lives. He now recognises 

how men systemically destroy women through a politically stimulated sexual 

obsessiveness that results in too frequent and often violent sexual expression and leads 

ultimately and inevitably to the death of his wife . 

.29 Toncrorr, «KpeHQepoBa coHaTa», p. 36; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 150. 
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Paradoxically, however, murdering a woman marks a transition for Pozdnyshev 

out of a politically imposed sexuality that "destroys" women, and onto a path to truly 

'know' a woman as a fellow human being. Pozdnyshev observes: 

Bb1 3aMeThTe: ec1rn r(eJih qenoaeqecrna - 6naro, ):(o6po, mo6oah, KaK xoTIITe; ecm1 1:1enh 
qeJioaeqecrna eCTh TO, 'ITO CKa3aH0 B npopoqecTBax, 'ITO ace JIIO):(H coe):(HIDITC5I BOe):(HHO 
mo6oBh!O, 'ITO paCKYJOT KOIIb5l Ha cepmr HT, ):(., TO Be):(h ,Il;OCTIDKeHJilO 3TOli [leJIH Memaer 'ITO? 
MemruoT crpaCTH. II crpaCTeH cawur CHJihHM H 3JI8JI H yrropHM - rronoBrur, ITJIOTCKM 
mo60Bh. 

Just think: if the aim of humanity is goodness, righteousness, love--cali it what you will-if it is 
what the prophets have said, that all mankind should be united together in love, that the spears 
should be beaten into pruning-hooks and so forth, what is it that hinders the attainment of this 
aim? The passions hinder it. Of all the passions, the cruellest and most stubborn is the sex
passion, physical love. 

Pozdnyshev recognises that "H,ll;ean KpOJIBKOB :mm: CBHHeii, tIT06M pacIIJio,n;:aTI,CJI KaK 

MmKHo 6om,rne" [the rabbits' and pigs' ideal of breeding as fast as possible], which 

indeed epitomises the political foundations of rising capitalist nations, must be reversed 

in order to achieve human dignity, including that of women too: 

... IlOTOMY eCJIH yttH'ITO)KaTCH crpacrn: H ITOCJie):(IDIB, caMM CHJlhH8JI II3 HHX, ITJIOTCKM JIID60Bh, 
TO npopo"CJ:eCTB0 HCIIOJIHHTCH, JIIO,n:H coe):(HIDITCH BOe):(HH0, [leJih qeJIOBe1IeCTBa 6y):(eT 
):(OCTHreyra . 

. . . therefore if the passions are destroyed, including the strongest of them-physical love-the 
prophecies will be fulfilled, mankind will be brought into unity, the aim of human existence will 
be attained.30 

The paradox of the murder of a woman is that Pozdnyshev achieves the highest 

human ideal through this monstrous act. Based on a Fyodorovian interpretation of The 

Kreutzer Sonata, Henrietta Mondry perceptively deduces that by murder "Pozdnyshev 

performs the act of metaphysical self-castration"; that the "answer to 'why Pozdnyshev 

kills his wife' ... .is to belong to the eunuchs, the 'eunuchs who have made themselves 

30 Toncroii, «Kperr1:1ep0Ba coHaTa», p. 30; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 142. 
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eunuchs, in order to enter the Kingdom of God."' Pozdnyshev thus achieves "a state of 

purity and sainthood through the release from his sexual, earthly desires."31 

As a symbolic "eunuch," Pozdnyshev no longer participates in the "passions of 

· physical love" and in his symbolic detachment from sexuality, he no longer participates 

in the politics that "make sex desirable." His castration is thus not only a "metaphysical 

self-castration" that detaches him from sexuality, but it is also clearly a political 

castration that in reality leaves him detached from the politics of a sexually orientated 

mainstream society. 

Pozdnyshev's rejection of sex is therefore a political gesture against a regime 

that once had him bound to a life of lust and sensuality. It is after the detachment from 

a politically imposed sexuality that a woman's status can be rehabilitated in a man's 

eye. Mondry' s "metaphysical self-castration" thus represents a symbolic mutilation of 

the genitals that constitute a genitally dominated masculine sexuality. By killing his 

wife, by changing her status from being an object of masculine sexual desire, which 

leads to her subordination, she can now be seen in a "different light." 

An iipportant factor in Pozdnyshev's altered vision of his wife is not only her 

removal as a sex object from Pozdnyshev' s life by death, but also the de-sensualisation 

of a woman by physically altering her external appearance. As pointed out in a number 

of cases in the previous chapters of this thesis, Pozdnyshev considers women's bodies 

and their physical appearance to be essentially erotic and seductive, and their behaviour 

31 Mondry, 'One or Two ''Resurrections"?' pp. 178, 181, 182. The quote "eunuchs who have 
made themselves eunuchs, in order to enter the Kingdom of God" refers to another biblical epigraph of 
The lu·eutzer Sonata which quotes Matthew XIX: 12: "For there are eunuchs who were born thus from 
the maternal womb, and there are eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs, in order to enter the 
Kingdom of God. He who is able to accept it, then accept it." Toncroii, «Kpeirrcepoaa coHani», p. 7 
( omitted from Maude's translation). 
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aimed ultimately at securing a male mate; Pozdnyshev believes this to be essentially 

animal in nature. When Pozdnyshev kills his wife, he first beats her, causing bruising 

and disfigurement to her face, then he throttles her, causing severe bruising and 

blackening around her neck, and the knife wound to her stomach causes bleeding which 

stains her once-elegant and beautiful dress. Pozdnyshev thus makes his wife ugly, de

sensualising her as a sexual being. She can now be seen as a human being and a sister 

as outlined above. Therefore, looking at his wife's dead body Pozdnyshev recalls: 

"KpaCOThI He 6I,IJIO HHKaKOH, a 'ITO-TO ra,n:Koe IIOKa:m.rroc:r, MHe B Heii" [There was 

nothing beautiful about her, but something repulsive as it seemed to me]. 32 Pozdnyshev 

is no longer sexually aroused by her; he no longer "desires" sex. He therefore does not 

wish to copulate in a society with a politically imposed ideal like "the rabbits' and pigs' 

ideal of breeding as fast as possible." 

Although Pozdnyshev duplicated himself five times for his country, he is now 

politically non-compliant. As Foucault says: "We must not think that by saying yes to 

sex, one says no to power; on the contrary, one tracks along the course laid out by the 

general deployment of sexuality." Thus, as is evident from Chapter One, to participate 

in sex is to be politically compliant. To oppose or "reverse" political power, Foucault 

explains that 

it is the agency of sex that we must break away from, ifwe aim-through tactical reversal of the 
various mechanisms of sexuality-to counter the grips of power with the claims of bodies, 
pleasures, and knowledges, in their multiplicity and their possibility ofresistance.33 

32 Toncron, «Kpeii!-iepona coHaTII)), p. 76; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 207. 

33 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, p. 157. 
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By saying "no" to sex, through his "metaphysical self-castration," Pozdnyshev 

both "breaks away from the agency of sex" and opposes political power. He 1'destroys 

the passions" through his symbolic self-mutilation and the very real mutilation and de

sensualisation of his female object of his desire. He obliterates the political objective to 

"make sex desirable." Through this "reversal of various sexual mechanisms," which 

have shaped his life, Pozdnyshev undoes that which was politically done to him. He 

symbolically arrives back at a state of childhood innocence or "sainthood" as Mondry 

suggests, which he laments over losing. 

The murder, which Mondry confirms is a detachment from that "wasteland of · 

sexuality,"34 marks the transition out of his former world and back into the other-a 

reversal back to the morality and innocence of what "ought to be." It is a claim to the 

illusive moral character that Pozdnyshev was only ever able to "imagine" he had while 

held in his politically useful relations with women. 

From the viewpoint where everything is reversed, Pozdnyshev viciously attacks 

existing social order and formulates the antithesis ( or antidote) to a sick world 

concocted from precisely those materials that Foucault describes in The History of 

Sexuality. From here, all the misgivings of political posturing that are responsible for 

the abuse of women unfold and the unseemly reality of masculinity is exposed. 

It is precisely from the perspective of a symbolically reborn Rousseauvian child 

free from political corruption that Pozdnyshev makes his most profound revelations 

34 Mondry, 'One or Two "Resurrections"?' p. 182 citing Benson, Women in Tolstoy. 
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regarding men and women; 35 he finds the fundamental basis for his answer to the "real 

question of women's rights." In total opposition to his former convictions that a woman 

is a vastly inferior creature, the animal he always believed her to be, he finds that, in 

fact, she is a man's equal; a woman is not only a human being, as identified post

mortem, but she is, moreover, a human being equal to the mal~ of that same species. 

Pozdnyshev now considers the notion that "Ma.Jlhqmrn: li .n;enol:JKli pOMTCH o.n;1rnaK0B0" 

[boys and girls are born equal]. 36 

Pozdnyshev suggests that men .and women are born brother and sister, distinct 

by gender, but not where gender defines status. However, when social conditioning 

introduces sexuality to these distinct but equal children in their mid-teens, males' assume 

a superior role and force women down into a subordinate position, as outlined in the 

previous chapters. In detaching himself from sexuality, Pozdnyshev removes "sex" 

from his equation of women to sex, and because sex equates to the physical, women 

were also equated to the animal. Pozdnyshev' s new understanding of "what ought to 

be" is that when a woman is no longer considered a wholly sexual, and therefore 

physical being, she is no longer equated to an animal. When gender differences are not 

calculated on the sexual role-play in a male-dominated world, equality between the 

sexes is established. 

35 Referring back to my Chapter One, Tolstoy explains the Rousseauvian concept of childhood 
innocence and purity: "Man is born perfect ... but every successive step and every successive hour 
threaten destruction and do not hold out hope for the restoration of destroyed harmony. Our ideal is 
behind, and not ahead ofus." Hence the necessity for a return or reversal back to the childhood ideal, for 
progressing along the line of mainstream life will only lead to further destruction according to Rousseau. 

36 ToJICTOH, «Kpeih-1ep0Ba coHanrn, p. 321; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, p. 227. 
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However, for all Pozdnyshev's ill-conceived ideas about women in his former 

life, he is unhappy considering a woman as simply "equal." In an attempt to reconcile 

his guilt and the nastiness of his life as a typical male, he bows in shame to offer women 

what is justly theirs. In comparison to patriarchal man, he gives women their deserved 

superiority over those men. Thus, in the most telling reversal of all, Pozdnyshev 

realises that women are actually 'not simply equal to men, but that they are in fact 

"HecpaimeHHo Bbrrrre" [immeasurably superior]. Speaking of a woman he took as his 

property, treated like an animal, then slaughtered like a beast, Pozdnyshev asserts that 

his wife was "HecpaBHeHHo BbIIIle Memr, KaK H Bcer,n:a BCHKIDI ,neByrr:rn:a HecpaBHemm 

Bbrrrre My)I0IBHI.1" [immeasurable superior to me as all maidens always are to man]. 

And if a woman acts unbecomingly in society, as Pozdnyshev frequently claims they 

do, he is now honest enough to admit: "5IcHo, '1To 3TO orroro, "'ITO M)')KE.H pa.3Bpam;aIOT, 

HpaBcTBeHIIO npmIIDrcaroT cBOliX ,rceH ,n;o CBoero ypoBIDI" (Clearly, it is because the 

husbands pervert their wives and bring them morally down to their own level.]37 

In rehabilitating a woman's status to that of a human being, not the animal she 

was previou,sly considered, and to portray her now as a superior being to the male 

human animal, Pozdnyshev further supports his analogy by making an even more 

explicit case for masculine inferiority. After returning a woman to her rightful place in 

the human world, Pozdnyshev also re~evaluates the status of men in relation to her. He 

finds that there is also a marked shift in his perception of men, but in the opposite 

37 ToJICTOR, «KpeiiQepoBa conaTa», p. 321; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 226 - 227 (my 
italics). 
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direction. Roles are reversed; from the human world that marks the top of the 

hierarchical scale of all living creatures to which women now belong, Pozdnyshev finds 

that it is he, through his actions as a typical male, who should be displaced into that 

lower world of "X<m30THI,re" [ domestic animals] where women were once held. 

As already mentioned, Pozdnyshev identifies the conflicting nature of the reality 

of his character with what he imagined himself to be: ",l(a," cBmrr,x .a 6r,m }')KaCHaJI H 

Boo6pa:>Kan ce6e, -crro .SI aHreJI" [Yes, I was a dreadful pig and imagined myself to be an 

angel]. No longer deluded by his self-righteous imaginings, Pozdnyshev recognises 

himself to be an animal-"a pig," a dirty creature according to _Pozdnyshev's cultural· 

perception,38 now grossly inferior to his female human counterpart. 

In his expression of self-hate and the deplorable nature of masculinity, 

Pozdnyshev not only considers himself "a pig," but in the latter days of his marriage he 

slips further down the hierarchical scale. Pozdnyshev recalls: "5! 6Lm Ka.IC 3BepL;, [I was 

like a beast]. He thus steps dowµ past the status of ":>IG1Bomoe" [domesticated animal] 

where he had once placed a woman, slipping far below to the dark depths of the "3BepL" 

[beast]. He. reaches the level where, in reality, ninety-nine percent of the men of class 

lie in wait for their female prey: 

JI c.r1em1JICH 3BepeM, 3JlhIM H XH'IpblM 3BepeM .... bO)Ke MOii! 'ITO 1Yf IlOAIDIJIOCb BO MHe! KaK 
BCilOMHIO TOJlbKO npo Toro 3Bepb, KOTOpbIH )l(HJI BO MHe TOr.r1a, y>Kac 6epe-r. 

38 Notice that in the past century, the perception of pigs has changed dramatically. Although 
pigs can still be seen bathing in mud pools and eating food in a manner typically considered unbecoming 
in human terms, in highly sophisticated urban cultures that are more or less isolated from these rural 
scenes, the image of a pig is rapidly losing its traditional identity as the dirty animal other. The recent 
Babe films are a prime indicator that impacts many millions of viewers. In Babe: Pig in the City, piglet 
Babe is presented as a clean, adorable creature; a "loveable and precious pig," "a pig with heart." 
Moreover, Babe's journey from the countryside into the highly civilised human world of New York City 
marks a crossing of ideological boundaries between animal and human worlds as well as the crossing of 
physical boundaries, the city limits and the houses within, that traditionally separate, isolate and protect 
human beings from the 'natural' world where animals such as pigs traditionally and ideologically 
belonged. Babe: Pig in the City, George Miller (dir.), Universal Studios, 1998. 
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I became a cruel and cunning beast .... My God! What had aroused in me. Even to think of the 
beast that lived in me fills me with horror!39 

As a beast, and a "cruel and cunning" one at that, Pozdnyshev is an even more 

despicable creature than the tame ")l{lmomoe" [animal] that a woman was once 

supposed to be. So although Pozdnyshev lived with a woman whom he considered an 

animal, in reality; it was he who was inferior to her, and he who did not belong to the 

human world into which he has since elevated his wife. On a hierarchical scale of 

'human, animal and beast' in descending order, by elevating a woman to the status of a 

human being, as a "3Bepn" [beast] a man now stands symbolically twice removed from 

her, twice inferior to her. This is Pozdnyshev' s conclusive claim to the reality of social 

order that is in total opposition to that held by men typical of his class. 

When men hold women down as animals, the "delusion and depravity" of the 

oppressor who believes in his own superiority and supposed rights to deprive another 

living being of its rights immediately places himself in a worse position than the victim. 

Seeing a woman now as a human being and exposing the beast that has long been 

lurking within a man, Pozdnyshev points to the same paradox reflected by the 

"depraved slaves" and their very "depraved slave owners" discussed in Chapter 'fwo of 

this thesis. 

The de-humanisation of a woman to an animal status by men, which supposedly 

signifies his superiority, is in fact a form of self-abuse in which victimiser becomes the 

victim of his very own forces. A man who abuses a woman is not only deluded, 

39 Toncroii, <<KpeHI.\epoaa coHaTa», pp. 66, 69, 56; Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, pp. 194, 198, 
179. 
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depraved and devoid of any human decency, but, as suggested above, he descends even 

below the level of a so-called "animal" woman. As Pozdnyshev contests, he was the 

most base creature that roams the earth. 

So while considering and treating a woman as an inferior animal forcibly 

deprives her of all human rights and dignity, the instigators who create a divided world 

in which they dominate are as base as they are beastly, and it reflects accordingly and 

directly upon the character of those who hold and impose such views. Within the 

systems of binarisation that characterise Pozdnyshev's world, with specific reference to 

divisions within humanity, Arvind Sivaramakrishnan confirms: "the very creation of a 

dominant and subordinate class deprives all members of both classes of their 

humanity. "40 

Pozdnyshev' s acknowledgement of the nature of masculinity is the most 

fundamental element in resolving the monumental male/female dichotomy of millennia 

past. In 'Animals and Other Worlds,' Michael Pinsky attests that such "oppositions, 

repressive as they might be, will continue until the system of production that generates 

these meanings is displaced or mediated.',41 Therefore, it is not only necessary for men 

to reassess their view of and attitudes toward women, but it is integral for males to focus 

directly upon themselves before the former will ever be possible or have any significant 

effect on relations between the sexes. By seeing through ill-conceived imaginings of 

righteousness and superiority, males must shed their misconceptions about women and, 

moreover, about themselves. 

40 Sivaramakrishnan, 'Living With Alienation,' p. 104. 

41 Pinsky, 'Animals and Other Worlds,' p. 120. 
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When the underlying nature of masculinity "that generates these meanings" lies 

bare, Pozdnyshev then realises the unseemly reality of his former life. He thus 

"displaces" masculinity from its falsely positioned superiority into the reality of its 

baseness. From there, the image of a female human being is "mediated." 

Reconciliation, although too late for the protagonist, is then possible. It is from his 

protagonist's example, though, that Tolstoy allows the reader to learn. 

Pozdnyshev emphatically obliterates the traditional boundaries that separate men 

from women. By taking a woman out of the context of a politically empowered 

sexuality that has produced such grave impressions of women in the male mind, Tolstoy 

allows his protagonist to see past the constraints of his male-dominated world. 

Pozdnyshev' s own detachment from the absolute power of a politically imposed 

sexuality, moreover, leaves him able to identify the reality of his character as a typical 

male. All the misconceptions of the past that have led to the systematic destruction of 

women lie bare before the eye. When a woman is finally -recognised as a fellow human 

being-a sister-Pozdnyshev is struck with irreconcilable guilt and remorse for his 

former mis9gyny and abuse of that "sister." The protagonist of The Kreutzer Sonata 

subsequently exposes human existence on such unjust political foundations and 

demonstrates, as Foucault suggests, that it indeed places man's "existence as a living 

being in question." 



Conclusion 
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Leo Tolstoy's The Kreutzer Sonata is a brilliant expose of late-nineteenth

century upper class Russian life in which sexuality is clearly the political and economic 

tool that shapes a nation to which Foucault and Lingis attest. Tolstoy goes much further 

than delivering a thesis of those politics through his art. He places a protagonist in the 

centre of that world to explore the effects such political imposition has on the human 

condition. Clearly, there are breaches of citizens' freedom as the state seeks ultimately 

to condition and control its subjects. This is a significant factor in the outcome of 

Pozdnyshev' s life, in which he never manages to translate his vision of an ideal life into 

reality. For the sake of capitalist construction, Pozdnyshev is coerced into too frequent 

sexual encounters that lead directly to the abuse of women. This undermines his 

attempts to create a righteous life for himself and destroys the life of the woman .he 

marnes. 

Although Pozdnyshev retells his life as a representative of ninety-nine per cent 

of males of his class, he is also possessed of an all-important previously unrealised 

knowledge that sets him apart, both sexually and socially detached from his male 

circles. Before, he was surrounded by an omniscient sexuality that had him addicted to 

sex. Tracking back to the roots of that dependency and following the development of a 

male through his adolescence demonstrates that from the moment a child's solitary 

habits are interfered with, male sexuality becomes a state affair and is constructed to 

serve both proximate and distal political and economic ends. 

This thesis then demonstrates how the exploitation of women is fundamental to 

these political processes. However, Tolstoy brings women's issues regarding 

oppression and victimisation out of the bedroom where they are stifled by men and into 

the light of day where they cannot go unnoticed. This points clearly to the central 
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theme or "feeling" of The Kreutzer Sonata, which Tolstoy himself indicates is "about 

women's oppression through sexual demands." Tolstoy investigates the subordination 

of women and the prevalent masculine view that she is an inferior animal. This is 

explored through the example of the nameless, faceless, de-personified and de

humanised wife of the protagonist By intentionally restraining the female character 

from speaking for herself, a male who is responsible for the abuse of women is heard 

confessing to the crimes men commit against women. 

When a man sees through his own sexuality, he can recognise his domination 

and abuse of women as unjust and unfounded This leads to Pozdnyshev's important 

comparative views that I outline in Chapter Four. His recognition of what is, which is 

an example of Foucauldian politics in action coupled with strengthened patriarchy that 

aids those processes, and a different view of ,vhat ought to be, question the political and 

social foundations of his society. From his recollections of a life as a typical male, the 

silenced character of a woman is individualised in fiction and her story uniquely and 

sympathetically heard in the voice of a male protagonist articulated by a male artist in 

the late-nineteenth century. The cause of the death of a woman is exposed as lying in 

the abuse of women at the hands of males who trap her in the politics of a male

dominated society. A woman is now seen as a human being, not an animal; she is seen 

as a human being who is, in fact, "immeasurably superior" to those men, and implicitly 

should now be considered and treated accordingly. 

Tolstoy subverts the entire basis of masculinity and everything men have lived 

by for the past few millennia that relies on the subordination of women to fulfil their 

self-justifying wai1ts of superiority and control. A century ago, Tolstoy makes a 

deliberate and radical break with the past, questioning centuries-old certainties that 
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supported traditional social organisation and morality. As men are the creators of those 

politics, Leo Tolstoy's The Kreutzer Sonata is therefore an indictment of and polemics 

against the traditional modes of male-constructed and male-dominated social 

organisation, particularly that of late-nineteenth-century capitalist Russia. 
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